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INTRODUCTION

a

Authentic video available on iTools and the Student Website.

Getting Started
Each unit in Inside Reading features

>

Two high-interest reading texts from an academic content area

>
>

Reading skills relevant to the academic classroom

Targeted words from the Oxford 3000 and the Academic Word List

Cities Are
Growing Up

Identifying the unit's
goals focuses students
on the reading skill and
academic topic.

In this unit, you wlll
read about skyscrapers and what makes them possible.
read about growing populations In cities.
review cause and result.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

READING SKILL

Identifying Examples

Self-Assessment-- - - - - - - - -- - - ------+------.
Think about how well you know each target word. and check (,/)the appropriate column. I have...

TARGET
WORDS
rm I'
I'

seen the word
but am not sure

seen the word
and understand

what it means

what It means

used the word.
but am not sure
If correctly

used the word
confidently in
eit~ speaking
or writing

used tlleword
conlldetrtly In

both speaking
and writing

area

Self-assessment prepares
students for the vocabulary
in the readings.

construct

I'

design

I'

height

rm I'

major

I'

previous

I'

restrict

rm I'

never seen
the word
before

structure

I'

support

I'

vertical

c

Outside the Reading

What do you know about
urban planning? Watch the video on the student website
to find out more.

ma Academic Word Ust
/t CbJord 3000"' ~ds

Pre-unit videos engage
students in the topic and
activate prior knowledge.

TOUR OF A CHAPTER

VII

High-Interest Texts

Before You Read

--------------------------1

In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the f ollowtng questions.

l. What is the

talJe~~

buildjng you h a\.-e visited? Where was it?

2. Would you like to work in a very tall building? Why or why not?
3. What kinds of buildings arc ofte n very taU?

Discussion questions
act ivate students'
knowledge and prepare
them to read.

0Read
Information In this artJcle is from a popular online technology magazine.

SKYSC RAPERS

A

High-Int erest readings
motivate students.

bout 2,800 years ago, the tallest etructu,. in the workf

was the Great Pyramid of Giza in ancient Egypt. It was
146 meters (479 feet) tall. Today, the Burj Khalifa building
in Dubai is nearty six times that helCht. It is 828 meters
• (2.717 feet) tall and has 163 stories.
The Burj Khalifa is one of many skyscrapers conotructecl in
different •reu of the wor1d recently. Even though the Great
Pyramid was very tall, it was not a skyscraper because people did
not live or work inside. There is no exact definition of a skyscraper.
It is simply a very tall building. Today, millions of people live and

10

work in skyscrapers.
EARLY BUILDINGS

Until the end of the 19th century, few buildings were taller than ten
stories. One reason was because people could not easily climb any
higher on stairs. Also, the entire otructure of an old building was
aupported by its four outside walls. These walls were made o f
vertical piles of bricks or stones. The piles had to be very thick or
they would fall <>ver. This -trlctect the helCht of the walls.

is

STEEL BEAMS

20

II

Two .,..jor inventions in the 19th century made the conotructlon of
taller buildings possible. One was a new process for making steel.
This process was used to create strong beams (long. thin pieces)
of :steel. Toll atnKtvre• could be built with the3'e beom:s. These
•tructure• used a new conftructlon deslp. The walls were not
made of stone or brick. Instead, thin steel beams were used to
build a strong vertical frameWO<l< for the walls. Later. the vertical

Oxford 3000 and Academic
Word List vocabulary is
presented in context.

UNIT I

Comprehension activit ies
help students understand the
text and apply the targeted
academic vocabulary.

Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.
- l. Millions of skyscrapers have been constructed in the area near Dubai in
recent ycan.
_ 2. Two major inventions in a previous century made the construction of ta.IJ
buildings possible.
_

3. The tallest structures in the world are restricted to 146 meters in height.

_

4. Today, strong steel be2ms fonn the vertiC2l support of skyscnpers.

_

5. The design of a skyscnper mUSl include plans for a system to pump water
to hiah stories.
6. The vertical space w here elevators lr.ilvel increases the valuable space inside
a building.

_
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Explicit Reading Skill Instruction
; '::"'"'#"' ·:."'-#•'"t;.rr,~~:1,h'J,.t.i.,r.~:v·r~~'y::-: --~· ~1;~· ""~· 1i~ ",( , ,., ~ · / ,,v. : , "~ ~~,~--:-~:~~!);·
Identifying Steps in a Sequence ·"·.:;~ : '"''·1;<4,::f,'.'~~f<~'~';
- -· --· ··-----·· .
Explicit reading skills provide
Articles often desc·r ibe the ste ps necessary m complete a n action. Sometim es
the foundation for effective,
1hese steps describe how a famous person was able to do sumt:thing special.
critical reading.
Sometimes these steps tell you how m huild something,. Somt!times these
READING SKILL

--~----

steps relate the progress of a historical e vent.
Often the order of the Mep.) ~gins with words li ke/lrsl, llH!first thing, o r to
begin with. Sometimes the next steps are identified with words like seC(md,
next, tben, or tif'ler tb at. The last ~tep o ften hcg ins with wonb like finally o r
at last. Sometimes the separate steps are no r labeled.

\~ork

with a partner. Answer the questions bdow. lllen follow the
directions g iven.
1. Jn Paragraph 2 there is a descriprion o f the s teps th::tt c heckout clerks had to

Practice exercises enable
students to implement new
reading skills successfully.

take before bar t'Ode~ were used. How many s te p!\ were there? _

2. Paragraph 2 also d t:scril.>es the steps to c heck o ut c ustomers after ba r codt:"S
~'ere used . How many s te ps arc the re? _
Mow many of these s teps are done
by the c heckout clerk? _

3. Follow the directions to create a sample bar code digit.
first, draw a square on J pit:"«' of pa per. Make the M)uare about o ne inc h
wide and one inch high. Nexc. draw six vertical lines inside the squ<1re.
The lines s hould d ivide the .square into seven equal s paces. ~ow you are
ready 10 create a d igital 9. After that. USt: a ~ncil 10 blacken in the first three
spaces on t he left. Then Jca\·c the fourth s pace white. Ncxc, blacken in the
fif1h space. Finally, leave the la.st two ~paces white. You have just created a
dig ital 9.
Numbe r the six st~ps that a re included in the d irections.

READING SKILL
APPLY
I. These ide3s are from sentences in Paragraph 2 in Reading 2.

About 29'~ nftbe earth's surf ace is land. flowever, o nly about 1096 oftbat
land Is suitable/o r fa rming.
Circle the two contrast ing Ideas. What signal Is used to connect the t wo
contrasting Ideas?

2. These sentences arc fro m Pa ragraph 2 in Reading 2.
The rest oftbe Earth's land is in areas that are too bot or too cold/or fa rmitJR,
or that have poor soil, not enough water, or not euougb sun. Also. cities uow
occupy m u ch oftbe land that U'as o nce furmlLmd.
The sentences describe six kinds of land areas where farming is not possible.
Circle t he six kinds of land areas.
Write the sentence from Reading 2 that h as Information that contrasts w ith the
above information.

R EV I E W A S K I l l

The.se words

ap~ar

Uolnl! a Dictionary (See p. 116)

in Paragraph 3.

Artificial lighting it.side ofgreenhouses uuuld allow food plants to grow
throughout tbe year.

Recycling of reading skills
allows students to apply
knowledge in new contexts.

Look up the word artificial in your d ictionary. Which of these are examples of
arti ficial lighting?
c;andletight

sunll&ht

light bulb

·

moonll&ht

neon light

TOUR OF A CHAPTER

IX

The Academic Word List and the Oxford 3000
Based on a corpus of 3 .4 million words, the Academic Word List
(AWL) is the most principled and widely accepted list of academic
words. Compiled by Averil Coxhead in 2000, it was informed by
academic materials across the academic disciplines.
The Oxford 3000™ have been carefully selected by a group of
language experts and experienced teachers as the most important and
useful words to learn in English. The Oxford 3000 are based on the
American English section of the Oxford English Corpus.

i'@@ijiiffi@i!ii STEP I : Word Level
A. Work with a partner. Use the words below to complete the story. Use the words In
parentheses (...) as clues.
behavior
com pier:

analyze

average

created
functions

linked
located

possible
wondered

Word level activities focus
on meaning, derivations,
grammatical features, and
associations.

In the e-•rly 19th ccnrury, phrenology O> ---~~:._
••e~__ great
interest among (2) - -

- ,_
- .-.n
- -

-

men and wo men. They viSiled

phreno logists because they (3) -~-~-~- •bout their talents and
(wan ted 10 Mow)

characters. Parents often asked a phrenologist to predjct a child's future. Men

and wo men in Europe used phrenology to help them choose among several
(-0·-~,,...,.,.
~-..,
~,~
,..,.
~_

1

marriage partners. Companies used phrenology to

check the (5) -~,.-.,,-.,~""~'"'ll~
. ~-of people applying for jobs. The process

was long and (6) ,,.,,.,. ""., ,,_.,"""'

First phrenologists moved their hands

over the s kull of a customor. When they (7)

llow>dl

Instruction and practice
with varying types of word
knowledge helps students
become Independent word
learners.

a bump or

den1, they would look at a phrenology map to see which personalicy trait

was

-......,
--oil- -

(8l--.,.
.,.
-.-...,..,,..~~~- •o that area. Finally, they would (9) - --- ..

l@@flij;fi@itP STEP 11: Sentence Level
The no un effect has the same meaning as result. It refers to a change or
action lhat is caused by something.
Being thirsty Is one e ffect of eating too much salt.
The thunder had a strange e ffect on the animals.

The adjec1ive e/fectil>c means that the change or action t hat happens is tht:
result thal was hoped for. The adverb fonn is effectively.
The poison was effectlwt In gelling rid of the rats.
The poison e ffectlwt/y got rid of the rats.
(SH Oxford Ameriean Dictionary for learners of English, p. 232)

E. Rewrite each sentence to Include the given form of effect. The first sentence is
done lor you.
1. Scien tists have found a good way to prevent i nfeaions from germs. (effective)
Scientists have lound c,n effective wa)' to pre\ ent mfections from

germs.

2. They have d eveloped a ha nd cleaner that can dcslroy germs o n people's
hands very we ll. (effectively)
3. Rubbing the hand cleaner o n your hands helps in destroying germs.
(effective)
4. The rcsuh o f using a hand cle.aner before eating is germ-free handi. (effect)
5. Ha nd cleaners have been use.f ul in reducing the spread of germs. (dfective)

X
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Vocabulary work progresses
to sentence level and
focuses on collocations,
register, specific word usage,
and learner dictionaries.

From Research to Practice
The Oxford English Corpus provides the most relevant and accurate
picture of the English language. It is based on a collection of over two
billion careful ly-selected and inclusive 2151 century English texts.

To prevent something means ..10 sto p something fro m h ap pe n ing." 70 prevent a
perso n from doing som ething mt:ans .. to sto p a person from d oing some t hing."
Brushing your teeth can preve nt tooth decay.
My brother tried to prevent me from buying my own car.

Certain wo rds are often u sed w ith prevent, s uch a s pr~vent diseases, prevent
accident.~, p revent d am age, preve n t crime, a nd p revent fires.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners

of English, p. 5 52)

_____ r;r-:OllPIJ5
___,

B. Work with a partner. The phrases on the left tell how to prevent something.
Match each one with the thing it will prevent. Take turns making sentences with
the Information.

Corpus-based examples from
the Oxford English Corpus
of American English. Reallife examples help students
learn authentic English.

_L a . to prevent tooth dC!Cay.

I. Brush your teeth

Brush your 1eeth to prevent too1h decay.

2 . Orive carefully

-

b . to prevent spreading germs.

3. Was h a ll fruits and vegetables

-

c. to prevent a fire.

4. Cover your mouth when you cough

_

e . to preve nt a sick sto mach.

5. Do n ot hang towels b y a hot stove

cl. to prevent accidents.

Which of these might be signs on the wall of a restaurant kitchen?

The ent1iro11me nt re fe rs to the na tura l world in which w e live. Lt includes the
land , ocea ns, rive rs, and lakes, a nd all of the planL~ and an imals.
Bacteria exist everywhere in our environment.

The adjective form is environmental.
Climare change could cause environmental problems.

En viron me nt can a lso refer to the conditions in a p a rticular place, s u ch as
at work, at ho me, o r at school.
My work environment Is very unfriendly.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 242 - 24 3)

C. Below are some Imaginary newspaper headlines. Work with a partner. Write an E
In front of the headlines that are about an environmental problem.

L

fires Dest roy Fo rests in Asia

_

African Ciry Chosen for Olympics

Rain Causes Flood s in Canada
_

Harmful Bacteria Spreads 10 W hales

TOUR OF A CHAPTER
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Resources

STUDENT SUPPORT
For additional resources visit:
www.oup.com/ elt/ student/ insidereading
> Reading worksheets provide
additional skill practice
> Videos set the stage for specific units
> Audio recordings of every reading text

TEACHER SUPPORT
The Inside Reading iTools is for use with an LCD projector or interactive whiteboard.
Resources for whole-class presentation
> Audio recordings of all reading texts with
"click and listen" interactive scripts
> Animated presentations of reading skills for
whole class presentations
> Videos for specific units introduce students
to the reading text topic and activate prior
knowledge.
> Fun vocabulary activities for whole-class
participation

www.irLanguage.com
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Resources for assessment and preparation
> Printable worksheets for extra reading
skill practice
> Printable and customizable unit,
mid-term, and final tests

> Answer Keys
> Teaching Notes
> Video transcripts

.dditional resources at:
www.oup.com/elt/teacher/ insidereading
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Oxford tTools

1

Mapping the
Human Brain
In this unit, you will
read how scientists of the past tried to learn about the human brain.
read how modern technology helped scientists learn about the human brain.
increase your understanding of target academic words for this unit.

-u..:

READING SKIL:L

'"

Previewing

www.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have...

TARGET
WORDS

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

f'.'t'll /> analyze

·------- --- - . -

J> average
J> behavior

-- -

J> complex

-

~

-----

m J> create
r:r::I! J> function

J> link
J> locate
J> possible
J> wonder
f'.'t'll Academic Word List

Outside the Reading

What do you know about
physiology? Watch the video on the student website to
find out more.

J>

Oxford 3000'" keywords

1

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. What are some word s that describe a person's personality or behavior?

2. Do you ever wonder why certain people behave as they do?
3. Is it possible for a person to ch ange his or her personality?

READING SKILL
LEARN

Previewing a book or article means scanning it to get a genera l idea of what
it will be about. It a llows you to recall what you a lread y know about a topic
and what you can expect to learn. Most good readers spend a few minutes
previewing before they begin to read academic texts.
APPLY

Work with a partner. Preview Reading 1 by answering these questions.
1. Read the title. Why would anyone need a map of the brain?

2. Look at the words just unde r the heading "Read" (on this page). Where did
the information in the article come from?
3. Do you think this article will be about past or present time? Why?
4. Look at the p ictures and the words under them. What information do they
g ive you about the topic?
5. Wh at do you expect to learn from this article?

0

Read
The Information in this article is from a popular science magazine. Use your
dictionary to find the meaning of words that you do not know.
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An Early Brain Map
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hroughout history, human behavior seemed impossible
to understand. Teachers wondered why some students
were good at math but other students were not. People
wondered why one neighbor was friendly but another was
unfriendly. Parents wondered why one child behaved and
another caused trouble. In the early 19th century, a German
doctor thought he could answer these complex questions. His
name was Franz Joseph Gall.
A NEW THEORY
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Dr. Gall b e lieved that the brain was the source of
human behavior. He thought it was possible to
understand human behavior if we understood
how the brain functioned. He believed that
each are a of the brain was linked to a certain
behavior, such as bravery. Furthermore, Dr.
Gall wondered if the functions of the brain
created bumps on a person's skull (the skull
is the bone around a person's head). If so, a
doctor could iearn about a person's behavior
by analyzing these bumps. He could analyze
the location and size of the bumps on the skull.
The bumps would tell the doctor about the
person's behavior.
Dr. Gall began to test this idea. First he looked at the
heads of many people. He located the bumps on their
skulls. He measured these bumps. Then he asked the
people questions about themselves. He wanted to learn
about their behavior. He looked for a link between
people's bumps and their behavior. Finally, Dr. Gall
thought he could link every bump on a human skull
to a certain brain function. He created a complex
map of an average human head. The map had
27 areas. He labeled e ach of the areas with a brain
function. Some of these functions were friendship,
music, numbers, a love of children, bravery, humor,
and memory. Dr. Gall named this mapping of the
human skull "phrenology."

....
. ..

A phrenology "map"

.....
......
.. .
....
. ..

MAPPING THE HUMAN BRAIN

THE GROWTH OF PHRENOLOGY

Phrenology created great interest around the
world. Some people thought Dr. Gall's ideas were
wonderful. They thought his phrenology map was
a scientific way to understand human behavior.
In fact, some people learned how to read head
bumps. They became phrenologists. Customers
went to them to have their head bumps analyzed.
They asked the phrenologists for advice about
their lives.

40

45

Phre-nolio-gy(-nol'&-jy), n. 1. Science of
the special functions of the several parts of the
brain, or of the supposed connection between
the faculties of the mind and organs of the
brain. 2. Physiological hypothesis that mental
faculties, and traits of character, are shown on
the surface of the head or skull; crainiology. Phre-nolto-gist, n. - Phre-nol'o-logtic
(fren~hren'~log'ic-al, a:.__ . j

An early definition of phrenology
m\~v.irLanguage.com
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PHRENOLOGY'S CRITICS

50
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In contrast, other people made jokes about
phrenology and head bumps. They laughed at
Dr. Gall and his ideas. They did not think
phrenology was scientific. They said it was
impossible to know a person's personality by
analyzing head bumps.
In the early 20th century, the study of
human behavior became important to scientists.
They learned that head bumps could not explain
how people behaved. They looked for other
explanations. Soon everyone agreed that
phrenology was not a science after all. It was
only one man's attempt to understand human
behavior. •

~,.-·

.)

~

A phrenologist analyzing head bumps.

Reading Comprehension
Mark each sentence as T (True} or F (False} according to Reading 1..
_L_ 1.

Dr. Gall believed that the brain was the source of human behavior.

_

2. He thought it was possible to understand behavior by measuring
the human brain.

-

3. He wondered if people would laugh at his ideas.

- 4. He looked for a link between the size of a person's head and his behavior.
-

5. Dr. Gall created a complex map of an average human head.

- 6 . The map showed the location of 27 brain functions.
- 7 . Customers went to phrenologists to have their head bumps analyzed.

4
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A . Work with a partner. Use the words below to complete the story. Use the words in
parentheses (...) as clues.
behavior
complex

analyze
average

created
functions

linked
located

possible
wondered

In the early 19th century, phrenology (1) _ _ _.:...
cr....:e...:.a...:.te.:...d;.....__ _ great
{started)

interest among (2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ men and women. They visited
{typical)

phrenologists because they (3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ about their talents and
(wanted to know)

characters. Parents often asked a phrenologist to predict a child's future. Men
and women in Europe used phrenology to help them choose among several
( 4) _ __ _ _ __ _ _ marriage partners. Companies used phrenology to
(maybe suitable)

check the (5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of people applying for jobs. The process
(way of acting)

was long and (6)

(made up of several steps)

First phrenologists moved their hands

over the skull of a customer. When they (7) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a bump or
(found)

dent, they would look at a phrenology map to see which personality trait was
(8) _ _____,_ _ _ __ _ to that area. Finally, they would (9) - - - - -- -- (connected)

(look at details of)

all the findings and discuss each of the 27 brain (10) _ _ _ _ _ ____ with
(special uses)

the customer. Some customers were pleased and others were disappointed by
what the phrenologists told them.

A function (noun) is the purpose or special duty of a person or thing.
The nurse's main function is identify the nature of a medical problem.

.....
. . . .. ....
..

The function of a lamp is to provide light.

To f unction (verb) means "to work correctly" or "to be in action."
My computer isn't functioning well.

My brain functions best after I've had a cup of coffee.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 297)

~
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B. With a partner, match the body part on the left with its function. Take turns
creating sentences with the words. Read them out loud.

1. the heart

_1_ a . to pump blood through the body

The function of the heart is to pump blood through the body.

2. the eyes

- b . to smell

3. the stomach

_

c. to chew

4. the ears

-

d. to digest food

5. the nose
6. the teeth

_

e. to see
f. to hear

Possible refers to something that has not yet happened. Something is possible
if it could happen or if it could be done. Something is impossible if could
not happen or it could not be done. These words are often u sed with it is in
sentences such as those below.
It is possible that I will visit my family next week.
It is Impossible for me to go this week.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 542)

..

....

C. With a partner, decide which of these behaviors are possible. Write P if the
behavior is possible and I if behavior is Impossible.
_

1. The day a baby girl is born, she says, "Hello, Mother."

_

2. A child cries when his cookie falls on the floor.

_

3. A woman has not seen her sister for 20 years.

_

4. A man takes cooking lessons.

_

5. A boy teaches his h orse to speak Japanese.

_

6. A woman eats only foods that begin with the letter A.
Discuss why some of these behaviors are impossible.

The adjective average refers to something that is usual or typical.
The average person must work hard to be successful.
Friends are important to the average teenager.

The noun average is a mathematical term. An average is obtained by adding
several figures then dividing the sum by the number of figures. Average is
also the verb form.

= 18 + 3 = 6)
Most students average about six hours of sleep a night.

The average of 1, 3, and 14 is 6. (1 + 3 + 14

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 46)

.. .
... ..
...
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D. Average is used to describe things that are typical or usual. Work with a partner.
Put an A in front of things that an average office worker does every day. Take
turns making sentences with the items marked A.

. .. .

. .. .

The average office worker wakes up early every day.
~ wakes up early

_

flies in an airplane to work

_

eats lunch with a celebrity

_

eats dinner with family members

_

watches television at night

_

buys a new car

_

sits at a desk

_

talks to people at work

...

.. ..

The adjective complex refers to something that is made up of several
connected parts or steps and may be difficult to understand. The opposite of
complex is simple.
A foreign language has complex grammar rules that you must learn.
A subway is a complex system of train tracks underneath a city.

. ..

. .

(Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 145)

E. Work with a partner. Look at the two lists below. Each item on the left is simple.
It has few parts and is easy to use. The one opposite on the right is complex.
Take turns making sentences about the pairs.
1. a kite

an airplane

A kite is simple, but an airplane is complex.
2. a child's picture book

a university textbook

3. a wagon

an automobile

4. counting
5. a family dinner

averaging ten numbers
a wedding feast

To analyze something means "to examine it carefully in order to understand
or explain it."
Students analyzed the results of the experiment.

. .. ..

A doctor analyzed the patient's problems.

An analysis is a careful examination of the parts or d e tails of something.
The doctor wrote an analysis of the patient's problems.

An analyst is a p e rson who analyzes something.
Our city hired an analyst to determine if a new school was needed.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 24)

_____,....,......,..____________
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F. Rewrite these sentences using the form of analyze In parentheses.
1. A scientist made a study of climate changes in Europe. (analyzed)

A scientist analyzed climate changes in Europe.
2. A salesman examined the December sales report. (analysis)
3. A technician failed to understand the computer's problems. (analyze)
4. A teacher spent the day examining students' test scores. (analyzing)
5. An airline hired someone to study passenger service. (analyst)

To locate something is to find its exact position, often after the position
was unknown.
I forgot where I parked my car, but I finally located it.

The passive verb form is used to describe where something is.
Beijing is located in China.

The verb to locate something also means "to put or build something in
a particular place."
The university will locate the new library on top of the hill.

A location is a place or position.
The police reported the location of the fire.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 423)

G. Imagine that you are the owner of a beautiful new hotel in another country. A
newspaper reporter is asking you questions about it. Answer the questions with
the words in parentheses. Then compare answers with other students.

1. Do you have a picture of your hotel? (locate)
Yes, I can locate a picture on my computer.

2. Where is your hotel? (be located)
3. Why did you choose that place? (location)
4. A painting was stolen from your hotel. Where did the police find it? (located)
5. On what floor will your office be? (be located)
6. Where will you build your next hotel? (locate)
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. What is a map? Why do people need maps?

2. How can scientists study the brains of people?
3. Here are some expressions about the brain. What do you think they mean?
"He sure is a brain." "Use your brain." "Some people are brainless."

READING SKILL
APPLY

With a partner, preview Reading 2 by answering these questions.

1. Look at the title of the article. Do you think the article is about the past,

present, or future?
2. Look at the pictures in the reading. How are they different from the pictures
in Reading 1?
3. How would you expect brain mapping today to be diffe re nt from Dr. Gall"s
brain mapping?

O> Read
This article is from a science website. Use your dictionary to find the meaning of
words you do not know.

B RAIN
MAPPING TODAY

I

n the early 20th century, scientists studied the brain. They
studied parts of the brain. They studied how the brain controls
human behavior. They wondered if there was a llnk between the
parts of the brain and human behavior. They wondered if all brains
s were the same. Scientists had many questions about the brain .
However, they could not look inside a living brain. Scientists
needed other ways to find the answers. New technologycomputers-helped scientists study the brain.

MAPPING THE HUMAN BRAIN
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An average human brain has 100 billion cells. The brain is very
complex. It has many parts. These parts have many different
functions. Before computers, people did not know how to
describe these parts and functions. But computers made it
possible. Computers and electronic scanning1 machines helped
people see how a living brain functions. Scanning machines take ------··--···----·
pictures of the inside of the brain. The pictures appear on a
computer screen. Scientists can then see the pictures.
They can analyze the pictures.
MRI SCANNING
One kind of scanning is MRI. These letters stand for Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. MRI uses magnetic forces and radio waves.
MRI creates computer images, or pictures, of the brain. The
process is simple. A person lies on a table. An MRI machine
scans his or her head. A computer
that is linked to the scanner
Motor control
creates images. These images
show the parts of the brain
and their locations.
FMRI SCANNING
A functional MRI, called an fMRI,
works the same way. However, it
creates images of brain functions.
For example, an fMRI scan is made
while a person is doing an activity.
The person can be listening to
music or smelling different foods.
When the person is doing these
things, some areas of the brain are
active. The computer images show
which areas are active. When an
area of the brain is active, more
blood flows there. The scan shows
this. Then scientists can see which
parts of the brain control the
different functions. For instance,
scientists can see which parts
control hearing or smell.

i.-----

...··-·--·~-----..___.__.···-

..
... .

Touch and pressure

Speech

Vision
Smell
Face recognition -

Scientists wanted to know what the
average human brain looked like.
They tried to use MRI and fMRI
images to create a map of the
average brain. However, brains are
1

One meaning of the word scan is to read something quickly. Anot her meaning is to use
a machine to produce a picture of the inside of a person's body on a computer screen. - - - - - - - -
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very different. Scientists decided to collect many
examples of brains. They thought this was the best
way to show the parts of an average brain. First
they scanned the brains of hundreds of people.
They scanned brains of people from all over the world.
Then computers analyzed the images from the scans.
The computers collected measurements of the brain
parts. Finally, computers averaged the measurements
and created brain maps.
One map shows the parts of an average brain. Other
maps show the locations of brain functions. Memory
and speech are two of these functions. Special maps
show brain images from different kinds of people. For
example, there are images from sick and healthy
people, male and female people, young and old people.
Doctors around the world can examine these maps
online. They can compare these images with brain scans
from their own patients. These online maps also help doctors
who operate on brains. The doctors can see
the exact location of important brain parts before they operate.

..:.AJ! octocstodi~s.:a:::-·--·---

_ _ _ _ _,____

·

= brain.:.s~an

Brain mapping is a wonder of modern technology. It allows
scientists to examine living human brains and answer questions
about human behavior. •

. ..

..

Reading Comprehension
Mark·each sentence as T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
-

1. Scientists used to wonder where the human brain was located.

-

2. Brain mapping was not possible before computers were invented.

-

3. Brain functions can be scanned by fMRI machines.

_

4. All human brains are average.

_

5. Computers analyze the images created from brain scans.

_

6. A computer that is linked to the scanner creates images.

_

7. fMRI scans can change human behavior.

-

8. MRI scans create computer images of complex brain parts.

. . . . . ..

.
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ij.if1@6Hf;$@hfj STEP I: Word Level
A. Use the words below to complete the story. Use the words in parentheses
as clues.
analyzes
average

behavior
create

complex
functions

impossible
links

location
wondered

Ken was a ten-year-old boy who couldn't read. His teacher said he was
intelligent, but his classroom (1) _ _ _ __ __ __ was a problem. His parents
(way of acting)

(2) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ what was wrong. A doctor suggested that Ken have an
(wanted to know)

fMRI scan. The brain scan was made while Ken was trying to read a book.
Afterward, the doctor looked at the scan of the left half of Ken's brain. This is the
(3) _________ of most language (4) _ _ _ __ _ _ __ . Three separate
(place)

(a ctivities)

areas are related to the (5) _ __ _ __ ___ task of reading. The first focuses
(made of many parts)

on the sounds of words. The second area (6) - -- - -- - -- parts of words
(examines details of)

and (7) - - - -- - -- - sounds to printed letters. The third area links letters to
(connects)

words, and links words to ideas. In (8) _ _ _ __ _ _ __ brains, all three areas
(typical)

work together. But Ken's scan showed brain activity only in the first area. There
were no connections to the other two areas. This made it (9) - - - - -- - - (not able to happen)

for Ken's brain to use the functions of other two areas. The doctor realized that Ken
had dyslexia. About 200Ai of children have this reading disorder. There is no cure,
but reading experts can (IO) _ _ _ __ __ __ special lessons to help these
(make)

children become better readers. Ken began the lessons right away and is already a
better reader.

B. Think about Reading 1. and Reading 2. Work with a partner. Write P if the idea is
only in the reading about phrenology, M if the idea is only in the reading about
brain mapping, and B if the idea is in both readings.

-

located brain functions

_

analyzed bumps
used computers

_

used fMRI
created maps

Scientific

_

people laughed

Identifies affected brain areas '

_

collected information
from many people
wondered about behavior
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A link is a person or th ing that con nects two people or things. To link two
peop le or things is to suggest a connection betw een them. The verb is ofte n
used in th e passive.
The Spanish language is a link between Mexico and Spain.
Some schools link reading and writing together in one class.

Reading computer screens for a long time Is linked to headaches.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 420)

C.

.... . . . . .
.. ......
. . . . ..

With a partner, match the items on the left that a re linked with those on the
right. Take turns making sentences with the information.

_ _ a. writing

1. reading

There is a link between reading and writing. Reading Is linked to writing.

2. exercise

__ b. disease

3. speeding
4. education

c. car accidents
_ _ d. winter

5. height

__ e. futu re earnings

6. rats

. . . . . ...
.. ..

f. shoe size
_

7. snow

g. good health

Behavior is how a person or animal acts. It can refer to one-time actions or
long-term habits.
Mrs. Inoue was embarrassed by her daughter's behavior in the restaurant.
My uncle went to Africa to study the behavior of elephants.

To behave means "to act in a certain way."
Scientists have studied how people behave in emergencies.

........
. . . . .. .

The adjective behaved always occurs with an adverb that describes how
someone behaved. Usually the adverb describes something good or bad.
Yuna was a well-behaved little girl.
A lot of the children we deal with are badly behaved.

Parents often say to a child, "Behave you rself!" or ask, "Why can't
you behave?"
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 63)

~
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D. Work with a partner. Match the behavior on the left with the description on
the right. Then one person reads the behavior and the other responds with the
matching description.
...1_ a. He was well-behaved.

1. Jamal sat quietly through

the concert.
2. Jamal shared his ice cream with
his sister.

_

b. His behavior was gentle.

3. Jamal thanked his grandmother
for the present.

_

c. He behaved generously.

4. Jamal didn't say a word all day.

_

d. He behaved badly.

5. Jamal argued with his father.

_

e. He behaved politely.

6. Jamal held the baby on his lap.

_

f. His behavior was strange.

To wonder something is to want to know something that you do not know.
It can be used about past, present, or future events. It is usually expressed by
I wonder followed by whether or if
I wonder if she received my email this morning.
I wonder whether the library will be open tomorrow.

To wonder can also be used with wh- question words. Notice the
subject-verb order after wonder.
I wonder who won the game yesterday.
I wonder where my book is.
I wonder when we're eating dinner.

As a noun, wonder expresses a feeling of surprise and admiration.
We watched in wonder as the baby horse stood up.
The computer is a wonder of modern technology.

The adjective wonderful means "very good."
I had a wonderful time.
The movie was wonderful.

No wonder... is a common expression that means "I'm not surprised that..."
I haven't had breakfast yet. No wonder I'm so hungry.

No wonder it's so warm in here. The air conditioner is off.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 840)
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Here are some questions you might still have about brain mapping. In your
notebook, write five sentences that include a form of wonder. Use these Ideas, or
add your own.

1. Does anyone still believe in phrenology?

.. . . .. .. .

I wonder if anyone still believes in phrenology.

2. What does "phrenology" mean?

3. Does the average doctor have an MRI scanner?
4. Is it possible to go online to see a brain map?
S. Who invented the MRI scanner?
6. Are animal brains as complex as human brains?
7. Can animal brain functions be analyzed with an fMRI?

... .. ..
... . .

8 . How are men's and women's brains different?

Noun

Verb

Adjective

creator
creation
creativity

create

creative

-.

Adverb

- ..
-~4

creatively

••

..... -·--

.

..._ .

~

To create something is to make something new or cause something
new to happen.
Artists create beautiful pictures for us to enjoy.
Cara's job is to advise employees about cultural issues that sometimes

create problems.
The person who makes something or causes something new to happen
is the creator of the new thing. The new thing that the person created
is a creation.
Walt Disney was the creator of many familiar cartoon characters.
His creations are known all over the world.

A person who has many new or unusual ideas is said to be creative.
Someone who finds a new or unusual way to do something is said
to be doing it creatively.
Mother a/ways found creative ways to use leftover foods.
She often mixed meats and vegetables creatively to make a delicious soup.

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 172-173)
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F.

Rewrite these sentences in your notebook with the form of create in parentheses.

1. Federico Garcia Lorca created many plays. (creator)
Federico Garcia Lorca was the creator of many plays.

2. People admired the things he created. (creations)
3. They thought his ability to create was amazing. (creativity)
4. People thought his plays were filled with unusual ideas. (creative)
5. Lorca was also the creator of many poems. (created)

Writing and Discussion Topics
The Chinese word for computer translates into English as electric brain. In fact,
there are many similarities between a computer and a human brain. Work in groups
of three or four.
Read each sentence below. Decide if it is true. Then change the word brain to
computer, or change computer to brain. Discuss whether the sentence is still
true or not.
Computers

Brains have many functions. True

Dtains have many functions. True

Computers are very complex.
Brains can analyze difficult problems.
Brains control people's behavior.
The average person does not know very much about his computer.
People locate information that is stored in their computer's memory.
It is possible to add new programs to your computer.

There are links between the parts of the brain.
Brains are very creative.
People wonder what computers of the future will be like.
Choose one of the topics below. Write at least four sentences about that topic.
Include some of the new vocabulary words from this unit.
1. Describe some ways that phrenology maps are like fMRI maps.
2. Describe ideas for new studies of the human brain. What would you like

scientists to study?
3. What are some other simple tools or complex equipment that doctors use to
learn more about what is inside a human body?
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It's About Time
In this unit, you will
read about the history of telling time and the development
of time-keeping devices.
review previewing.
increase your understanding of the target words.
Pronoun References

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check(.-') the appropriate column. I have ...

TARGET
WORDS

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

I' accurate
I' appear
I' confuse
I' develop
I' difference

----

--

--

-- ....... ....
~

-

·~

,--·~

I' feature
I' shift
m! I' similar

-- -

I' system
m! I' vary
mJ Academic Word List

I'

Oxford 3000™ keywords

Outside the Reading What do you know about time?
Watch the video on the student website to find out more.
1. 7

READING

1

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. Is it important for you to know what time it is? If so, why?

2. How many clocks and watches do you have?
3. Have you ever seen a clock that did not need electricity or batteries to work?

R E V I E W A S K I L L Previewing (See p. 2)
Preview Reading 1 before you begin reading it. Remember to

1. look at the title;
2. read the introduction;
3. look at the pictures;
4. read the words under the pictures;
5. guess what the article will be about.

0

Read
This information is from a science magazine. Use your dictionary to find the meaning
of words you do not know.

What Time Is It?
arly humans did not need clocks.
They did not need to know the
time of day. They woke up when
the sun appeared. They hunted or fished
5 or farmed while the sun was shining.
They ate when they were hungry and
went to bed when darkness came.
Measuring time became important
when people lived in towns and cities.
10 People needed clocks so they could
work together.

E

Early clocks used the sun's shadow to mark time.
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About 4,000 years ago, ancient Egyptians developed a 12-hour time
system. They divided the day into 12 hours. The earliest clocks used
sun shadows to show the hours of the day. A long piece of wood
was marked into hours. A short piece of wood was put at one
end of the long piece of wood. As the sun shifted across the
sky, the short piece of wood created shadows on the long
piece. These shadows showed the hours. This method of
showing time was useful, but not very accurate. Later,
round sundials were developed. They used sun shadows,
too, but they were more accurate than the wood clocks.
Sundials could measure time on sunny days. However,
they did not work at night or when the sun was hidden
by clouds. Also, people were confused to see the time
on sundials vary with the seasons.
Over many years, different kinds of clocks were
created to measure time during the day and at night.
Candle clocks were used in ancient China, Japan, and Iraq.
A candle holder was divided by marks into hours. As the
candle burned, the marks showed how many hours had
passed. Greeks used water clocks made of two glass
A candle divided by marks into hours
functioned as a primitive clock.
bowls. The bowls were connected by a small hole. The
top bowl was filled with water. The water slowly ran into
the bottom bowl through the hole. The bottom bowl was
marked into hours that measured time. Hourglasses
worked in a similar way. The difference was that
sand shifted from the top bowl into the bottom bowl.
Water clocks and hourglasses functioned very well to
measure time.

. . . ..
f
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Soon clocks developed into wonderful art objects.
Clocks were put into beautiful wooden boxes. The boxes
were painted with flowers and birds. About 1,000 years
ago, an Arab engineer added mechanical features to
water clocks. He used the falling water to turn gears
that opened doors and rang bells. These mechanical
features gave later engineers the idea to develop
mechanical clocks.
Mechanical clocks first appeared in China about
800 years ago. The idea spread to other places. A
mechanical clock had to be wound with a tool every day.
An early mechanical clock.
It had a complex system of springs and gears inside. The
gears turned a dial on the front of the clock. The earliest
mechanical clocks had one dial that showed only the
hour. Later another dial was added to show minutes.
Most modern clocks are powered by batteries or electricity.
They show hours, minutes, and seconds. Knowing the exact
time is important in our complex world. •
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement as T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1 .
_

1. Early humans needed to know the exact time that the sun appeared.

_

2. Egyptians developed a 12-hour time system about 4,000 years ago.

_

3. People were confused when the time on sundials varied with the seasons.

_

4. A sundial was more accurate in the winter than in the summer.

_

5. Falling water was an important feature of mechanical clocks.

_

6. Hourglasses were similar to water clocks.

_

7. The sand in an hourglass shifted from a top bowl to a bottom b owl.

_

8. There were many differences between water clocks and hourglasses.

READING SKILL
LEARN
Pronouns are words that can substitute for nouns. These words a re prono uns:
you

he

she

it

we

they

me

you

him

her

it

us

them

my

your

his

hers

its

our

their

mine

yours

his

hers

its

ours

theirs

Imagine if you saw this confusing sentence in a book about a family in London:

Josef and Josef's brother asked Josef's and Josef's brother's mother ifJosef and
Josef's brother could borrow Josef's and Josef's brother's mother's car.
The sentence is much easier to understa nd if we substitute pronouns for some
of the nouns:

Josef and his brother asked their mother if they could borrow her car.
Notice that each pronoun refers to a noun (or more than one noun) that came
earlier in the sentence.
Sometimes the pronoun it is used without an earlier noun reference.

It was impossible to see through the thick fog.
It is six o'clock.
It makes no difference if we go today or tomorrow.
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APPLY

The following sentences are related to Reading 1. Underline each pronoun and
write the no un it refe rs to on the line.
1. Early humans did not need clocks.

Tm did not need to know the time

o f day.

early humans

2. Sundials worked on sunny d ays. They did not work a t night.

3. An Arab e ngineer added mechanical features. He used gears to open doors.
4. A mechanical clock had to be wound with a tool. It had springs and gears.

5. Modern clocks are powered by batteries or electricity. They show hours,
minutes, and seconds.
6. People needed clocks so they could work together.

ftt.tfi@ijlif;ij@Bfj STEP I: Word Level
Similar describes something that is almost the same as something else. The
adverb form is similarly.
A sand clock is similar to a water clock.
The two girls were similarly dressed.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 669)

A. Work with a partner. Match an item on the left to a similar item on the right.
Take turns making sentences with the Information.

1. a zebra

_1_ a. a horse

A zebra is similar to a horse.
2. a turkey

_

b. a butterfly

3. a lion
4. a whale

_

c. a rat

s.

_

a moth

6. a mouse

d. a chicken
e. a tiger
f. a fish

IT 'S ABOUT TIME
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If something is accurate, it is exact and without mistakes. The adverb form
is accurately.
Do you think that this newspaper story is accurate?
Be sure that you have spelled all of the words accurately.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 6)

B. Work with a partner. Read the sentences for a science magazine article. Imagine
that you are the editors of the magazine. Write NA in front of the sentences that
are not accurate. Then list what is not accurate in each NA sentence, using the
words spelling, date, or country.
NA 1. About 400 years ago, ancient Egyptians developed a 12-hour time system.

The date is not accurate.

-

2. Sundyals were useful, but they did not work at night.

_

3. Candle clocks were used in ancient Greece.

_

4. Soon clocks developed into wonderful art objects.

_

5. Mechanical clocks first appeared in China about 8,000 years ago.

_ 6. The blows were connected by a small hole.

A system is a group of things or parts that work together.
Our city school system won an award for excellence.

A system is also a plan for organizing things.
Libraries use a system to help readers locate books.

System also refers to the body of a human or animal.
The infection had spread throughout her system.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 742)
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C.

Work with a partner. Use the words below to name each of the systems
described. Take turns reading your sentences out loud.
solar

metric

weather

transportation

computer

1. The sun and eight planets make up the _ _ s_o_la_r_s_.y'"""s_t _e_m_ _

2. A monitor, a keyboard, a console, a printer, and a mouse are parts of a

3. Streetcars, buses, and subways are parts of a city's - -- - - -- - 4. Measurements such as meters, liters, a nd grams are based on the

5. Rain, wind, clouds, and low temperatures are parts of a - -- -- - - - -

The verb to appear means "to come into view." The noun form is appearance.
Disappear and disappearance have opposite meanings.
A bright meteor suddenly appeared in the sky.
We were excited by its sudden appearance.
Then it disappeared from view.

To appear can also mean "to exist for the first time."
Computers appeared around 50 years ago.

The appearance of computers changed our world.

To appear can also mean "to look" or "to seem" a certain way.
She appeared tired after the long airplane ride.

This book appears to be very old.

Appearance can refer to a person's outside features, especially the face.
His appearance changed when he wore a wig.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 32)

IT'S ABOUT TIME
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D. The sentences below are about a solar eclipse. A solar eclipse
happens when the moon passes between the sun and the earth.
The moon appears to cover the sun. Rewrite each of these
sentences in your notebook to include a form of appear.

1. The moon seems to be hiding the sun.
The moon appears to be hiding the sun.

2. Children wonder if the sun will come out again.
3. It is so dark without the sun that it seems to be nighttime.
4. A few stars come into view in the dark sky.
5. A few minutes pass and the sun starts to come into view.
6. The sun seems brighter than ever.

A solar eclipse

The verb to develop means "to change or grow over time."
A need for clocks developed as people began living In cities.

To develop something means "to create something over time."
The Egyptians developed a 12-hour time system.

To develop into means "to change from one form to another."
Simple water clocks developed Into complex art objects.

The noun form is development.
The development of modern clocks took many centuries.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for Learners of English, p. 199)

E.

Rewrite these sentences in your notebook with the given form of develop. Then,
in a small group, take turns reading your sentences to each other.

1. Scientists have created a system to learn how trees grow. (developed)
Scientists have developed a system to learn how trees grow.

2. They analyze tree rings to learn about the history of a tree. (development)
3. As a tree grows, it adds a layer of wood on the tree trunk every year. (develops)
4. Each layer is called a ring. The rings are linked to a tree's growth.
(development)
5. Wide rings form when a tree has lots of water during the year. (develop)

6. Thin rings are formed when a tree does not have much water. (developed)
7. Scientists learn about the growth of a tree by analyzing its rings. (development)
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The noun difference tells how two people or things are not alike.
The time difference between Tokyo and Bangkok is two hours.
Which of these bowls is bigger? I can't tell the difference (between the two).

The adjective different means "not the same as." (When two things are
compared, use different from.) It can also mean "not of the same kind."
The adverb form is differently.

... ...
. ...
.....
... ... ...
. .. . ... ... ... ..

Chinese is very different from English.
The languages are very different.

.. ......
. .. . . . .. .

Each one was prepared differently.

To make a difference means "to have an effect" or "to influence" something.
To not make a difference means "to not have an effect or influence."
If you don't study, it could make a difference In your grade.

It won't make a difference. I'm already falllng the class.

To have differences means "to disagree about some things."

.. .......
. .. . . . . ..

My brother and I are best friends, but we have our differences.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 201-202)

F.

.... .......
.. . ..
. . . . . . ..
. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Complete this story with forms of the word difference. Then, with a partner, take
turns reading the story out loud.

Time passes for all humans in the same way. Yet there are many
(1) _ _ __ __ _ _ _ ways to express time in numbers. For example, many

countries use a 24-hour time system. In these countries, the day begins at
midtiight, which is 00:00. The day ends at 23:59. These times are written

........
.. ... ..

(2) _ __ _ _ _ _ __ in a country with a 12-hour time system. Midnight
is 12:00 A .M. The day ends at 11:59 P.M. Countries also write dates
(3) _ _ _ _ __ ___ ln some countries a date is written as June 2, 2014.

.. .......
. . . .. ..

In other countries, it is written as 2June 2014. The (4) - - -- - - -- could be confusing if the date is written in just numbers. For example, a visitor

.. ......
. . . . .. ..

might confuse 6/2/2014 and 2/6/2014.
.·
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. Have you ever visited a country that was in a different time zone?
2. What time does the sun rise where you live? What time does it set?

3. Why does the time vary in different places on earth?

R E V I E W A S K I L L Previewing (See p. 2)
Before you begin the reading, preview it. Remember to
1. look at the title;

2. read the introduction;

3. look at the pictures;
4. read the words under the pictures;
5. guess what the article will be about.

0) Read
This article is from a geography text book. Use your dictionary to find the meaning of
words you do not know.

Time Zones
"ww.i..rLanguage.com

any years ago,
people used the
sun to set their
clocks. When people saw the
sun exactly above them, they
knew it was noon. Everyone
living nearby had the same
sun time. But the sun was
not exactly above in other
locations to the east or west.
As a result, people in
different locations had
different local times.

M
s

lo
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WEST

EAST

d\ 5\ «A
'\'\'.59 i------T---tt
13 miles

12:00

1-t--.,..--.. . . .

12:01

13 miles

Sun time differs by about one minute every 13 miles (about 21 km)
of distance on the earth.
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As the earth turns each day, the sun appears to move across the sky. It
appears to shift from east to west. As it moves, time varies. Sun time
differs by about one minute every 13 miles (about 21 km) of distance on
the earth. Imagine that the sun time is exactly 12:00 noon in one town. The
sun time is a minute earlier 13 miles to the west. This is because the sun is
not yet exactly above. The sun time is a minute later 13 miles to the east.
This is because the sun has already been exactly above. Towns 130 miles
apart differ about 10 minutes in sun times. Towns 1,300 miles apart differ
about 100 minutes in sun times.
For most of human history,
differences in local sun times were
not important. However, in the 19th
century, railroads began to carry
people over long distances. Travelers
and railroad workers were confused
by the many local sun times. They
set their watches to their own local
time at the start of a trip. Later the
train stopped at a distant town.
Then the watches were not accurate.
They did not match the local time.
Railroads needed to create an official
time system to link the rail
A map of world time zones
system together.

www.irLanguage.com

In 1884, a world committee met. They developed a world system
that featured time zones. The committee divided the earth into
4 0 24 time zones. Each time zone was equal to one hour of time in a
-~4-hour day. Clock time was the same for everyone living in one time
zone. When people traveled into a new time zone, they had to change
their watches. People traveling east had to add one hour. Similarly,
people traveling west had to shift
45 the time back one hour.
The center of the first zone
was in Greenwich, England. Exactly
half way around the earth an
International Date Line was created.
so Here the time was exactly 12 hours
different from Greenwich Time.
Here the calendar date shifted.
When it was Tuesday to the west
of the line, it was Wednesday to
ss the east of the line.
Today the time zone system is
used by most countries of the world.
It has helped world transportation
and communication to develop.
Clocks showing different times in different cities.
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each sentence as T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.

_

1. There is a difference of one hour when you travel from one time zone to
the next time zone.

-

2. The sun appears to shift across the sky from west to east.

_

3. Sun time varies for people who live in the same location.

_

4. Sun time in one town is similar to the sun time in a distant town.

_

5, Travelers were confused by the many local sun times.

_ 6. An international committee developed a system of 12 time zones.
-

7 . Railroads n eeded an accurate time system.

_

8. The International Date Line is a feature of the world system of time zones.

READING SKILL
APPLY

Below are some sentences about Reading 2. Replace the underlined words with a
pronoun. Write the pronoun(s) after the sentence.

1. When people saw the sun exactly overhead, people knew that the time
was noon. _ _ ____,t""'h=e_._y_ _ __
2. When the sun was overhead in one location, the sun was not overhead in a
different location. - -- - -- -- 3. Railroad workers were confused by the many local times. Railroad workers
did not know the accurate time. - -- - - -- - 4. Whenever people traveled east into a new time zone, people h ad to change
the people's watches. - - - - - - -- 5. The International Date Line was in the middle of the ocean. The International
Date Line did not divide any large nations. - - - - -- -- 6. When the day was Tuesday to the west of the line, the day was Wednesday to
the east. - - - -- - -- -
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The verb to vary means "to be different from something else," or "to change."
The two airlines vary in the services they offer.
The number of cars on the highway varies with the time of day.

To vary something means "to make ch a nges in it."

... ......
.. ... .
.. ...
...... ... ...
. . . ... ..

I vary the route I walk each day.

The adjective varied means "to h ave different qualities."
The children were of varied ages.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 807)

~

.._,,_.,.....,,__.,......,__._.__________....,._.,.,._._....,....,.._,...,......,..__.._..........,.......,,_...._..._._,._;...
f

.. .... .... .. . .
.........

CORPUS

A. Work with a partner. Imagine that two friends have just returned from a vacation
in Hawaii. You are asking them questions about their vacation. Match each
question with a good answer. When you are finished, take turns asking and
answering the questions.
1. How was the weather? _

2. What kind of food did you have?_
3. Did you go swimming every day? _
4. How was the surfing? _
5. Was the food expensive? _
Answers
a. We tried to vary our schedule each day.
b. The temperature varied between 80°F and 84°F (27°C and 29°C) every day.
c. It varied from one beach to another.

.. ..
. . . ... ..
.......
. . .. . . . .

d. The prices varied from expensive to cheap .

~

e. We ate a varied diet of Chinese food, Hawaiian food, and fast food.

A feature is an important part of something.
Lots of good food is a feature of most celebrations.
Automobile traffic is one feature of big cities that I don't /Ike.

To feature something means "to include it as a n important part."
This museum features several paintings by Rembrandt.
My favorite restaurant features fresh fish every Saturday.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 266)
r :ORPUS
......._..............................- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -............__________.....,...,.,,.....______...,.,...;.<
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B. Work with a partner. Imagine that you have been given the job of writing
an advertisement for a new alarm clock that your company makes. Choose
three of the features below to mention in your advertisement. Then write the
advertisement by completing the paragraph below.

a loud alarm

_

a back-up battery

_

numbers that shine in the dark

_

a strong plastic case

_

a beautiful green color

_

parts that were made locally

-

a long electric cord

-

a low price tag

You will like our new EZ Sleep a larm clock.
It has many great features.

The most important feature i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Another great feature is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
It also features _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Buy on e today!

i}ifi@fiJf;ij@H£j STEP II: Sentence Level
The verb to confuse means "to cause a person to be unable to understand
something."
The information in travel guides sometimes confuses me.

The noun form is confusion.
I missed my airplane flight because of some confusion about the time.

The adjective confusing describes the thing that causes confusion. The
adjective confused describes the way a person feels because of it.
The information was confusing.

I was confused.

These words also mean "not being able to recognize the difference between
two people or things."
My sons Kyle and Jason are twins. Their friends confuse the two of them.
The boys laugh at their friends' confusion.

T he noun confusion is sometimes used to describe a situatio n that lacks
organization.
In the confusion after an earthquake, many people are separated
from their families.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 152)
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C. Complete this paragraph with forms of the word confuse. When you have
finished, take turns reading the paragraph out loud with a partner.

On Sunday, November 18, 1883, the United States was divided into four time
zones. A weekend date was chosen because fewer people would be going to work.
A weekend day would (I) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ fewer people. At exactly noon on
that Sunday, all of the railroad clocks were changed to the new times. Homes and
businesses shifted their clocks, too. It was a day of much (2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The change was (3)_ _ _ _ _ __ __ for some people because they lost
many minutes of time when they set their clocks ahead. Other people were
(4) _______ _ _ because they had two noons in one day when they set
their clocks back. The (5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lasted several days because some
people changed their clocks but others did not. "I'm (6) _ _ _ _ _ ____ ,"
many people said. "This time shift is really (7) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
To shift means "to be moved or to move something to another place o r
another direction." It also means "to change a position of the body" or "to
change an action."
I shifted my books from the desk onto the floor.
The tennis player shifted to the right.
The hostess tried to shift the conversation to a different topic.

The noun form is also shift.
The shift from one time zone to another time zone confuses travelers.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 658)

D. Rewrite each of these sentences in your notebook to include a form of shift.
Many parts of the United States change their official time during the
spring and summer to enjoy an extra hour of sunlight in the evening. This
allows people to walk, play tennis, or do other outdoor activities into the
evening hours.
1. The change is called Daylight Savings Time.

2. Newspapers and TV stations remind people to move their clocks forward
one hour.
3. The change in time usually takes place in March.
4. When the time is moved forward, children must walk to school in the dark.
5. But the time change allows them to play outdoors during the bright
evening hours.
6. In November, Daylight Savings Time ends and clocks are moved back
one hour.

IT' S ABOUT TIME
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E.

Work with a partner. Complete this story by putting one of these target words in
each space. Use the words in parentheses as clues.
accurate
appears

confused
develop

shift
similarly

difference
feature

system
vary

Whenever people fly a long distance on an airplane, they are likely to
(1)

(begin to have)

jet lag. Jet lag is a common (2)

long distance travel. It results from the (3)

(part)

(something that is not the same)

of

between the body

time of a traveler and the clock time of the place he is visiting. For example, Yoshi
gets on an airplane in Tokyo at 9

A.M.

During the 12-hour flight to London, h e reads

and watches movies. As the plane flies west, the sun is (4) - -----,-:--.,..---(a/soJ

moving west. It (5) _ _ _ _ _.,..-_ __ to be following the plane. When the plane
(seems)

la nds in London, Yoshi's wrist watch reads 9

P.M.

But inside the airport terminal, the

clocks read 12 noon. Yoshi wonders if the clocks are (6) _ _ _ _ __ __ _
(correct)

Outside, the sun is shining. Yoshi feels sleepy and (7) _ _ _ _ __ ___. He
(unable to understand)

goes to his hotel, eats lunch and falls asleep in his room. He wakes up after eight

..

..

hours. His body thinks it is morning, but the clock reads 10 P.M. He has jet lag. For
a few days, Yoshi's body time will (8)- -.,.,--:-=---::---,-- - from clock time. He w ill
(be different from)

be sleepy during the day and awake at night. Then his (9) ----,,,.----,-,.........,.-...,.--...,....-will
(internal body of a person)

(10) _ __ ....,...,.-....,...--- -to the new time.
(change)

Writing and Discussion Topics

&rr•rr•m-mr•r•eliiiiililililiil_ _ _ _ _ _lillll_iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiimama.oiiiiiiioliia"""~----

Discuss the following topics in small groups.

1. Take turns naming activities during an average day when it is important for
you to know the exact time. Name at least ten activities.
2. Take turns describing the kinds of clocks or other devices that m easu re time
that you and your family own or use. Name at least ten different kinds.
Choose one of the following topics. Write four sentences about the topic. Include
some of the new vocabulary words from this unit.
1. Describe how time is important in our modern transportation system.

2. Describe a job in which a worker must check the time often.
3. This unit is about systems for measuring hours. However, days, weeks,
months, and years are also important to people. Describe how these other
ways to count time are important in your culture.
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Living with
Bacteria
In this unit, you will
read about harmful and helpful bacteria.
review pronoun references.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

READING SKIE.L

Identifying Definitions
mvw.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I') the appropriate column. I have ...

TARGET
WORDS

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

/> cause
/> effect

cm /> envi ronment
/> exist
/> harm
/> Infect
/> prevent

cm ;> p roceed
/> react
/> transfer
f.lZ! Academic Word list

/> Oxford 3000™ keywords
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. Why should people wash their hands before eating?

2. Have you ever eaten food that later made your stomach sick?
3. Have you ever looked through a microscope? What did you see?

~Read
Information in this article is from a science textbook.

Harmful and
Helpful Bacteria1
ne day in 1676, a Dutch scientist named Antony
van Leeuwenhoek looked through a microscope.
He reacted with surprise.
Something appeared that no one had
s ever seen before. He saw bacteria.
As he proceeded to watch, the things
moved. They were so tiny that he
could see them only through a
microscope. He did not know what
10 they were. He did not know where
they came from. Today, over 350 years
later, scientists know that the world is
filled with bacteria. Scientists know
that bacteria can harm and can
1s help humans.

0

20

Bacteria-tiny living things-exist
everywhere in the environment. They exist
deep unde r the ground. They exist in oceans
and lakes. They exist inside of plants and
animals. They exist on people's hands and
in their noses. People cannot see them.
Yet bacteria have many effects on huma ns.

1
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Antony van Leeuwenhoek and an example of bacteria
viewed through a microscope.

Note: The word bacteria is a plural word. The singular form is bacterium.

UNIT 3

There are many kinds of bacteria. Some are harmful and others are
harmless. Many bacteria actually help us.

2s
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PROBLEMS WITH BACTERIA
Sometimes the word germs is used to describe harmful bacteria. Germs can
cause terrible diseases such as cholera and tuberculosis. Cholera bacteria
live in dirty water. If a person drinks the dirty water, the bacteria will
infect his digestive system. He will suffer terrible stomach pains. Some
diseases easily transfer from one person to another. For example, someone
who has tuberculosis bacteria in her lungs can transfer the disease if she
coughs or sneezes. The bacteria come out of her mouth or nose and
proceed into the surrounding air. People who breathe the air will breathe
in the harmful bacteria.
Often foods have germs growing on them or inside of them. Eating the
food could make people sick. However, there are ways to prevent getting
sick. For instance, washing fruits before eating them will wash away many
harmful germs. Heat is another way to destroy harmful bacteria. Cooking
meat for a long time will make it safe to eat.
BENEFITS OF BACTERIA
Not all bacteria are harmful Some bacteria help humans in many ways.
For example, millions of good bacteria exist in the body's digestive system.
They help change the food we eat, so our bodies can use the vitamins in
the food. Also, good bacteria are needed to make certain foods, such as
cheeses and yogurts.
Many bacteria also help the environment. For example, bacteria help
break down dead plant material, such as fallen leaves, so it can mix with the
soil. Bacteria that exist in the oceans help in several ways. For example, they
become food that is eaten by tiny
,·/v,"' ,,'W""' 8
,.., .....,.,, ·"\. .~.....
fish. Then the tiny fish become
.. . ~: '· . .. ~ct eri a.,c~., .lJe.,p......·,.,.,,,
food for big fish. When you catch
a big fish, it becomes food for your
dinner. Another way that bacteria
help is by cleaning up oil spills
from ships. Also, they help clean
up human waste that rain carries
into the oceans.
Our world is filled with
bacteria, but not all are harmful.
Bacteria can both help and harm us.
In fact, some help us. •
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1 .
_

1. Coughing can transfer tuberculosis germs to others and infect them.

-

2. Helpful bacteria can cause diseases.

-

3. Bacteria exist only in cold environments.

-

4. Heating food to a high temperature can destroy harmful bacteria.

_

5. People can prevent illness by not eating fruits.

_

6. Bacteria have many effects on our lives and on our e nvironment.

_

7. People may react to cholera bacteria by getting sick.

_

8. The bacteria Leeuwenhoek saw proceeded to grow as he watched.

READING SKILL
LEARN

Sometimes a text will include a word that readers may not know. The writer .
may help the reader by giving a d efinition of the word in the text. Below are
some examples of how definitions can be included in the text.

The scientist saw bacteria through a microscope (an instrument that
magnifies small objects).
The scientist saw bacteria through a microscope. This instrument magnifies
small objects.
The scientist used a microscope-an instrument that magnifies small
objects-to see the bacteria.
The scientist saw bacteria through a microscope, which is an instrument
that magnifies small objects.
APPLY

Find the definitions of these words in Reading 1. Write the definitio ns.
1. bacteria - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -

2. germs - - -- - -- -- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - - -- - - -- R E V I E W A S K I L L Pronoun References (See p. 20)
In the sentences below, circle the pronouns and write the noun that each refers to.
Check Reading 1 If necessary.

1. Paragraph 1

They were so tiny that he could see them only through a microscope.
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2. Paragraph 3
He will suffer terrible stomach pains.
3. Paragraph 4
Often foods have germs growing on them or inside of them.
4. Paragraph 4
Cooking meat a long time will make it safe to eat.

.. ..
.....
. ...... ..

5. Paragraph 6
Bacteria help change dead plant material so it can mix with the soil.

To transfer something means "to move it from one place to another."
The noun form is also transfer.
Some diseases can be transferred from animals to humans.
This kind of transfer often occurs on farms.
My company transferred me to another office.
I asked for the transfer.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 774-775)

A. Work with a partner. Match the item on the left to where it will be transferred.
Then take turns making sentences with the information.
1. the ice cream
I will transfer the

_1___

a. to the freezer.

ice cream to the freezer.

2. the leftover food

_

b. to another bank.

3. my daughter
4. my furniture

_

c. to another building.

_

d. to your computer.

5. my account
6. my office

_ e. to a small bowl.
_ f . to a new school.

7. the email message

_

g. to my new apartment.
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To prevent something means "to stop something from happening." To prevent a
p erson from doing something means "to stop a person from doing something."
Brushing your teeth can prevent tooth decay.
My brother tried to prevent me from buying my own car.

Certain words are often used with prevent, such as prevent diseases, prevent
accidents, prevent damage, prevent crime, and prevent fires.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 552)

~Ol'lPUS
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B. Work with a partner. The phrases on the left tell how to prevent something.
Match each one with the thing it will prevent. Take turns making sentences with
t he information.

1. Brush your teeth

_1__

a. to prevent tooth decay.

2. Drive carefully

_

b. to prevent spreading germs.

3. Wash all fruits and vegetables

-

c. to prevent a fire.

4. Cover your mouth when you cough

-

d. to prevent accidents.

5. Do not hang towels by a hot stove

_

e. to prevent a sick stomach.

Brush your teeth to prevent tooth decay.

Which of these might be signs on the wall of a restaurant kitchen?

The environment refers to the natural world in which we live. It includes the
land, oceans, rivers, and lakes, and all of the plants and animals.
Bacteria exist everywhere in our environment.

The adjective form is environmental.
Climate change could cause environmental problems.

Environment can also refe r to the conditions in a particular place, such as
at work, at home, or at school.
My work environment is very unfriendly.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 242-243)

C. Below are some imaginary newspaper headlines. Work with a partner. Write an E
in f ront of the headlines that are about an environmental problem.
E

-
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Fires Destroy Forests in Asia

Rain Causes Floods in Canada

African City Chosen for Olympics

Harmful Bacteria Spreads to Whales

Water Shortage Exists in Brazil

Earthquake Damages River System

Disease Infects Desert Animals

Truck Causes Highway Accident

Beaches Sunny for Holiday

Bird Museum Opens Today

U NIT 3

..

..

To harm something means "to hurt or damage it." The noun form is harm.
Smoking can harm your lungs. The harm might be permanent.
Poor grades could harm your chances of graduating.

There are two adjective forms: harmful and harmless. They are opposite
in meaning. Harmful describes something that can damage or hurt
someone or something. Something harmless cannot hurt or damage
someone or something.
Snakes often frighten people, but most of them are harmless.
MWhy are you angry ? I made a harmless comment about your work.w
/s watching television harmful for babies?

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 332)

D.

Imagine you are teaching your friends about the forest. Rewrite each of these
sentences in your notebook with the given form of harm.

1. That snake can't hurt you . (harmless)
That snake is harmless.

2. We have to be careful not to damage the environment. (harm)
3. That insect is very pretty, but its sting is bad. (harmful)
4. No, snow doesn't hurt the animals. (harm)
5. That's not a lion. It's just a nice rabbit. (harmless)

6. Don't eat that berry. It could make you sick. (harm)
To proceed means "to continue on to the next action or the next place."
The forest fire started here and proceeded to destroy over 500 trees.
The guide asked us to proceed to the next room.

The noun procedure refers to the actions that are necessary to do
something correctly.
Nurses are trained in life-saving procedures.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 556)
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E.

Complete each sentence with a form of proceed. Take turns reading your
sentences with a partner.

l. Firefighters are trained in the correct --~p_r_o_c_e_
d_
u_
re_s_ __ for

rescuing people.
2. They are trained t o - - -- - -- - - carefully in a burning building.
3. One _ _ __ __ _ __ they learn is how to carry a person down a ladder.
4. By following t h e - - -- - -- - - exactly, they can save a life.
5. They might tell someone in a burning building, "Please _ _ __ _ __ _ _
to a window."
6. Then they will _ _ __ _ ____ to set up ladders to help the
person down.
7. Firefighters may receive an award for how they - - - -- - - -in an emergency.

F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
cause
effects

environment
existed

harmful
infected

prevent
proceeded

reaction
transferred

The E.coli bacteria can (l) _ _ __ __ ___ great harm to people. In 2011,
many people were (2)

by E. coli bacteria. They developed

food poisoning. This is a serious disease with many bad (3) _ _ _ __ _ __ _
One (4) _ __ __ _ ___ is terrible stomach pain. The infection started in
Germany. Soon it (5)

to infect people in other countries.

Health authorities believed that vegetables were the source of the infection. They
searched the (6) - -- - -- - -- where the vegetables came from. They
thought the (7) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ bacteria (8) - - -- - -- - in the soil.
Water (9) _ _ __ _ ____ the bacteria from the soil to the vegetables. People
who ate the vegetables got sick. Many tons of vegetables were destroyed to
(IO) _ _ _ __ _ _ __ other people from getting sick.
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READING

2

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss these questions.
1. When you are sick, what kinds of medicines help you?

2. Does your family have special cures to help sick people get well?
3. What a re some things that you do to prevent getting sick?

0

........
.. . . .. . .

Read
The information in this article is from an online medical guide.

.. ..·····
. ... .
..

FIGHTING
BACTERIA

L

ong ago, people did not understand Infection. They did not
understand illness. They did not know that illnesses could be
transferred from one person to another. They believed that
bad air caused Infections and illnesses. People tried using plants
s and animals from their environment to cure Infections and
illnesses. Usually they did not help. People did not know that
bacteria caused Infections and diseases. They did not know that
bacteria existed .
THE DISCOVERY OF BACTERIA
10

1s

Antony van Leeuwenhoek first observed bacteria in
1676. Nearly 200 years later, scientists learned that
bacteria were linked to many of the terrible diseases
that humans suffered from. However, they did not
know how to cure these diseases. Instead, scientists
tried to develop ways to prevent many of these
diseases.
PASTEURIZATION

20

In 1859, Louis Pasteur developed a procedure to
make milk from farm animals safe to drink. He found
that bacteria in the milk could be destroyed whenever
the milk was heated to a high temperature. This
heating process was called pasteurization. Pasteur
had ideas for destroying bacteria in other situations.
For instance, he found that one reaction of carbolic acid (a strong
chemical) was to destroy bacteria on laboratory equipment.

-Pasteurizatiomnak~,---1

- milk'safe-to-dri

.

- ·-···-·-- ·-···•« ···- ····..-----!
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CARBOLIC ACID
25

30

Joseph Lister was a surgeon. He lived around the same time as
Pasteur. He knew that surgery was dangerous. Patients often
developed Infections where their skin was cut. Many patients died
from these Infections. Lister analyzed Pasteur's ideas. He
wondered if chemicals could prevent Infections in surgery patients.
He tried the carbolic acid. Before each surgery, he sprayed a weak
mix of the acid on the surgery tools. He sprayed it on a patient's
skin. And he sprayed it on the bandages that the patient would
wear after the surgery. He saw that the acid spray was very
effective in preventing Infections. The acid spray made surgery
safer for patients. His patients reacted very well to the treatment.

- - - - - - - - -- -

PENICILLIN
35

40

45

Scientists had developed several effective ways to prevent
bacteria from causing harmful diseases. But they had not yet
found ways to cure people who were already ill from a disease.
They knew that high heat and chemicals would destroy bacteria.
But they knew doctors could not heat a patient's body to
a high temperature. Doctors could not spray a person's
lungs with acid. These acts might kill the bacteria, but
they would also kill the patient.
In 1928, scientist Alexander Fleming noticed a reaction
when bacteria touched a certain fungus {a plant-like
growth). The bacteria were destroyed. Just as important,
the fungus was harmless to humans. This fungus was
penicillin. Soon penicillin was put into medicines for
patients to swallow.

-

Penicillin·helP-S figh,+-- - -:v.c•,'11

_=narmtul..bacterta._---"'-'-~tM

50

55

Penicillin could cure many diseases. The penicillin helped the
patient's body destroy harmful bacteria. This kind of medicine
was called an antibiotic. In the following years, many other
antibiotics were created.
First, scientists discovered bacteria. Then they developed ways
to prevent bacteria from causing harm. Finally they found cures
for many of the illnesses and Infections caused by bacteria. •

1676

42

1928

van Leeuwenhoek

Pasteur and Lister

Fleming

discovered bacteria

discovered ways to prevent
infections caused by bacteria

discovered penicillin, which
cures infections caused by bacteria

UNIT 3

Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
_

1. Long ago, people did not understand that bacteria caused diseases.

_

2. Long ago, people did not know that bacteria existed in the environment.

_

3. Two hundred years after van Leeuwenhoek first saw bacteria, scientists
learned how to transfer diseases.

_

4. Pasteur created a procedure to d evelop harmful bacteria in the milk of
farm animals.

_

5. Lister wanted to prevent infections in patients who needed surgery.

_

6. The acid that Lister sprayed was effective, and his patients reacted well.

READING SKILL
APPLY

Find the meaning of each of these words from Reading 2. Write the definition
in blank space.
1. fungus

2. antibiotic

3. pasteurization
4. carbolic acid
5. penicillin
R EV I E W A S K I L L Pronoun References (See p. 20)
The sentences below are from Reading 2. A pronoun in each sentence is underlined.
Circle the noun that the pronoun refers back to.
1. People used plants and animals in the environment to c ure infectio ns. Usually

they did not help.

a. infections

b. people

c. plants and a nimals

2. Scientists learned that bacteria were linked to many terrible diseases.
However, they did not know how to cure them.
a. bacteria

b. scientists

c. diseases

3. Patients often developed infections where their skin was cut.
a. skin

b. infections

c. patients

4. Scientists found ways to prevent bacteria from causing harm. Then they found
ways to cure illnesses caused by bacteria.
a. bacteria

b. illnesses

c. scientists
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ij.if i@f iif;ijf§Uffj STEP I: Word Level
To react means "to have or show a feeling about something a person has seen,
heard, touched, etc." It also means "to respond to a situation." The noun form
is reaction.

was Ylia's reaction when she opened your gift?
She reacted with a big smile.
People reacted quickly when they saw the accident.
What

A reaction also refers to the body's response to something.
Yuko had

a bad reaction to the medicine.

A reaction can also refer to an opinion about some thing.

was your reaction to the president's speech?
People reacted favorably to questions about the new airport.

What

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 581)

......____..,._......,.....,.,__...._,_,____...,...,_.....,.....,.....,..,.,.________........,.....,...,....

_..,_,._,,.........,,,_,

r - :ORPUS

A. Work with a partner. Match the situation on the left with how someone might
react. Then take turns making sentences with the information.
1. The artist saw her ruined painting

-1._ a . with tears.

The artist saw her ruined painting and reacted with tears.

2. The firefighters saw the danger and

-

b. with screams of fear.

3. I waved hello and my neighbor

_

c. angrily.

4. All the lights went out and people

_

d. with applause.

5. When I asked her for money, she

_

e. quickly.

6. When the film ended, the audience

_

f. with a smile.

To exist means "to be" or "to occur for a long time."

exist so people will be safe.
Hunger exists in many parts of the world.
Traffic laws

For living beings, to exist also means the same as "to live."

exist without oxygen.
Dinosaurs existed millions of years ago.

Humans cannot

(Note: The verb isn't normally used in the continuous -ing form.)
The noun form is existence.

existence during the last century.
microscope from 1635 is the oldest one in existence.

Antibiotics came into
This

,j
~OR

(See
Oxford American Dictionary for learners
of English,
253)
____________________
._...____
..._p.
______________
_...
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B. Work with a partner. Circle the item in parentheses that matches the function
on the right. Then take turns making sentences with the information, using
the word exist.

(~Computers):

l.

to help scientists see small things.

Microscopes exist to help scientists see small things.

2. (Traffic laws I Service laws):

to keep drivers safe.

3. (Restaurants I Hospitals):

to care for sick people.

4. (Schools I Shopping centers):

to educate children.

5. (Clocks I Thermometers):

to measure time.

.....
. .. .....
. ......
.....
. ......
... .. . ....

C. Work with a partner. Match the scientists on the left to what they studied.
Then take turns making sentences with the existence of. (Check your dictionary
for new words.)
1. Astronomers wondered about

_1_ a. distant solar systems.

Astronomers wondered about the existence of distant solar systems.

.. ......
.. . . . ..

2. Anthropologists studied

-

b. odd underwater creatures.

3. Geologists searched for

_

c. a new type of lion in Kenya.

4. Marine biologists described

_

d. oil under the North Pole.

5. Zoologists discovered

_

e. an ancien t society in Brazil.

To cause something means "to make something happen."
High winds caused the fire to spread.
Bad air does not cause illness.

The noun form is also cause. It is a person or thing that makes
something happen.
Falling asleep while driving is the cause of many accidents.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for Learners of English, p. 111)

__ ______________

._.
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D. Work with a partner. In each pair of sentences, one sentence describes the cause
of something happening. The other sentence describes what happened. Write C in
front of each cause. Write R in front of the result.
l. _Q_ A man at work had a cold.

...B_

He was coughing and sneezing.

2. _

He was coughing and sneezing.

_

He was spreading germs in t h e office.

3. -

I caught his cold.

_

I was breathing in the germs.

4. _

I visited my doctor.

_

I had a sore throat and a fever.

5. _

I feel better today.

_

The doctor gave me medicine.

6. _

I am still sneezing a lot.

_

I'm going to stay home from work.
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Vocabulary Activities

STEP II: Sentence Level

"'"w.irLanguage.com

The noun effect has the same meaning as result. It refers to a change or
action that is caused by something.
Being thirsty is one effect of eating too much salt.
The thunder had a strange effect on the animals.

The adjective effective means that the change or action that happens is the
result that was hoped for. The adverb form is effectively.
The poison was effective In getting rid of the rats.
The poison effectively got rid of the rats.

________ ____ ________._._..""""',_.____ ,.-:OR PUS

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 232)
.....,

.__

-"

E. Rewrite each sentence to include the given form of effect. The first sentence is
done for you.
1. Scientists have found a good way to prevent infections from germs. (effective)

Scientists have found an effective way to prevent infections from germs.

2. They have developed a hand cleaner that can destroy germs on people's
hands very well. (effectively)
3. Rubbing the hand cleaner on your hands helps in destroying germs.
(effective)
4. The result of using a hand cleaner before eating is germ-free hands. (effect)
5. Hand cleaners have been useful in reducing the spread of germs. (effective)

v

Hand cleaners can prevent infections.
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An infection is a disease or illness that is caused by bacteria or other very
small living things.
She cut her arm last week. An Infection developed in the cut.

. . . . . . . .. .

The verb to infect is to cau se an illness or infection.
The tuberculosis bacteria Infected his lungs.

There are two adjective forms. Injected describes a body part or a person that
is ill from an infection.

'. .. . .
. ...

Her lungs became badly Infected.

The adjective infectious describes a disease or illness that can easily spread
from one person to another.
The flu is an Infectious disease.

. ... .

. . . . . .. .

The ordinary cold is an Infectious illness that I get almost every year.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 373)

____________ ___,,____.._.......,..................__........,.,........,,.._....,...........,.....,...,_.._._.,..,,___,.....,...... ,,-:OR PUS
.._

~

F. Complete the sentences by using a form of infect In each blank.

. .. . . . . . .

1. The Black Death was a n - - - - - -- - - disease that spread through

Europe in the 14th century.
2. The _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ was caused by bacteria that rats transferred to
humans.
3. The Black Death _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ many people in Europe.
4. About 25% to 50% of the - -- - - - -- - people died from the disease.
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G. Use the words in the box to complete the paragraph.
effective

environment

exist

harmful

prevent

reacts

The human body has some (1) _ __ _ __ _ _ _ ways to fight bacteria.
First, the body reacts to (2)

bacteria by creating extra white

blood cells to destroy the bacteria. Also, the body (3) _ _ _ _ __ ___ to
diseases by creating a fever. Bacteria cannot (4) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ in an
(5) _ __ _ _ ____ of high temperatures. The high body temperature destroys
the bacteria. The body also has a way to (6) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ some diseases.
It is called inununity. While a person's body is fighting off certain bacteria, the

body is creating a substance that will remain in the cells. The substance will
protect the person from having the same disease again.

Writing and Discussion Topics
Discuss the following topic in small groups.

Imagine that you work for an advertising office. A chemical company has just
developed a new hand cleaner. It is called Germ Away. It is packaged in small
plastic bottles that will fit in a pocket. If you put a few drops of the cleaner on
your hands, it will kill germs.
The company wants you to create a TV advertisement to help sell the
new product. Create some simple sentences that could be used in the TV
advertisement. Use one or more of the ten unit target words in each sentence.
Choose one of the topics below. Write at least tour sentences about that topic.
Include some of the new vocabulary words from this unit.
1. Imagine that you are a teacher. Children in your classroom often come to

school with colds. What might you tell the children about staying healthy?
2. Today we have many effective ways to prevent illnesses. Ye t in our modern
world, illnesses can spread worldwide in a short time. Why do illnesses
spread so easily in our modern world?
3. Describe a time when you were ill. How did you feel? What did you do to
feel better?
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UNIT 3

A Changing
World
In this unit, you will
read how the young people of today will shape the future world.
read about how changing family structures and the job market affect
young people.
review identifying definitions.
increase your understanding of target academic words for this unit.

READING SKILL

Identifying cause and Result
www.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have ...
never seen
the word
before

TARGET
WORDS

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

-

/> assist
m! /> assume
/> community
t.Wll /> consequence

-__

t.Wll /> define
t.Wll /> factor

..

/> physical
/> seek

·-

/> sufficient

---~

/> tradition

t.Wll Academic Word List

0

Outside the Reading What do you know about today's
job market? Watch the video on the student website to find
out more.

/> Oxford 3000™ keywords
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. How are you and your friends different from your parents?

2. What will your life probably be like ten years from now?
3. What are some factors that may determine what your future will be?

0

Read
Information in this reading is from an online sociology journal.

Changing a
Traditional
W ay of Life
ntil recently, most people in China were farmers. Farming
was the tradltlonal way of life for Chinese people. Life was
hard. Farmers did hard physlcal work. Each boy assumed
he would be a farmer when he grew up. And
s each girl assumed she would become the
wife of a farmer in the community. When the
boys and girls grew up and got married, thei1
lives were clearly defined. The man took car'
of the farm, and the wife took care of the
10 home. Their aging parents lived with them
because that was the tradition.

U

1s

In the last 50 years, several factors have
caused young adults to leave the farms.
They are seeklng jobs in a city. As a
consequence, the tradltlonal way of life in
China is changing.
WHY YOUNG ADULTS MOVED TO CITIES

20

50

Television was one factor that drew young adults to the cities.
Television showed young Chinese men and women how other
people lived. They saw many ways to earn money in a city.
City jobs seemed physlcally easier than farming.

UNIT 4

·-·-·--··----

25

30

35

Money was another factor that drew young adults
to the cities. Farming provided sufficient food to
eat. Farming did not provide sufficient money to
buy computers or cell phones. The young adults
wanted money to buy modern things. Money from a
city job helped them buy these things. They were
also able to send money home. The money
assisted their aging parents.

..
......

The economic goals of the Chinese government
were another factor. Government leaders believed
that China could not define itself as a modern
nation if many people were poor and lived on
farms. As a result, the government created a
plan. The government would assist 300 to
500 million people to move from farms to cities by
2020. Many young adults were happy to leave the
farm and move to .a city.

A CHANGING WAY OF LIFE
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Soon the Chinese economy was growing. Factories
in the cities offered low-paying jobs to the new
workers. But the factory workers still earned more
money than farmers earned. The products made in
the factories were shipped to other countries. This
brought money into the Chinese economy. As
more people moved to cities, new jobs were
created. More housing was needed. Workers were
hired to builc' new apartments. Stores sought
workers to assist with their growing businesses.
Workers were also hired to build bridges and
railroads for the growing cities.

... ....
.....
...

.....
. . . . ..... .. .
.... ....
.........
... ..
. ...
.. ..
. . ...
.........
........
. . .... .
...
... .. .. .. .. . .
.. .......
. ... . . . .
.... .... .. ... . .

China expects that by 2020, nearly 60% of its
people will be living in cities. Some of these will
be new cities. They will be built near the farming
areas. Land near the farming areas is cheaper to buy than land
in a city. Consequently, factories will cost less to build there.
Many workers will move to the new cities. However, some
workers will be able to live in their old farm communities. They
will ride a bus each day to their city jobs.
China is an example of a changing nation. It is changing from a
tradltlonal way of life to a modern industrial way of life. •

A CHANGING WORLD
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.

_

1. In the p ast, children assumed they would follow the traditional way of life.

-

2. Young adults did not like physical labor. Consequently, they did not want
to farm.

_

3. Farming did not provide sufficient money for young adults to marry.

_

4. Television was one factor that led young adults to seek jobs in a city.

_

5. The government wanted China to be defined as a modern nation.

_

6. New cities are being developed close to o ld farm communities.

_

7. It is traditional for young adults to assist their aging parents.

READING SKILL
LEARN

Many sentences describe something that h appened and explain why it happdned.
These are sentences that describe the cause and the result of a n event.

Kim bought a new cell phone because h is old one didn't work.
Kim 's old cell phone didn't work, so he bought a new one.
T he cause: Kim's o ld cell phone didn't work.
The result: Kim bought a new cell phone.
Words that signal a cause include because and since.

Kim bought a new cell phone since his old one didn't work.
Words a nd phrases that signal a result include so, therefore, as a result, as a
consequence, and consequently.

Kim's old cell phone didn't work. As a result, he bought a new one.
APPLY

The sentences below are taken from Reading 1 . Work with a partner. Circle the signal
word or phrase in each sentence. Then underline the cause.
1. Stores and restaurants sought additional workers because th eir businesses

were growing.
2. Land there is cheaper than city la nd. Consequently, factories cost less money
to build.
3. More houses were needed, so workers were hired to build th e m.
4. Government leaders believed that China could no t define itself as a modern
nation if most o f the people were poor a nd lived o n farms. As a result, the
government created a plan to assist people to move from farms to cities.
With your partner, take turns reading these sentences out loud, but change the signal
word to another one with the same meaning.
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R E V I E W A S K I L L Identifying Definitions (See p. 3 6)
Find the words industrial and products in your dictionary. Describe how they are
related to the topic of changing the traditional way of life in China.

A community is a place where people live, such as a small town or a section
of a larger city.
Several communities were without electricity during the storm.
We plants flowers along the sidewalks in our community every spring.

A community can also b e a group of people who live in a certain area.
Our community welcomed the new family with gifts of food and flowers.

A community can also b e a g roup of peo ple who h ave some thing in commo n ,
such as culture, interests, religion , type o f work, e tc.
The Asian community in New York had a parade to celebrate the Lunar
New Year.

........
. .. . . . . .

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 142)

A . Work with a partner. Match the people on the left with the community they are
part of. Take turns making sentences with the information.

1. students, professors, teaching
assista nts

........
. . . .. . .
.. ........
. . .. ..

_]_ a. unive rsity community

Students, professors, and teaching assistants are part of the
university community.

2. people w ho live near a n ocean

-

b. business community

3. soccer players, basketball players,
team owners

-

c. health-care community

4. people from othe r countries

_

d. scien ce community

5. bankers, store owners, managers

_

e. spo rts comm unity

6. chemists, geologists, astronome rs

_

f. immigra nt community

7. doctors, nurses, hospital aides .

_

g. b each com munity

A CHANGING WORLD
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A /actor is something that influe nces a decisio n or a situation.
The broken traffic signal was a major factor in the accident.
One factor I didn't consider was the high cost of renting an apartment.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 260)

____......,......,.________ __
__,

.....__..._.................................................,...,..__ r-:ORPUS

..__,,..._._---.

--.;

8. Work with a partner. Write an F before the factors that a company might
consider when hiring a new computer programmer. Then take turns making
sentences with the information.
One factor to consider is her programming experience.

1. _E_ her programming ex perience
2. _

her educatio n

3. _ how ma ny sisters she h as
4. _ t he size of he r shoes

5. _
6. _

w here she lives

7. _

h er k nowledge of p rograms

8. _

her ability to work lo ng ho urs

letters from he r forme r compa ny

To d efine a word mean s "to state the m eaning of the word." The noun form
is d efin ition .
What is the definition of a SIM card?
My dictionary defines it as a plastic card inside a cell phone.

To define something can a lso mean "to explain the characteristics
of something."
Modern art is defined by its effective use of color and shapes.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 191)

C. Work with a partner. Match the word on the left with its definition. Check new
words in your dictionary. Then take turns making sentences with the information.

1. a prune

_!_ a . a dried plum

The definition of a prune is a dried plum.

2. an oyster

_

b. a boy o r a ma n

3. a latte

_

c. a type of shellfish

4 . a jersey

-

d. a d rink mad e of coffe!'! and hot m ilk

5. a dude

_

e. the shirt part of a football u niform

Take turns with your partner to restate the sentences using is defined as.
A prune is defined as a dried plum.
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lj.ifi@f'if;fi@!tfj STEP II: Sentence Level
A consequence is a result or effect of some actio n.
The delay at the airport was a consequence of yesterday's storm.

The adjective form is conseque nt.
The heavy rain and consequent flooding caused a huge traffic jam.

The phrase as a consequence of can be used within a sentence to show
a result.
Many of my classmates are without job offers as a consequence of the
bad economy.

The adverb form is consequently.
Yuri missed the bus and consequently was late for work.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 153-154)

D. Complete the sentences with one of these words or phrases.
consequent
one consequence of

as a consequence of
consequently

1. The rapid growth of many cities a nd the -- - - - -- - -

shortage of housing often re quires two families to share
an apartme nt.
2. Many young adults who move to cities are lonely
- - - - - - -- - being away from their family
and friends.
3.

a g rowing economy is the large
number of job openings.

4.

increased automation, many
factory workers are losing their jobs.

Increased automation has caused many
factory workers to lose their jobs.

5. A person w ith a good educatio n will----- - -- be qualified for many well-paying jobs.
6. The hig h cost of food is _ _ _ _ _ __ __ living in a city.

A CHANGING WORLD
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To seek something means "to look for something." The past tense of seek is sought.
The rescuers spent hours seeking the boy who was lost in the mountains.
The police sought the driver who caused the accident.

To seek something also means "to ask a person for something."
I'm seeking donations to help the flood victims.
You should seek advice from

a doctor.

To seek can also mean "to try to achieve something."
Farah will seek a degree in engineering at the university.
The governor sought a second term in office, but he lost the election.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 644)

E. Rewrite each of the numbered sentences to include a form of seek.
1. Many young adults do not look for a job until they are over 18.

Many young adults do not seek a job until they are over eighteen.

2. When I turned 18, I thought it was time to look for a job.
3. I decided to ask my father for some advice.
4. He described the first time he looked for a job.
5. He made the mistake of looking for a job that paid well.
6. He told me to look for a job that would teach me a skill.

F. Use the following words to complete the paragraph.
assist
assumes

community
consequently

physically
factors

sufficient
tradition

-

-

Mr. Cho works for an electronics store in a (1) _ _ _ _ __ _ __ near the

university. He hires clerks to (2) - - - - - - -- - the manager of the store.
The store has a (3) - -- - - - -- - of selling the newest, most advanced
electronic devices. Mr. Cho knows these devices are important to young adults.
In fact, most of the store's customers are young. (4) _ _ __ _ __ __ , he
wants to hire young adults. He (5) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ that young customers
will be more comfortable with young sales clerks. However, he does not want to
hire anyone without (6)

knowledge of electronic devices.

He also wants to be sure that anyone he hires is (7)
to lift the heavy pieces of equipment. These (8)
Mr. Cho in hiring suitable workers.
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able
guide

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. How important is it to have a good job before you marry?

2. What is a good age for marriage?
3. How would you define a traditional family in your culture?

05 Read
This article is from a popular news magazine.
'"''~v.irLanguage.com

Changing the Future

.... . . . .

oung people in many Western cultures want to become
independent. They want to live away from their parents.
They want to have a job. They want to earn their own
money. They want to get married. They want to have children.
They want to have a home in a nice community. However, it is
hard for young adults in many parts of the world to become
independent. One factor is that they cannot find jobs.

Y
5

..
. . .... .....
..

WHY JOBS ARE HARD TO FIND

.. Automation is one reason why jobs are
hard to find. Automation means that
10 businesses use machines instead of
p eople to do work. A shoe factory, for
example, once needed many workers to
cut leather and sew the pieces together.
This was hard physical work. Now a
15 machine can do this work. One machine
can often do a job that once needed
20 workers to do. As a consequence,
businesses have fewer jobs to offe r.
Another factor is that many jobs need
20 workers with special training. For some
jobs workers must have a university
degree. Companies will not hire someone
with insufficient training or without a
degree. Training may take months.
25 Earning a degree may take several years.

Workers did many jobs by hand that are now done
by automation.
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Consequently, many young men and wo men
cannot get a good job. They must first finish their
training or education.
Finally, the world economy has had serious
problems in recent years. Businesses in many
countries are not hiring new wo rkers. There are
too few jobs and too many people seeking work.
As a consequence, a large number of young adults
cannot find jobs. They cannot earn sufficient
money to support themselves or a family.
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CHANGES IN FAMILIES
The changing job market is changing the
For some jobs, workers need a university degree.
traditional Western family. Once, a traditional
Western family was defined as a mother and
fathe r living together with their young children. This definition has
changed. Now many adult children live with their parents until they
are 30 or 40 years old. They cannot find a well-paying job. They need
assistance from their parents.
Most young adults assume they will get married some day. However,
they are waiting much longer than before. As a result, the percentage of
single (unmarried) people is
growing. In 1970, just 16% of
people in the United States
between the ages of 25 to 29
were single. This percentage
grew to 55% in 2011. In Japan
today, 61% of the men are
single. The average age at
marriage is rising in many
countries, too. In both Libya
and Greece, it is 32 for men
and 29 for women. In China,
it is 34 for men and 29 for
women. In Sweden, it is 35
for men and 33 for women.
Waiting to marry also means
waiting to have children.
Fewer babies are being born.
This has caused a low birth
rate in some countries. Lack
of jobs and new marriage
patterns are causing changes
Now many adult children live with their parents.
in many countries. •
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.

•

_

1. In the past, young adults did not want to assume adult responsibilities until
they were 35-40 years old.

_

2. A traditional Western family was once defined as a mother, a father, and
their grown children.

_

3. Many young people are d e laying marriage. As a consequence, the average
age for getting married is rising.

-

4. Young adults who cannot earn sufficient money to be independent may
need assistance from their parents.

_

5. Young adults are seeking jobs that require hard, physical work.

_

6. Delaying marriage is one factor that is causing a low birth rate in
some countries.

_

7. Marriage patterns and job patterns are changing in some communities.

. .. .... .
. . . . . .. .

..
. ....... .

READING SKILL
APPLY
Each sentence below states the result of something. For each, find the sentence
or words in Reading 2 that states the cause of these results. Write the cause on
the line.

1. Cause:-- - -- -- - - - - -- - - -- - -- - -- As a result, businesses have fewer jobs to offer.
2. Cause: - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - -- - -- -- - As a consequence, a large number of young adults canno t find jobs.
3. Cause: _ __ __ _ ___ has caused a decrease in the population in some
countries.

R EV I E W A SK I LL Identifying Definitions (See p. 36)

........
. . . . . .. .

Find the definitions of these words in Reading 2. Write the definitions on the line.
1. traditio nal Western family

.. -

--

..

....._, ...-

--~--...._

-:....- .-- -·.._..
- --·
......
-------.-........- -· ----- .. ~~ .
...
~

-- •

2. single

-- ...

_:·-.-._
* -·.

~-

~

.._.__

...
. .. ......
. .. .

. --

------
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Something physical is related to the body. (This is in contrast with something
mental.) The adverb form is physically.
Try to get some physical exercise every day.
Sufficient sleep is important for your phys/cal health.
A physically disabled person may be unable to work.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 524)

.........._......

----..-----...-..-----..-----._.

......_,,..._____..,.....,....._.__,....____._,r-:ORPUS

_.

A. Work with a partner. Mark each physical activity with a P. Mark each mental
activity with an M. Then take turns making sentences with the items marked P.
Running a race is

a phys/cal activity.

_p_ running a race

playing tennis

-

walking up stairs

_

memorizing a poem

adding numbers

_

spelling words

_

washing a car

planting a garden

_

swimming

_

reading a newspaper

painting a fence

_

cleaning windows

A tradition is a custom or belief of a culture, a family, or a group. Often a
tradition started long ago and is repeated over and over. The adjective form
is traditional. The adverb is traditionally.
One of our family traditions is playing chess every Sunday evening.
It is traditional for a Western bride to wear a white wedding dress.
The bride traditionally carries a bouquet of flowers.

Tra ditional can also mean doing things in an old way rather than in a
modern way.
My mother was a traditional housewife who never held a job.
(See Oxford Dictionary for learners of English, p. 773)
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B.

Work with a partner. Complete this paragraph by putting a form of tradition in
each space. Take turns reading the completed paragraph.

.. .....
. . . . ..

Birthday (1) _ __ _ _ __ _ _ are very importa nt to in my family.
We always celebrate someon e 's birthday with a special cake . After we finish
eating d inner, Mother brings out the (2) _ __ _ _ _ __ _ birthday cake.
(3) _ __ _ _ __ __ the cake is ch ocolate w ith ch ocola te frosting.
Anothe r ( 4)

is to put an extra birthday candle o n the

.. ....
.........

cake. Yesterday, for my ninete enth b irthday, I had twenty candles o n my cake.
(5) _ _ _ _ _ ____, the o ldest person at the table lights the candles on the
cake. That was my grandm other. Everyone sang a (6) _ _ _ __ _ _ __ b irthday
song to me . Next, I had to blow out a ll twenty candles. Then Mothe r cut the cake.
And I got the first p iece, because it is our (7) - - -- - -- - - to give the first
piece to the birthday person.

.. .....
.. ... ..
T he adjective sufficient means "e n oug h" or "as much as is n eed ed for a
certain purpose." T h e adverb form is sufficiently.
Do you have sufficient sugar to make two cakes?
ts this box sufficiently strong to carry all your books?

.........
. .. . .. .

C.

,

r ORPUS
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(See Oxford Dictionary for learners of English, p. 730)

A young woman is talking to her mother. Work with a partner to complete their
conversation. Write sufficient or sufficiently in each space. With your partner,
read the completed conversation.

Katrina: It's time for m e to b e indep e ndent. This afternoon I found a good apartment to rent .

......
. . .. .. ..
..

.. ....
.. . . ... ..
. .......
. . . ..

Mother: Is it (1) - - -- -- - - - close to your job?
Katrina : Yes, a nd there is (2) - - - -- - -- - parking for my car.
Moth e r: T h at's good , but is it safe? Is th e o utside (3) _ _ __ __ ___ lighte d at nig ht?
Katrina: Yes, Moth e r. And the k itch e n is (4)

for th e cooking I do.

Mothe r : Is the closet sp ace (5) _ __ _ _ _ _ __ la rge to h old a ll of you r clothes?

.........
. .. ....

Katrina: I hope so. And the re is (6) _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ roo m for my big d esk.
Mother: Do you h ave (7)- -- - - -- - -. m on ey to pay the re nt?
Katrina: Yes. Do you h ave (8) _ __ _ _ ____ time to m orrow to go see it w ith m e?

..
. ..
A CHANGING WORLD
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The verb to assume has two different meanings. One meaning is "to believe
that something is true even if you h ave no proof." It is almost always
followed by a clause that begins with that. Sometimes that is omitted.
I assume that the meeting will start at noon, as it always does.
Everyone

assumed I wasn't home because I didn't answer the phone.

A second meaning is "to begin to use power o r to take over a position."

The vice president assumed control of the company when the president retired.
I assumed the role of leader during the emergency.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 41)

--------------.......----............--..........................

..................-..............---......

.._

r:ORPU
S

..._----~,

D. Rewrite the sentences in your notebook to include a form of assume.
The first one has been done for you. Then with a partner, take ·turns reading
the new sentences.

Lin is a young adult who worked in a city after graduating from a university.
Now he has moved back to his parents' home. Here is a conversation Lin had
with his father.
1. Father: I think that you tried to find a job.

I assume that you tried to find a job.

2. Lin:

I thought you knew that I had a job interview yesterday.

3. Father: I guess you didn't get the job.
4 . Lin:

No. The interviewer thought that I h ad a degree in chemistry.

5 Father: I suppose you told him your degree is in music.
6. Lin:

Yes. I wasn't qualified to take on the position of Research Director.

7. Father: Lin, you have to take control of your life. Keep looking, and good luck.

To assist someone or to assist with something means "to help."
The teacher assisted the child by drawing a picture.
Each year I assist with a food program for homeless people.

Assistance is the noun form.
The teacher's assistance helped the child understand.

.

A person who provides help to someone is an assistant. Usually this is an official
or paid position. When assistant is used before a position title, it suggests a higher
professional status.
'

assistant distributed copies of the report.
The assistant manager described the goals for the coming year.
The mayor's

'.

..

..
. ..
..
. ..

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 40)

.
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E. Complete the following paragraph with forms of assist.
Thanks to my parents, I now have a university degree and a good job. My
parents (1) - - -- - -- -- me in several ways. First, they provided financial
(2)

by paying for my university tuition. Then they

(3)

me by helping me find a part-time job. Without their

( 4)

, I neve r would have earned my degree in business.

After graduating, I found a good job as the (5) _ _ _ __ __ _
large store. My job is to (6)

manager of a

the manager by supervising new

workers and creating advertisements. Thanks for your (7) _ _ __ _ __ _
Mom and Dad.
F.

Use the following words to complete the paragraphs .
assist
assumed

community
consequently

define
factors

......._

--

physical
seek

....

sufficient
tradition

University classes will begin tomorrow. Today there is a meeting for new
students. The leader of the meeting asks the students to introduce themselves.
He asks them to describe the (1) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ that brought them to
this university. He asks them to (2)

their goals.

Raul's father and grandfather graduated from this university. Raul is continuing
a family (3) - - -- - - - - by enrolling there. Raya says that all her life she
(4)

that she would study medicine and become a doctor.

She imagines herself in a white uniform saving sick children. Daniel's family is poor.
They did not have (5) - - - - -- - - money to (6) _ _ _ __ _ __
Daniel by paying for the university. (7) _ _ _ _ __ _ _, he had to borrow
money from a relative. Daniel plans to work to repay the money. He ho pes that he
has the (8) _ __ __ __ __ strength to work and study many hours each day.
He hopes that after graduating he will have a well-paying job. Su Ling did not want
to (9) - - - - -- -the small (10)

a university degree. She wanted to travel far away from
where she grew up. However, her high school

math teacher told Su Ling that she had a brilliant mind and must not waste it. She
hopes to travel after she completes her university degree.
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Writing and Discussion Topics
Discuss the following topics in a small group.

1. What are some of the good things about being a young adult today?
2. How do electronic communication methods and devices (such as emails,
cell phones, and Facebook) assist young adults?
Choose one of the following topics. Write five or more sentences about the topic.
Include some of this unit's target vocabulary words.
1. Describe a wedding or holiday tra<liLion in your culture.

2. What factors are important to you when you consider taking a job?
3. What factors are important to a company when they consider hiring a person?
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Cities Are
Growing Up
In this unit, you will
read about skyscrapers and what makes them possible.
read about growing populations in cities.

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have ...

TARGET
WORDS
cm />

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

area

/>

construct

/>

design

/>

height

cm />

major

/>

previous

/>

restrict

cm />

never seen
the word
before

structure

/>

support

/>

vertical

Outside the Reading

What do you know about
urban planning? Watch the video on the student website
to find out more.

cm Academic Word List
/>

Oxford 3000™ keywords
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READING

1

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. What is the tallest building you have visited? Where was it?

2. Would you like to work in a very tall building? Why or why not?
3. What kinds of buildings are often very tall?

0Read
Information in this article is from a popular online technology magazine.

SKYSCRAPERS
bout 2,800 years ago, the tallest structure in the world
was the Great Pyramid of Giza in ancient Egypt. It was
146 meters (479 feet) tall. Today, the Burj Khalifa building
in Dubai is nearly six times that height. It is 828 meters
s (2,717 feet) tall and has 163 stories.

A

10

STEEL BEAMS
Two major inventions in the 19th century made the construction of
taller buildings possible. One was a new process for making steel.
This process was used to create strong beams (long, thin pieces)

of steel. Tall structures could be built with these beams. These
structures used a new construction design. The walls were not
made of stone or brick. Instead, thin steel beams were used to
build a strong vertical framework for the walls. Later, the vertical

66
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The Burj Khalifa is one of many skyscrapers constructed in
different areas of the world recently. Even though the Great
Pyramid was very tall , it was not a skyscraper because people did
not live or work inside. There is no exact definition of a skyscraper.
It is simply a very tall building. Today, millions of people live and
work in skyscrapers.

EARLY BUILDINGS
Until the end of the 19th century, few buildings were taller than ten
stories. One reason was because people could not easily climb any
higher on stairs. Also, the entire structure of an old building was
1s supported by its four outside walls. These walls were made of
vertical piles of bricks or stones. The piles had to be very thick or
they would fall over. This restricted the height of the walls.

20
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beams were covered with concrete to create attractive walls.
The thin walls gave much more area inside a building.
SAFETY ELEVATORS
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The safety elevator was the other major
invention that made possible the
construction of taller buildings .
Previously, elevators had been used for
lifting things on ships or in factories. But
they were too dangerous to use to lift
people. The ropes often broke and the
lifts fell to the ground. The invention of
an elevator safety brake prevented
elevators from falling. This meant that
people could safely ride up to high
apartments and offices. And they could safely ride down.

However, elevators created certain building design problems.
First, the vertical structures for elevators used valuable space
inside a building. The engine room that provided power to the
elevators also used valuable space. The area that could be used
for offices or apartments was restricted by these necessary
structures.

.....
..
. . .. . ....

Skyscrapers have other design problems. For example, they need
machinery to pump water up to high stories. They also need
pipes to carry clean water up and waste water down. Tall
buildings also have complex systems for bringing electricity,
heating, and air conditioning to the whole building. Finally, the top
part of a very tall building must be designed to be safe when
strong winds blow high above the ground.
Is there a limit to the height of skyscrapers? We will probably
learn the answer soon. •

Reading Comprehension

..

Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1..
-

1. Millions of skyscrape rs have been constructed in the area near Dubai in

recent years.
_

2. Two major inventions in a previous century made the construction of tall
buildings possible.

_

3. The tallest structures in the world are restricted to 146 mete rs in height.

_

4. Today, strong steel beams form the vertical support of skyscrapers.

_

5. The design of a skyscraper must include plans for. a system to pump water
to high stories.

_

6. The vertical space where elevators travel increases the valuable space inside
a building.
CITIES ARE GROWING UP
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READING SKILL

LEARN

Writers often include examples in the ir a rticle s. Examples h e lp re aders
unde rstand the writer's ideas. Several s ig nals help readers identify examples.
These include

for example or for instance
... is an example of .. .
Like. .. or such as. ..
There are many. .. One is... Another is...

.. .also .. ..

APPLY

Work with a p a rtner. Find these sentence s in Reading 1. Follow the
instructions give n after each sentence.
1. Two major inventions in the 19th ce ntury made the construction

of taller buildings possible.
What signa ls are used to identify the first and the second exa mples?

2. Skyscrapers have other design problems.
How many e xamples are in the paragraph that b egins with the
above sente nce?
Write the signals that are used to identify each one .

...

_

---- ·---

-

~
R EV I E W A S K I L L Identifying Cause and Result (See p. 52)

--·---....._
-...__

The sentences below are from Reading 1. Circle the sentence or sentences that state
a cause. Underline the sentence or sentences that state a result.

·-

• • t : ~"

...

Until the end of the 19th century, f ew buildings were taller than

......
...
... ..
.

ten stories. One reason was because people could not easily climb
higher on stairs. Also, the entire structure of an old building was

·-
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ij.if i@f t;f;ijtft!hfj STEP I: Word Level
A structure is something complex that is built of many parts, such as a dam,
a building, or a bridge.
The Great Pyramid is a tall structure.

The structure of something is concerned with the arrangement of its parts.
Our class studied the structure of the Greek government.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 724)

A. Work with a partner. Match the specialist on the left with the kind of structure
he or she might study. Look in a dictionary to find the meaning of words you
do not know. The first one has been done for you. Take turns making
sentences with the information.

....L. a . .a symphony

1. a conductor

A conductor might study the structure of a symphony .

2. botanist

-

b. the solar system

3. geologist

_

c. a thunderstorm

4. linguist

_

d. a horse's heart

5. meteorologist

_

e. a volcano

6. astronomer

_

f. Korean

7. veterinarian

_

g. a leaf

Something is vertical if its longest dimension is straight up and down.
Something is vertical if it stands at an angle of 90° to the ground. (An object
that is parallel to the ground is described as horizontal.) On a piece of paper,
a vertical line goes from the bottom to the top (or top to bottom) on the page.
Be sure that you make your fence posts vertical.
Draw a vertical line on the paper.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 810)

B. Work with partner. Circle the things below that are usually vertical.
Then take turns making sentences with the circled words.
Fence posts are vertical.

fence posts

chimneys

floo rs

walls

flagpo les

shelves

milk cartons

la mpposts

tree trunks

railroad tracks

candles

airplane wings

Question: What time is it on a clock when both hands are vertical?

CITIES ARE GROWING UP
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Something major is something that is very large, very important,
or very serious.
There was a major earthquake in the mountains yesterday.
New Year's Day is a major holiday in many cultures.

We have a major problem.

Major has a different meaning related to university study. A person's major is
his field of study. It also identifies a person who is studying in that field.
She is a business major. My major is chemistry.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 432)

____..___ ________

_,.,,_

~

__..,...,._..,..............._________..___.._...... r-OllPUS
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C. Work with a partner. Imagine that you are planning a 13-hour airplane trip across
the ocean to another country. Write M before the events that would be major
problems. Take turns making sentences with the information.
Losing my luggage would be a major problem .
.M_ Losing my luggage

_

Reading a magazine

_

Sitting next to a window

_

Missin g the airplane

_

Having a cup of coffee

_

Spilling a cup of coffee o n my lap

_

Not being able to sleep

_

Forgetting to pack a book to read

-

Watching a movie

-

Sitting next to a crying baby

lj.ifi@ijjfj;$@h£j STEP II: Sentence Level
To construct something means "to build something." The p assive form of the
verb is ofte n used.

construct a hotel near the river.
A hotel will be constructed near the river.
Workers will

T he noun form is construction .
The

construction of the hotel will take seven months.

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 155)
____________________..__.......____.....,......._.............._.._..........._......_.__~~--...v

r ORPUS
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D. Use construct, was constructed, or construction to complete the sentences below.
l. The Panama Canal _ _ __ __ _ _ _ to form a sea passage between the

Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Many workers died of yellow fever
during the-- - - - -- -- of the canal.
2. The emperor Shah Jahan wanted to _ _ _ __ _ __ _ the Taj Mahal
in Agra, India, to honor his wife. The building

of

white marble.
3. - -- - -- -- -of the Tower of Pisa in Italy began in 1173. One
side of the tower began to sink into soft mud after the first floor
- - - -- -- - - To this day, the tower is not vertical. It is popularly
known as the Leaning Tower of Pisa.

To design something means "to make a drawing or a plan of how something
will look or how something will work." The noun form is also design.
The architect wanted to design the hotel so each room had a view of the city.
Her design was highly praised.

To design something also means "to invent or plan something for a particular
purpose." The noun form is also design.
~his

stadium was designed for football games.

ttie stadium design provides seating for 58,000 people.

A design can also be a pattern of lines, shapes, and colors that decorate
something.
Tiles of blue and green formed a beautiful deslfn on the wall.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for Learners of English, p. 197)

--........
E.

----.......

..........

------~~--""""""--

~OR

----...._--""""""_..,.......,_,,.,--"' ~

PUS

Imagine that you are the architect of a new hotel. You are writing a letter to
the builder. Rewrite each sentence in your notebook to include a form of design.

1. I am sending you my drawings for the Skyscraper Hotel in your city.
I am sending you my designs for the Skyscraper Hotel in your city.

2. The hotel is planned for 1,000 rooms.
3. The plan for each floor is the same.
4. Each floor is planned to h ave ten rooms around a central hallway.
5. However, each floor will have a different pattern painted on the
hallway walls.

CITIES ARE GROWING UP
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F. Complete the paragraph below by putting these words into the blank spaces.
area
construction

designed
height

major
previous

restricted
support

structures
vertical

The Eiffel Tower in Paris, France, is one of the
most famous (1) --~--~--- in the world.
(2) _ _ _ __ ____ of the tower was completed in
1889 for the World's Fair. The (3) _ _ _ __ _ __
year, the World's Fair had been held in Barcelona, Spain.
The Eiffel Tower was named for the engineer who
(4)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ it, Gustave Eiffel. Eiffel did not
trust the recent invention of steel beams. Instead he
chose to construct the tower framework of pure iron.
He believed that an iron framework could better
(5) _ _ _ __ _ _ the tall, (6) _ _ _ _ __ _
tower he planned. The framework was made in a
criss-cross design to increase the strength of the iron.
At the time, the city (7) _ __ __ _ __ buildings
to seven stories. At 324 meters (1,063 feet) in
(8)_ _ _ __ ____, the Eiffel Tower was far taller
than seven stories. In fact, it was the tallest structure in
the world until 1930. The tower also occupied a large (9) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
The base of the tower measured about 100 meters by 100 meters. Elevators
carried visitors up high to enjoy the view of the city. The tower was supposed
to remain for just 20 years and then be tom down. But the tower became a
(IO) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ attraction in Paris, so it still stands today.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. What is the biggest city near your home? Do you ever visit this city?

2. What are some of the good things about visiting a big city?
3. What are some problems that people sometimes have if they live in a big city?

0

Read
Information in this article is from a city planning journal.

The Growth of Cities
www.irLanguage.com

.... ......
. ..

T
5

he population of the world recently reached 7 billion.
Over half of these 7 billion people live in cities.
Previously, most people lived on farms or in small
towns. But now cities are growing larger as people leave farms
and towns. Today, nearly 30 cities in the world have populations
of over 10 million people. Tokyo, the world's largest city, has a
population of about 37 million people.

There are several reasons why cities are growing. One reason is that big
. <:ities are major business centers. Many factories, offices, and stores are
10 located in big cities. These businesses need workers. People are moving to
cities so they can find good jobs. They want jobs that pay enough money to
support themselves and their families. Many big cities are also major ocean
ports. Port c ities have grown because international trade has been increasing.
Ships bring materials into the city. Workers are needed to unload the
15 materials and deliver them to factories and stores. Big cities are also major
transportation centers. They have airports, train
stations, and bus terminals. Convenient
transportation enables visitors to come to the cities
to live or for shopping, business, or vacations.
20 Finally, big cities are likely to have large
universities and technical schools that attract
students to study there.
As cities grow, they face several problems when
large numbers of people live in a limited area. For
25 example, new buildings must be constructed for
families to live in. Growing businesses need new
buildings, too. However, there is usually very little
empty space within the area of a large city.
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As a result, even a
Burj
Khalifa
small plot of land is
2,717 (ft)
expensive. For this
reason, builders are
Taipei IOI Shanghai World
removing small, oneInternational
1,667 {ft)
Financial Center
Commerce
Pettonu
story buildings that
1,614(ft)
Zifeng
Centre
Willi•
Towen
Tower
1,S88 (ft)
Tower
Kingkey
1,483 (ft)
35 were constructed in
1,476 (fr)
l,4Sl(ft)
100
1,449 (f1)
previous times. They
I
are replacing them
with tall, vertical
Dubai
Shanghai
Hong
Kuala
Nanjing
Chicago Shcn:z.hco
Taipei
Kong
Lumpur
buildings. As an
40 example, a one-story
Heights of some famous skyscrapers
apartment building
might provide living space for 25 people. A ten-story building
occupying the same land area could provide living space
for 250 people. Many big cities have made efficient use of their
45 land by going vertical. Hong Kong, for example, has nearly
8,000 structures that are 12 or more stories in height. New York
City and Sao Paulo have nearly 6,000. Singapore and Moscow each
have about 4,000.
Another problem cities face is designing and installing complex
so systems to provide services such as water and electricity to new
homes and businesses. An efficient system must also be designed
for collecting tons of trash and disposing of it in a safe way.
Finally, a growing population means more cars, trucks, and
buses in the streets. Narrow streets in old cities are often unable
55 to handle today's increased traffic. In addition, smoke from
vehicles causes serious air pollution in some cities. To reduce
traffic and pollution, some cities have passed laws that restrict
the use of automobiles in certain areas.
As our world population continues to grow, cities will be
so growing, too. A growing city will have to solve many major
problems. These problems result when millions of people live
Traffic can cause air pollution
called smog.
and work in a crowded city. •

30

Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
_ 1. Many people who previously lived in cities are moving to farms and in
small towns.

_

2. A city offers many jobs that can help people support themselves and
their families.

_

3. Construction of tall, vertical buildings is a major problem in cities.

_

4. Problems result when large numbers of people live in a limited area.

_

S. Narrow streets in old cities were not designed for today's increasing traffic.

_

6. Singapore has twelve structures that are nearly a thousand feet in height.
7. Some cities have restricted the use of water and electricity to businesses.
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READING SKILL
APPLY
Paragraph 2 begins "There are several reasons why cities are growing." Write the
signal words that identify each example.
2.~~~~~~~~-

4. ~~~~~~~~-

Paragraph 3 includes an example that compares a one-story building with a ten-story
building. Which of these ideas does this example support?

a. A small plot of land is expensive.
b. Tall buildings use land efficiently.
c. Many people live in apartments.
R E V I E W A S K I L L Identifying Cause and Result (See p. 52)
These sentences are related to Reading 2 . Circle the word or words that state a
cause. Underline the word or words that show a result.
1. Cities face several problems when large numbers of people live in an area.

2. There is usually very little e mpty space within a large city. As a result, even
a small plot of land is expensive. For this reason, builders are removing
small, one-story buildings that were constructed in previous times. They are
replacing them with tall buildings.

11.IfJ@fiiii+fi!ffiitiJ

STEP I: Word Level

To support something means "to carry the weight of something."
Support is both the verb form and the noun form of this word.
This post supports the weight of the roof.
This post is the main support for the roof.

To support a person or a belief means "to agree with the ideas of the person
or belief."
I support lower taxes for working people.
The president needs the support of voters to change the law.

To support someone means "to provide money to pay for food, housing, etc."
It is hard for a man to support his family if he does not have a j ob.
The family would starve without my support.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 734)
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A. Work with a partner. Match the person or thing on the left with what the person
or thing supports. Take turns making sentences with the information.

1. voters
park.

_1__ a. the mayor's plan to build a new

Voters support the mayor's plan to build a new park.

2. vertical beams

-

b. the w eight of an elevator.

3. banks

_

c. the construction o f a new airport.

4. strong cables

_

d . their children until they are grown.

5. apartment owners

e. the roof of the structure.

6. travelers

-

f. the design of a ne w $1 co in.

7. parents

_

g. a restriction on how many people
can live in one room.

An area is a particular part of a place , a building, a city, a country or
the world.
Visitors are not allowed in the storage area of the museum.

An earthquake was felt throughout the desert area.

An area can refer to a particular part of a subject or an activity.
He's an expert in the area of ancient Egypt.

Area is also a mathematical description of the s ize of a space. It is calculated
by multiplying the length of a space by its width.

.. ..

The room was small. It was just 100 square feet in area.

____________________"'~OR

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 36)
........_......._........
_..
_.,.,....

__

......... .....................

,_,,...,_,_..~

B. Work with a partner. Take turns asking and answering
questions about the map. Check a dictionary for new words.
1. Where are banks and loan companies located?

In the financial area.

2. Where do ships unload materials from other countries?

3. Where are factories located?
4. Where do most people live?
5. Where are department stores and other stores located?
6. Where are the airport and the train station located?
7. Where are the city hall and the city court house located?
8. Whe re are the oldest buildings located?
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ij.1%i@ijlfj;$tftU[fj STEP II: Sentence Level
The adjective previous d escribes something that h appe ned earlie r or before.
The adverb form is p reviously .
My previous apartment was on Orange Street.
I previously lived in a small town near the mountains.

~OR

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 552)

____________...,.____............ ...........
..._

......----"""""_...____
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C. Work with a partner. Imagine you are looking for a job in a big city. The manager
of a large office is asking you questions. Answer using previous or previously.
Take turns asking and answering the questions.

.. ....
. . ..... ..

1. Whe re d id you live before moving to this city? (previo usly)
I previously lived in a small town near the mountains.

2. Have you made a n ea rlier visit to this city? (previou s)
3. Do you know a nyone w ho u sed to work for this com pany? (previously)
4. Whe re did you work before you moved he re? (previously)

.... ..
. . . ... ..

5. Have you h ad a ny earlie r exp erience w ith computers? (previous)

..
. ........
. . ...
To restrict some thing or someone mean s "to put a limit o n w h at someone
can d o."
The city restricts the size of signs that stores can have.

.. .. . . . .. .
. . ...
..
. . ..
. ..

I restrict my children to three hours of television a day.

A restriction is a law or a rule that limits the actions of people .
The college placed a restriction on the use of cell phones in classrooms.

The adjective restricted d escribes some thing that is limited for a p a rticula r
purpose o r for a particular grou p.

.. ...
.. ..
...
. ... . .. ..
.. ...
. . ...
. . ...

The patients were placed on a restricted diet.

.......
.......
.. .. .. . .. .

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 6 05)

.... . . . .
.. .. . . . . .
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D. A city has been growing in the last few years. The mayor and the city council
members have been discussing the problems this has created. In your notebook,
rewrite their ideas with a form of restrict.
1. Our city has a law that limits the height of buildings to ten stories.
Our city has a law that restricts the height of buildings to ten stories.

2. We should not limit the height of buildings.
3. That limit is one reason we have a housing shortage.
4. We need to add changes to that law.
5. If we build taller apartments, we will need to limit parking on the streets.
6. Right now, there are no limits on street parking.
7. Street parking should be limited to people who live nearby.
8. That limit would be impossible to enforce.

The height of a person is his or her measurement from the top of the head to
the feet. Only the adjective tall can describe a person's height.
My daughter's height is now 40 inches.
My daughter is now 40 inches tall.

The height of an object is the measurement from top to bottom. The adjective
form is high. The adjective tall can also describe objects.
What is the height of that building?
How high is that building? How tall is that building?
The height of that building is 200 feet.
That building is 200 feet high. That building is 200 feet tall.

Height also is a measurement of distance above the ground. High is the
adjective form. (Tall is not used with this meaning.)
A strong wind carried the kite to a height of 50 feet.
A strong wind carried the kite 50 feet high.

Height also describes t he most important or strongest part of something.
(There is n o adjective form for this meaning.)
He was at the height of his career when he became ill.
A tree fell over at the height of the storm.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 339)
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The chart below gives you information about several tall structures. Write
questions and answers in your notebook about each one. Use height, high,
and tall in your questions and answers. You may use either feet or meters
in your answers.

1. How tall is the Statue of Liberty?

The height of the Statue of Liberty is 151 feet.

I

Height
In feet

STRUCTURE

Height
In meters

Use in
question

Use In
answer

1

Statue of Liberty

151

46

tall

height

2

Great Pyramid at Giza

479

146

high

high

3

Eiffel Tower

1 ,063

324

tall

high

4

Mount Everest

29,035

8,948

height

tall

5

Burj Khalifa skyscraper

2,717

828

high

height

6

Tallest roller coaster

456

139

height

high

F.

..

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
areas
constructed

designed
major

height
previous

restricted
structures

support
vertical

When cell phones were new, each cell phone company (1) - - - -- - - - a system of signal stations so a person could call a friend far away. The electronic
message was transferred from one signal station to another until it finally
reached the friend's phone. Cell phone companies (2) - - - -- -- -many tall, (3) _ _ __ _ __ _

towers that would (4) - - -- - -- -

a signal station on the top. In some areas, there were not enough signal
stations, so the electronic message was weak. The friends couldn't hear
each other. In some (5)_ _ _ _ __ _ __, the message was weak because
cities (6) _ __ _ _ _ _ _

the (7) _ _ __ __ _ _ of the towers. In

(8) _ __ _ _ _ ___ years, not many people used cell phones. But today there
are millions of cell phone users. Cell phone companies are designing new systems
of signal stations that will result in (9) _ _ _ __ __ __ improvements in
service. But instead of constructing new towers, the companies will locate new
signal stations in the top stories of schools, hotels, office buildings, and other tall
(10)_ _ __ __ _ __ . The companies will pay rent to the owners o f
the buildings.
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Writing and Discussion Topics

Discuss the following topic in small groups.

Fire is a b ig worry for people who live or work in a skyscraper. Imagine that a
fire starts on the SOth floor of a skyscraper. What are some of the problems that
the people who live or work in the building might have? What are some of the
problems that firefighters might have? Is it possible to design a safe skyscraper?
Choose one of the following topics. Write at least five sentences about the topic. Use
some of the unit's target vocabulary words.
1. Some large cities restrict the height of buildings to just five or six stories.

Describe the good or the bad effects of such a restriction in a city that is
growing in population.
2. In many parts of the world, people are leaving farms and small villages to
live in large cities. Describe how living in a large city would be different for
these people.
3. What are some of the advan tages of living in a large city? What are some of
the disadvantages?
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The History
of Food
In this unit, you will
read about the history of the foods we eat.
read about techniques for preserving and storing food.
review identifying examples.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

Self-Assessment

TARGET
WORDS
t'lm

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

I' available
I' culture
I' diet
I' discover

.... ,
. . .,

. . . . . ._

••

...
¥

.........

I' ensure
I' preserve

...
...
·--..._.,_ ~ ....... --··~ '"'-"

I' rely
t'lm

....
·~

Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have...

I' significant
I' supply
I' technique
t'lm Academic Word List

I' Oxford 3000™ keywords
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, answer the following questions.
1. What foods are traditional in your culture?

2. Do you ever eat in restaurants that serve foods of other cultures?
3. What is your favorite food? Why?

0Read
The inf ormation in this article is from an anthropology textbook.

Food Traditions

"~'~v.irLanguage.com

very culture in the world has its own style of cooking
and eating. Every culture has its own beliefs about what
is good to eat and what is not. Many of these food
customs started hundreds or even thousands of years ago.
They developed in part because of where the people lived.

E
s

DIETS OF EARLY HUMANS
The diet of early humans depended on what foods
were available to them. Different foods were available
in different environments. For example, humans who
lived near an ocean relied on the ocean to supply
lo them with fish to eat. In contrast, humans who lived in
forest areas ate the animals they hunted. Humans in
the warm Indus Valley picked wild bananas to eat.
Humans in northern Europe dug up wild onions.
Flavorings, such as spices, also depended on what was
15 available in the environment. Sometimes seeds or
leaves were added to foods for flavor. Over time, these
foods and flavors became traditional in a culture.

20

82

EARLY FARMING
About ten thousand years ago, humans learned to
farm. These early farmers tamed wild cows, goats, and
sheep. They planted wheat, barley, and other grains.
Slowly, farming spread to other areas. The animals
that farmers raised and the crops they planted
depended on where they lived. Rice, for example,
grew well in southe rn Asia, but not in dry desert lands.

UNIT 6

Early humans who lived In the far north
fished through holes cut in the Ice.

25

The animals and crops ensured that the farmers would have a supply of
food available to eat.
NEW FOODS

30

Over the years, people learned about new foods. They learned from their
neighbors or from travelers. They also learned about new cooking
techniques. Travelers who went to distant places discovered new foods.
Marco Polo, for example, traveled to China and brought noodles back to Italy.
Explorers who sailed to the Americas brought tomatoes and potatoes back to
Europe. Many of the new foods later became part of the traditional diet of
some cultures. Potatoes, for example, became a significant part of the Irish
diet Both pasta (noodles) and tomatoes became part of the Italian diet.

40

45

50

... ......
...
. . . ..

. ..... .
...
. . . ..... .. . .. .

...
. . . . " ..
.. . .

EATING TECHNIQUES
35

... . . .. ....

~

Cultures also developed their own techniques for eating. Thousands of
years ago, people in China began using chopsticks. They have preserved
this eating technique and still use chopsticks today. People in other Asian
countries learned the technique from them. The first eating tool used in
Europe was probably a seashell
or curved piece of wood. Later
sharp, pointed knives were used.
Most Western countries now use
metal forks, knives, and spoons
to eat with. Some cultures do not
use eating tools. Instead, people
use their fingers to pick up bites
of food. People in other cultures
rely on pieces of flat bread to
pick up food.
People ~re proud of their
cultures and enjoy their
traditional foods. They want to
ensure that their food traditions
are preserved. •
People still use chopsticks today.

.. .......
. . ... . . .
....
..........
. . ...... .

. ...... .
.......
........
. .. . .. .
. ······
. . . .. .
.......
. .. . .
. ... .. . .
.. ......
. . . ..
. .. . .
... ...
.
. .. .... ...

Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement as T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.

. ...... .
........
. .. .. ..
....
...
..

_1. The diet of early humans depended on what foods were available in

their environment.
-

2. People who lived near the ocean relied on the ocean to supply them with
animals to eat.

_3. Marco Polo discovered potatoes in China and brought some back to Europe.
_

4. Tomatoes became a significant part of the Irish diet.

_

5. The people of China have preserved the technique of eating with
chopsticks into modern times.

_6. People are proud of their cultures and want to ensure that their food
traditions are preserved.
www.irLanguage.com
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READING SKILL
LEARN

Writers use many kinds of time words to describe when events h appened.

Times In relatlon to other events: .
every summer

last week

50 years ago

before he died

each day after school

days later

over time

years went by

~ res e nt

future

early humans

modern society

coming weeks

once

now

soon

recently

today

next year

at one time

presently

later

--... _~

-

- ... _·-__

-..

..._ .&...._ -... - - -.-.._:

. --......
·~

APPLY

Work with a p a rtner. Find these sentences in Reading 1. Answer the questio n
after each sentence.
1. The d ie t of early humans depended on what foods were available to them.

Which word tells you that the sentence is about the past? _ _ _ __ _ _ __
2. Over time, these foods a nd flavors b ecam e traditio na l in a culture.
Did this change happe n quickly or slowly? _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
3. Thousands of years ago, people in China began using chopsticks. They h ave
p reserve d this eating technique and still use chopsticks today.
When did the Chinese people start using cho psticks? - - -- -- - - - - Wh at does the word today tell you? _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _
4. Most Western cultures now use meta l forks, knives, and spoons to eat with.
What word te lls you that the sente nce is about the present time?
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R EV I E W A S K I LL Identifying Examples (See p. 68)
Reading 1 includes many examples to help readers understand the main ideas. Work
with a partner to find the following examples.
1. Paragraph 2 begins, "The diet of early humans depended on the foods that

were available in their environment." What are the three examples given?
b. bananas _ _ _ __ _

a. fish or - - - - --

2. Paragraph 4 includes two sets of examples.
"Travelers who went to distant places often discovered wonderful new foods."
What travelers were mentioned? What foods di<l they bring back?

a. _ _ _ __ _ _ __ brought

.. ........'
.......

back--------~

b. - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - --

brought back

- - - - - -- - - a n d - - - - - - - --

To ensure means "to make certain that something will (or will not) h appen."
The team practiced hard to ensure its success in the big game.
We bought our tickets early to ensure that we would have good seats.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 241)

A. Work with a partner. Match the two parts of sentences to make rules for safely
preparing chicken to eat. Take turns making sentences with the information
using the word ensure.
1. Keep raw chicken in the refrigerator

..1_ a. it stays cold.

Keep raw chicken in the refrigerator to ensure that it stays cold.

2. Rinse the chicken in cold water

_

b. bacteria will be destroyed by
the heat.

3. Sprinkle salt on the chicken

_

c. bacteria on the outside are
washed away.

4. Put the chicken in a large p an

-

d. you do not spread bacteria to
other foods.

5. Put the pan in a hot oven

_

e. the meat juices will not drip
in the oven.

6. Wash your hands in h ot, soapy water

_

f. the meat inside is cooked
before eating it.

7. Cut into a thick part of the chicken

-

g. the meat will have a
good flavor.
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To rely on something means "to need something in o rder to do certain tasks."
To rely' on a person has the same meaning.
I rely on an alarm clock to wake me up in the morning.
She relies on an old car for transportation.

Li relied on his parents to support him through college.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 595)

B. Work with a partner. Match each kitchen item on the left with the task people
rely on it to do. Take turns making sentences with the information.

1. coffee makers

_1._ a. to make coffee.

People rely on coffee makers to make coffee.

2. measuring cups
3. chopsticks

-

b. to eat with.

_

c. to count the minutes w hile food is cookin g.

4. knives

_

d. to cut the top off of metal cans.

5. ovens

_

e. to keep their clothes clean w hen they cook.

6. minute timers

_

f. to know the exact amount of an ingredient.

7. can opene rs

-

g. to cut food into pieces.

8. aprons

_

h . to keep foods cold.

9. refrigerators

_

i. to roast meat or bake cookies.

A d iet is the food that a person or a group of people usually eats.
Her diet includes lots of fruits and vegetables.
The Mexican diet is based on grains such as corn and rice.

Often a person eats a special diet, such as a low-salt diet, a vegetarian diet, a
fat-free diet, etc.
My doctor put me on a liquid diet after my surgery.

To diet o r to go on a diet means "to restrict the types of food o r the amount
of food a person eats for the purpose of losing weight." The adjective diet
refers to food that h as no sugar or fat, such as diet cola .
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 201)
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C. Work with a partner. Complete the chart to show which foods might be included
in each animal's diet. Take turns making sentences with the information.
A cow's diet includes grass.
Grass

Insects

Nuts

Apples

COW

..,

bird
whale
lion
zebra
mouse

.. ......
.......

Now change the word order in the sentences and take turns making new
sentences.

... .........
. . . . . ... . .

Grass is part of a cow's diet.

.........

.. .. .. .. .. . . ... .

To supply something means "to give or provide something to a person or
to a place."
~

local power company supplies our community with electricity.

A guitar player supplied entertainment for the party.

The noun supply refers to a quantity of something that is available to use.
The hotel provides each room with a large supply of towels.
I put a supply of tissues in my pocket in case I started sneezing again.

The plural supplies refers to things that people need.
The sailors filled their ship with supplies before leaving home.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 734)

D.

Imagine you are an explorer from long ago. You are getting your ship ready for
a long journey. You are meeting with the Queen. Answer her questions with full
sentences, using the word In parentheses. Compare your sentences with a partner.

........
......

I. Do you have e noug h food to last you for a month? (a supply)

Yes, we have a good supply of food.

2. When you return, will you give me a report? (supply)
3. What will happen if a sailor gets sick? (medical supplies)
4. How are you going to wash clothes? (a supply)
5. Did my royal map maker give you any maps? (supplied)
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To discover something means "to find something that no one had ever
seen before." It also means "to learn information that no one knew before."
The passive verb form was discovered is used when you don't know who
made a discovery. The noun form is discovery.
Scientists recently discovered that pigeons can count.
Gold was discovered in California in 1849.
The discovery of penicillin has saved many lives.

To discover something can also refer to finding or learning something that
you did not know about before.
My friend and I discovered a great new restaurant downtown.
I discovered a mouse in my cupboard.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 207)

............_,......_...,.._____....,......,_____________,,,.....,,...__.....,............ ......
~

r-:ORPUS

------....._.....,,...,...~:

E. Use the information in the chart to answer questions about vitamins.
Write your answers on complete sentences in your notebook. Use discover
or supply in your sentences.
Foods that supply the vitamin:
.lnc:lud-. these In your diet.

Scientists
Charles Glen King
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

1932

c

oranges
lemons

Elmer McCollum
Lafayette Mendel
Thomas Osborne

1917

A

yellow fruits and vegetables
green leafy vegetables

Christiaan Eijkman
Adolphe Vorderman

1897

Elmer McCollum

1921

eggs, rice, oats
D

fish, eggs

1. When was vitamin A discovered?

2. What foods supply vitamin C?
3. What vitamin did Eijkman and Vorderman discover?
4. What foods should you include in your diet to get a supply of vitamin D?
5. Which scientist discovered two vitamins?
6. Which two vitamins do eggs supply?
7.. Why should you include yellow fruits and vegetables in your diet?
8. Which discovery took place in 1932?
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F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
available
culture

diet
discovered

ensure
preserving

rely on
significant

supply
techniques

About ten thousand years ago, humans in several parts of the world made a
(1) - - - - - - - - c h a n g e in the way they lived. They

(2)

how to farm. Before that time, the

(3)

of early humans depended on what was

( 4)

in their environment. They hunted for animals. They

........
. . .. .

..

gathered wild fruits and vegetables. When humans became farmers, they no
longer had to go looking for food. They could stay in one place. They could
(5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ their animals and plants to (6_,___ _ _ _ _ _ __

them

. . . . . .....
. . ... . ...

with food. Many people came to farm in areas where the land was good. As more
people came, towns developed nearby. Farmers took their extra food into town
to trade it for supplies that they needed. People shared (7) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
for cooking and (8) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ food with each other. They shared
stories and beliefs. They created a (9)

. Over time, many

towns grew into business centers. People developed writing and number systems
to (lo) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that they could keep good business records.
.. ......
.. .... ..

This was the beginning of civilization.

Early humans learned to farm.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

I. Have you ever forgotten to put milk in the refrigerator? What happened?
2. What are some different ways that grocery stores keep foods fresh?
3. Have you ever visited a farm? What was growing there?

0

Read
Information in this article is from a science website.

PRE SERVING
FOO DS
he daily diet of early humans depended on what
foods they could find. While women searched for
available fruits or roots, men hunted for wild
animals or caught fish. However, if the humans did not eat
s the food in a few days, it began to rot. Rotten food did not
taste good. It often made the humans sick. Early humans
did not know how to preserve food to keep it safe to eat
later. Today we have many techniques to preserve food.
Some are thousands of years old.

T

THE ROLE OF BACTERIA

Early hunters were the first to discover cooling as a way
to preserve meat. After killing a large animal, they often
dragged it to a nearby cave to hide it from hungry animals.
Each day they would cut off pieces of raw meat to eat. It
was cool inside the cave, so the animal meat did not rot
1s quickly. It stayed good to eat for many days. In the winter, meat
left inside the cave froze. It was still good to eat months later.
10

20

90

Early hunters did not know about bacteria. They did not know that
bacteria cause meat and other foods to rot. They did not know that
cooling slows the growth of bacteria and that freezing stops it.
In warmer parts of the world, early humans discovered that dried
foods lasted for a long time. They discovered that meats and fruits
left to dry in the hot sun did not rot. The humans did not know that
bacteria cannot grow without moisture (wetness).

UNIT 6
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FARMING
When humans learned to farm, it significantly changed the way
they lived. They no longer had to search for food. Instead, they
relied on farm animals to supply them with meat and milk. They
ate grains and vegetables that they planted. Farmers had plenty
of fresh food available during the warm months. They ate much
of it. But they also preserved some to create a supply of food to
eat during the winter.
PRESERVING FOOD
Farmers discovered several new techniques for preserving food.
For example, they preserved meat by packing it in salt or by
hanging it over a smoking fire. They also preserved vegetables in
olive oil, salt, or vinegar. People of different cultures used these
techniques , and the results were
often very different. For example,
Koreans combined raw cabbage and
salt and made kimchi. Germans
combined raw cabbage and salt and
made sauerkraut. During the winter
months, farmers relied on
preserved foods for their meals.

For thousands of years, there were
few significant changes in food
preservation . Finally, in the 19th
century, the technique of canning
was developed. In home kitchens,
f~ods were sealed inside glass jars.
Then the jars were boiled to ensure
that bacteria were destroyed. In commercial canning factories,
cooked foods were sealed into metal cans. A supply of canned
foods could be stored in a kitchen cupboard for a long time. 1
Early in the twentieth century, home refrigerators became
available . The cool temperature inside kept foods fresh for
many days.
A visit to a modern grocery store is a reminder of the many ways
that humans have found to preserve foods. For instance, you will
see foods that are frozen, refrigerated, canned, and dried. You
will even see smoked and salted meats. •

1 The terms ·canning· or ·canned foods" refer to the preservation process rather
than to the container. The terms apply to foods in both glass and metal containers.
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to the information in Reading 2.

_1. Early humans developed many techniques for preserving fish.
- 2 . The daily diet of early humans depended on what foods were available.

- 3. Destroying bacteria is one way to ensure that foods are safe to eat.
_ 4. Early farmers relied on hunting for wild animals to supply them with meat
and milk.

_5, Kimchi and sauerkraut are examples of how cultures can create
significantly different foods even when they use the same techniques.

READING SKILL
APPLY
Work with a partner to answer the questions below.
1. Use the time signals in Readings 1 and 2. About how long ago did early

humans discover cooling as a way to preserve meat?
2. Use the time signals in Reading 2. Number these preservation techniques in

the order in which they were discovered or invented.
_

canning

_

R EV I E W A S K I LL

freezing

_

packing in salt

_

refrigerating

Identifying Examples (See p. 68)

1. Circle all the examples in paragraph 5 of new techniques for preserving food.

2. In the last p aragraph, there are six examples of_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

fj-if1@flff;fjtfithfj STEP I: Word Level
A technique is a me thod or way of doing something.
I tried your technique for cleaning window. It really works.
Watch the techniques the teacher uses to keep order In the classroom.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 750)

..............._................._................__,.,._..,....,.____..._............,._........................

........................ r-:ORPUS

..._.._~

A. Work with a partner. Mark each cooking technique with a C. Mark each
preserving technique with a P. Mark each eating technique with an E.
_frying

_

freezing

_

-

using a fork

-

boiling

-canning

-

refrigerating

-

baking

-
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salting
using chopsticks

~

The adjective available describes things that you can buy or find, or that are
ready to use.
The author's new book will be available in April.

..
. .. .....
. .. .. . .

..

There were no rooms available at the hotel.

Available also describes people who have time to meet with you.
The doctor will be available at two o'clock.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 45)

r:ORPU
S

________.._._.................................._...,.__..__.......,_....._...,..,_.__.._...............__......................................c-

B. Work with a partner. Imagine you are in a grocery store. You hear many
announcements as you shop. Match the two parts of each announcement.
Make sentences. Use is or are depending on the subject.
1. Canned beans

...1_

.. ..
.. .....
.. . ..

a. on aisle seven.

Canned beans are available on aisle seven.

2. Job applications

_

b. for 85¢ a pound, today only.

3. Oranges

_

c. in the bakery section.

4. Immediate check-out service

_

d. in the manager's office.

5. Ice cream

-

e. at cash register Number 6.

6. Fresh bread

_

f. in eight delicious flavors.

...

. .. . . . . .

To preserve something means "to keep something safe or in good condition."
To preserve a food means "to keep a food safe to eat by stopping or slowing
the growth of bacteria."
A thin layer of oil helped preserve the wood on my front door.

.. .....
.. .....

Canning and drying are two ways to preserve fruit.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 550)

C. Work with a partner. Match the countries to the famous places they want to
preserve. Then t ake turns making sentences with the information.
1. Australia

...1_

a. the Great Barrier Reef

Australia wants to preserve the Great Barrier Reef.

2. The United States

_

b. the pyramids

3. India
4. England

_

c. the Grand Canyon

_

d. the Great Wall

5. China

-

e. the Taj Mahal

6. Egypt

_

f. Stonehenge

..
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The adjective significant has the same meaning as "big" or "great," but it is
more formal. It is not used to describe the size of objects.
There is a significant difference between Spanish and Japanese.
We spent a significant amount of money on travel last year.

Informally, p eople say:
There is a big difference between Spanish and Japanese.
We spent a lot of money on travel last year.

Significant a lso means "importa nt."
The discovery of fire was the most significant event in human history.

The adverb form is significantly. It is often used to compare two things, or to
show the importance of an action o r state.
Raul is significantly older than his brother.
Automobiles significantly changed how people traveled.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 668)

D.

Read the paragraph below. In your notebook, rewrite each of the seven
underlined sentences. Include significant or significantly in each sentence.
Take turns reading all the sentences with a partner. The first one has been
done for you.
(1) The discovery of fire was the most importa nt

event in human history. When humans were able
to make fire, they were able to cook foods.
(2) Cooking foods made a big improvement in the
diet of humans. (3) For example , cooking destroyed
a large number of the bacteria found in raw food.
Cooking also released vitamins in foods.
(4) This made the foods much more nutritious.
(5) Cooking also released a large amount of the
Cooking destroys bacteria in raw food.

poisons that occurred in some foods. This meant
that humans could add some new foods to their diet if they cooked these foods
well. (6) Cooking greatly improved the flavor of food. Cooking also broke down the
fibers in foods. (7) This m ade the foods much easier to digest.
1. The discovery of fire was the most significant event in human history.
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Culture includes the customs, la ng uage, b eliefs , religion, a rts, and family
patterns of a group of people . The adjective form is cultural.
The way people greet each other depends on which culture they belong to.
The cultures of South American countries are similar in many ways.
There are many cultural differences between Italy and Spain.

Culture can also refer to the art, music, and literature of a society.
Paris is one of the cultural centers of Europe.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 1 79)

E.

Below is a letter written by someone who just visited New York. Complete the
letter by writing culture or cultural in the blank spaces. Take turns reading the
letter with a partner.

Dear Grandmother,
It's good to be back. I was traveling on business to New York. At first I was
confused by the (1) - - - -- - - - - differences that I saw. On my first night
Tom, who worked in the New York office , took me to a restaurant for dinner. I was
surprised by how late people in that (2) - - - - - - - - - eat dinner. Two of
his friends joined us . In their (3) _ __ _ __ _ __ , men always greet each other
by shaking h ands. They wanted me to shake hands, too. And these strangers called
me b y my given name. Tom said he would order dinner for me. I was surprised
w he n I got a plate with food already on it. In this ( 4) _ _ _ __ _ __ _
they don't have large serving dishes of food that people share. Then I noticed
an odd (5) _ __ _ _ __ __ practice. When we were finished, Tom paid the
waite r w ith a credit card. As we were leaving, each man put some money on
the table. "Don't forget your money!" I called. Tom laughed and said that in his
(6) - - - - - -- - - people always leave extra money for the waiter. It's called
a "tip." Things got better as I got used to these stra nge (7) - - -- - - - - practices. In fact, I had a wonde rful visit in New York.
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F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
available
cultures

diet
discovered

ensure
preserve

relies on
significantly

supply
techniques

The Mediterranean diet is not a plan to lose weight. Instead it is a plan to
(1)

good health. Doctors recently (2) - -- - - - - -

that following this (3)

plan can (4) _ _ __ __ __

reduce heart disease and other serious illnesses. The diet plan is based on eating
practices in the Mediterranean area. However, the foods in the diet plan are
(5)

almost everywhere in the world. The diet plan is also

based on the cooking (6)
(7)

common in the
of that area. The diet plan (8) _ _ _ __ _ _ _

fruits, vegetables, whole grains, beans, and nuts to (9) _ __ _ __ _ _ _
most of the food that a person eats. Instead of butter, people use olive oil or
vegetable oil to cook with. And instead of salt, people rely on spices for flavor.
The Mediterranean diet plan d oes not (10) _ _ _ __ _ ___ that you will
live to be 100 years old, but doctors say that it can help prevent illness.

ii ¢

Writing and Discussion Topics

S?t?'·

Discuss the following topic in small groups.

In order to get food, early humans hunted animals and gathered wild plants.
Early humans did not cook foods until they discovered fire. How is this way of
living different from the way you and your family get and prepare food? What
inventions have made possible your modern way of getting and preparing food?
Choose one of the following topics. Write six to eight sentences about the topic. Use
some of the target vocabulary words.
1. If you have visited another country, describe the food traditions that you

saw the re.
2. How has modern transportation (airplanes, railroads, automobiles, trucks)
affected the kinds of foods that people eat?
3. Today, many foods (for example, breads, cereals, cooked meat) are preserved
with chemicals. How does the use of chemicals in food help people eat a
good diet?
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Patterns of
Technology
In this unit, you will
read about bar codes and how they are used.
learn about how bar codes could be used in the future.
review time signals.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

READING SKIL:L Identifying Steps in a Sequence
www.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (,,..,) the appropriate column. I have ...
never seen
the word
before

TARGET
WORDS

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

I' automatic
m'l! I' consist
m'l! I' Identify

I' invent
I' item
I' pattern
I' produce
I' purchase
I' technology
I' unique

0

m'l! Academic Word list

Outside the Reading What do you know about

I' Oxford 3000™ keywords

bar codes? Watch the video on the student website to
find out more.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. When you go to a market or other kind of store, how does the clerk know
how much to charge you for your purchase?
2. Have you ever noticed bar codes on items that you buy? What is their purpose?
3. Imagine you wanted to make a list of all of the food items in your kitchen.
Why would this be hard?

0

Read

..

Information in this article is from a popular book on inventions.

. . ..

Bar Codes
ook at the items you have purchased recently. Do any of
them have a bar code on the package? A bar code is a
printed pattern of black and white lines. The pattern
contains important information. Bar codes are becoming
common all over the world. The technology is especially useful
in supermarkets.

L
5

NEED FOR BAR CODES

Before bar codes were invented,
supermarket customers waited in
long lines. They waited for a clerk
10 to add up the cost of their
purchases. First the clerk picked
up an item. Then she searched
for a price sticker and read the
amount. Finally, she entered the
15 price on a cash register.
Sometimes the clerk did not read
the price accurately. The checkout
process was slow. Bar codes were
invented to help grocery stores
20 speed up the checkout process.
Now a clerk picks up an item
and passes it over a scanner.
The scanner reads the bar code.
The store computer searches its
25 memory. It finds the matching
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Bar codes on food product packages.

bar code. Then it automatically enters the correct price into the
cash register.
HOW BAR CODES WORK

30

35

A supermarket computer system has in its memory the bar code for each
item in the sto re. The computer also has in its memory the price of each
item. If a store has a sale on canned fruit, for instance, the store manager
does not have to change the prices on the cans. Instead, he changes the
price in the computer memory. When a sale item is scanned, the computer
reads the bar code . It enters the new price into the cash register. Bar codes
also help stores count what they have sold. As items are scanned, the
computer automatically counts them. At the end of each day, the store
manager knows what the store has sold. For example, he knows that he
still has enough canned fruit, but that he must order more coffee.
HOW BAR CODES DEVELOPED

40

45

50

55

Bar code technology became available in 1974 . Since then, several bar
code systems have been designed. Each system is based on creating a
unique identification number for every manufacturer. One system uses
12-digit identification numbers. Each printed bar code consists of a
unique pattern of black and white lines
that represent numbers from 0 to 9. The
first six digits identify the manufacturer.
ISBN 978-0-19-441626-9
The next five digits identify a certain
product. The last digit is called a
t:·
check digit. It te lls if the number scanned
correctly. For example, the Campbell
Soup Company produces canned foods.
The first six digits of all Campbell
products a rt the same. The next five
digits are different for each Campbell
product, such as chicken soup, tomato
Each bar code consists of a unique pattern.
soup, and so on. As a result, the bar code
for each product in a store is unique.

911\~~\\\~l\\IUUll

HOW BAR CODES HELP

50

Many kinds of businesses use bar codes. However, a bar code system is
especially use ful in supermarkets. One reason is that m ost customers
purchase a la rge number of items. Bar codes make the checkout process
fast and easy. Also , supermarkets sell a wide variety of items. Most of these
items sell quickly. Using bar codes allows s tores to easily track what has
sold and what needs to b e ordered. Using the technology of bar codes
makes supermarkets more efficient. •

PATTERNS OF TECHNOLOGY
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1 .

1. A bar code is a pattern of black and white lines.
2. A bar code might be printed on an item that you bought rece ntly.
3. Bar code technology is not used in supermarkets.
4. Supermarket clerks count the number of purchases that a customer makes.
5. Bar codes were invented to help customers save money.

6. Computers automatically tell a customer the price of an ite m.
7. The bar code for each product is unique.
8. Bar code readers can identify customers by what they purchase.
9. A bar code number consists of 12 digits.
www.irLangu a e.co:u

READING SKILL
LEARN

Articles often describe the steps necessary to complete a n action. Sometimes
these steps describe how a famous person was able to do something special.
Sometimes these steps tell you how to build something. Sometimes these
steps relate the progress of a historical event.
Often the o rder of the steps b egins with words like first, the first thing, or to
begin with. Sometimes the next steps are identifie d with words like second,
n ext, then, or after that. The last step often begins with words like finally or
at last. Sometimes the separate steps are not la b e led.
APPLY

Work with a partner. Answer the questions below. Then follow the
directions given.
1. In Parag raph 2 the re is a description of the steps that checkout clerks h ad to

take before bar codes were used. How ma ny steps were there? _
2. Paragraph 2 also describes the steps to check out customers after bar codes
were used. How many steps are there? _ How many of these steps are done
by the checko ut clerk? _
3. Follow the directions to c reate a sample bar code digit.
First, draw a square on a piece of paper. Ma ke the squa re about o n e inch
wide and on e inch high. Next, draw six vertica l lines inside the square.
The lines sh o uld divide the square into seven e qual spaces. Now you are
re ady to cre ate a digital 9. After that, use a p e ncil to blacken in the first three
spaces on the left. Then le ave the fourth space white. Next, blac ke n in the
fifth space. Finally, leave the last two spaces w hite. You have jus t cre ated a
dig ita l 9.
Number the six steps that are included in the directions.
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REV I E W A S K I LL Identifying Time Signals (See p. 84)
Work with a partner. Find fhe sentences below in Reading 1. Then answer the
questions in your notebook.
1. Look at the items you have purchased recently.

Which word tells you that the sentence is about the past?
2. Before bar codes were invented, supermarket customers waited in long lines.

Which words tell you that the sentence is about the past?

3. Now a clerk picks up an item and passes it over a scanner.
Which word tells you that the sentence is about present time?

Technology refers to the equipment or scientific knowledge that is used in a
particular industry.
Canning contributed to the growth of food technology.
Computer technology has changed our lives.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 750)

A. Work with a partner. Write the name of each invention or event under the
appropriate technology. Then take turns making sentences with the information.
Space technology made satellites orbiting Earth possible.
brain surgery
cell phones
heart transplants

Space Technology

laptop computers
moon landings
preventing some diseases

Medical Technology

satellites orbitil'lg Eerth
studies of the sun
the Internet

Information Technology

satellites orbiting Earth
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Something is unique when it is the only one of its kind. A person is unique
if he or she is not like a nyone else. It can also mean "very unusual."
Antarctica is unique. It is the only continent permanently covered with ice.
My family is unique. All five of my sisters are doctors.

Unique can also mean that someone o r something is connected with a single
time or place.
The kangaroo is unique to Australia.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 795)

B.

Work with a partner. In each group below, decide which item is unique. Tell why it
is unique. Take turns making sentences with the information.

1. piano

violin

8

guitar

trumpet

drum

Why? Radio is unique because it is not a musical instrument.

2. elephant

zebra

cow

horse

chicken

sheep

Italy

Spain

France

Denmark

Portugal

Jupiter

Mars

Sun

Neptune

Mercury

bananas

berries

b eans

cheese

bread

Why?
3. Brazil
Why?

4. Earth
Why?
5. beef

Why?

To consist of something means "to be made up of two or m ore parts,
substances, etc."
The United States
Pasta

consists of 50 states.

consists of a mixture of flour and water.

(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 154)

C. Work with a partner. Match the item on the left with what it consists of. Then
take turns making sentences with the information.

1. a soccer team

_ _ a. shops, restaurants, and other businesses

2. water
3. South America
4. the English alphabet

_ _ b. a crust, tomato sauce, and cheese

s.

_

e. 11 players

_

f. 26 letters

a shopping mall

6. pizza
1 02
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_ _ c. two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom
__ d. 12 independent nations

The adjective automatic refers to a machine that can operate without human
help. The adve rb form is automatically.
I stopped by the automatic teller machine at the bank to get some money.

.......
. . . . .. .

The machine automatically counts out the amount you request.

Automatic also means "to do something without thinking about it."
Whenever the phone rings, my automatic reaction is to answer it.
I automatically answer the phone whenever it rings.

.. ....
. . . . ...

Automatic also refers to a certain outcome as a result of an action.
There is an automatic penalty if you hit another player.
You are automatically penalized if you hit another player.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 45)
._..
..,,.,..,.. ,.._
...,..,..._.
..,.

_______ ______
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Read the paragraph below. Then rewrite each of the eight underlined sentences
in your notebook with automatic or automatically. Take turns reading all the
sentences with a partner. The first one has been done for you.

I w ent to a modem supermarket to buy food for my family. (1) As I approach ed

....
. .. . ....
. .. .
.. .....
.. . . ..

the d oor. it o p en ed for me. A young woman inside the market gave me a leaflet.
(2) It said, "You will get a 100/o discount if you spend over $100." (3) I took a leaflet

....
. .... ...

without thinking about it. Then the manager greeted me with, "How are you today?"
(4) Witho ut thinking, I answered, "Fine , thanks." As I finished my shopping, I
passed by a new kind of frozen food cabinet. (5) A light inside turned on whenever
someone passed by. I got to the che ckout counter. (6) The clerk said. "Please put
yo ur items o n the scanning disc. It will tum witho ut help." (7) As the disc w e nt
around, a scanner read the prices. The cle rk sa id, "Your total is $100.01." (8) I got a
10% discount.

1 . As I approached the door, it automatically opened for me.
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To invent some thing mean s "to think of an idea or to make something for the
first time." The noun form is invention.
Thomas Edison Invented the first practical electric light bulb.
This Invention made Edison rich.

Often this verb is used in the passive, especially when the inventor is unknown.
The zipper was Invented in 1893.
Writing was Invented thousands of years ago.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 387)

E.

Use the Information in the chart below to write a sentence about each invention.
Inventor

Date of Invention

1 . Alexander Bell

telephone

2 . Ransom Olds

gasoline-powered car

1896

3. The Chinese

magnetic compass

2,000 years ago

4.

nylon

1935

5.

the Internet

1969

~

1. Alexander Bell Invented the telephone.

3.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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F. Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
automatically
consists of

identify
invented

items
pattern

produces
purchase

technology
unique

Bar codes help supermarkets count the (l) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ that
customers (2) _________ . Now animal scientists are using bar code
(3) - - -- - - -- -in a new way. They are using it to help
(4)

and count the zebras that live in the grasslands of Africa.

The scientists know that the hair of zebras grows in a (5) _______ _ _ that
6) - - - - - - - - b l a c k and white stripes. They also know that each zebra
has a (7) - - - - - - - - - pattern of stripes. Scientists saw that these stripes
look like bar codes. They (8) - - - - - -- -

a program called Stripe Spotter

to read the zebras' stripes. The program uses photos of zebras. It changes the
stripes electronically and (9) - - - - - - - - - a bar code for each zebra. These
bar codes are (10) - - - - - - - - - stored in a computer. Scientists can follow
the movements of wild zebras by comparing their stripes to the bar codes stored in
the computer. This helps them study how zebras live.

"~vw.irLanguage.com
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. Bar codes are very useful for businesses such as supermarkets. Can you think
of any ways that bar codes could help people in their personal lives?
2. Why are bar codes printed only in black and white? Why aren't bar codes
printed in other colors?
3. Have you ever used a smartphone? What are some of the things a
smartphone can do?

0Read
The information in this article is from a technology website.

2-D

BAR

CODES

n 1974, the first bar code was scanned. It was printed on
a pack of chewing gum. It was a significant event. Almost
immediately, UPC bar codes began to appear on hundreds
of other products. Supermarkets and other large stores quickly
s installed machines to scan these bar codes. These machines were
called scanners. They were linked to store computer systems.
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UPC and other bar code formats are one-dimensional. That is, the
information coded in the black and white pattern of lines can be
read in only one direction. There is a beginning to the pattern and
an end to the pattern. The information in the pattern Identifies
only the product and its manufacturer. After a while, companies
wanted to find a way to include more information in the bar code.

A NEW KIND OF BAR CODE
This led to the Invention of 2-D, or two-dimensional,
bar codes in Japan. They were first used in the 1990s
to track the production of automobiles. A 2-D bar code
consists of shapes in both a vertical and a horizontal
pattern. Like 1-D bar codes, 2-D bar codes are black and
white. Each shape or combination of shapes provides
information. This allows a 2-D bar code to hold over a
hundred times more information than a 1-D bar code.
Like 1-D bar codes, each 2-D bar code is unique. However, the
complex pattern requires a powerful scanner to read and analyze
the information. Modern smartphones and tablet computers can
scan the bar codes and download the information.
UNIT 7
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Companies have found this technology very useful for advertising
and selling their products. For example, a sportswear company
might place an advertisement in a popular magazine. The
advertisement shows a picture of happy people skiing down a
mountain. There is a 2-D bar code under

30

the picture. A young man is looking through
the magazine. First the picture catches his
eye. Then he notices the 2-D bar code. He
scans it with his smartphone. A short video
automatically appears on the screen of
the phone. The video shows people skiing.
Then it shows many styles of ski clothes.
He decides he needs a new ski jacket.
He clicks a button on the phone and it
links him to the company's website. Within
minutes, he purchases a ski jacket online.
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printed almost anywhere
read by smartphones/
computer tablets

USES FOR 2 -D BAR CODES
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Most 2-D bar codes appear in magazine or
newspaper advertisements. When scanned,
most provide information about Items in the
advertisement. However, 2-D bar codes can be
put almost anywhere, and they can be used
for more than advertising. Giant bar codes
on highway billboards give directions to rest
stops. Smaller ones on the backs of stadium
seats can show a team's schedule of games.
A hardware store might attach a 2-D bar code
to the tools it sells. Customers who buy a
tool can watch a video on their smartphone screens to learn how
to use the tool. A 2-D bar code might appear on a FOR RENT sign
placed in the window of an empty apartment. Scanning the bar
code will give people information about the apartment, such as the
monthly rental fee. Modern technology has provided us with an

_ -~~~-~ni·;;-g-a:--2:0-~.Q_!!e--

.. ..
.....

____

--w.1ttra·c~!t~~
ho
~
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amazing tool. •

READING COMPREHENSION
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
_

1. A 2-D bar code consists of two digits.

_

2. A 2-D bar code can provide information about a product you purchase.

_

3. Each 2-D bar code consists of a unique pattern of black and white shapes.

_

4. 2-D bar codes were invented in Japan to identify automobiles.

_

5. Each item in a supermarket has a 2-D bar code printed on it.

_

6. 2-D technology enables smartphone users to automatically access many
kinds of information.
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READING SKILL

APPLY

1. Re-read paragraph 4. The paragraph describes how 2-D technology is useful
in advertising and selling products. Number the steps that the young man
takes to purchase a ski jacket in your notebook.
2. The last paragraph in Reading 2 tells that people advertise apartment rentals
using 2-D bar codes. Imagine that a young man is looking for an apartment to
rent. In your notebook, write the steps he might take to rent the apartment.
REVIEW A SK ILL Identifying Time Signals (Seep. 84)
The sentences below are taken from Reading 2. Answer the questions.

1. They were first used in the 1990s to track the production of automobiles.
What part of the sentence tells you that this happened in the past?

2. Modern technology has provided us with an amazing tool.
What word tells you that this is about the present t~e?

To purchase something means "to buy something." It is a more formal word
than buy.
The company plans to purchase a new office building downtown.

The noun form is also purchase. It can refer to the act of buying something.
It can also refer to the item or items that you buy.
The purchase of a new house takes time and money.
I put my purchases in my car and drove home from the market.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 567)
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A. Work with a partner. You have just been shopping. Match each item with the
store where you purchased it. Take turns making sentences with the information.

1. a pair of slippers

_!_ a. a shoe store

I purchased a pair of slippers at a shoe store.

2. a cake

_

b. a pharmacy

3. a wrist watch
4. lunch

_ c . a bakery
__ d. a bookstore
__ e, a jewelry store

5. some cough medicine

6. a dictionary

f. a sidewalk cafe

With your partner, answer these questions about the purchases.
1. Which purchase was the most expensive?

.... . . . . . .

2. Which purchase took the longest?
3. Which purchases were something to eat or drink?

An item is one thing in a group or list of things.
The first Item of business for this meeting is to welcome our new vice president.
I wrapped all of the breakable Items in newspaper before packing them.

An item also refers to a story in a newspaper.
Did you read the Item in today's paper about oil production?
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 390)

B. Work with a partner. Take turns asking and answering questions about the Items
on the lists below. Follow the example.

1. Shopping list
5 pounds of beef
1 can of beans
1 apple

sun hat
airline ticket
snow shoes

glass of water
fried chicken sandwich
bread

No Change in Weather
Animals Found on Mars
No Soccer Games Today

clean off desk
choose topic for final report
study for tomorrow's test

paint kitchen walls
sweep floor
wash dishes

1. Which item on the shopping list will be the most expensive?
A: Five pounds of beef.

2. Which item on the vacation list should you leave at home?

3. Which item on the menu would you like to orde r for lunch?
4. Which item in the newspaper sounds the most interesting?
5. Which item on the homework list should you do first?

6. Which item on the jobs list will take the longest?
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A pattern is a repeated arrangement of sounds, colors, or shapes.
The walls were covered with a beautiful pattern of red, gray, and black bricks.

A pattern can also refer to the regular customary way something is done.
Each language has a specific set of sentence patterns.
By the age of 50, Jan had fallen into a
The police noticed a

pattern of bad habits.

pattern to the barik robberies.

A pattern is also a shape or design for making something.
Sheila followed a pattern to cut material for a blouse she was sewing.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 512)

C. Work with a partner. Take turns reading the four numbered patterns below. Put
the number of the pattern by the best description below.

1. left foot, right foot,
left foot, right foot

2. green stripe, white stripe,
green stripe, white stripe

3. Twinkle, twinkle little star,
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.

4. get up, eat breakfast, brush teeth,
take a shower, get dressed,
drive to work, come home,
eat dinner, watch TV, go to bed.

a street pattern

_

a color pattern

a daily pattern

_

a musical pattern

a walking pattern

_

a rhyming pattern

To identify someone or something means "to be able to tell what or who
something or someone is."
My friend Identified the insect in my kitchen. He said it was a cricket.
The police Identified the robber from his fingerprints.

The noun form is identification. It refers to the process of showing or seeing
who someone is or what something is.
All workers had to have an Identification photo.
Each year our club helps with the Identification of wild birds as they fly south.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 359)
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D.

Complete the paragraph below with identify or identification.

When you travel by plane, be sure you can (1)

your

suitcases. Before leaving home, attach an (2)

tag to each

suitcase. It should show your name, address, and phone number. If a suitcase gets
lost, the tag will (3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you as the owner. The tag will also help
you ( 4)

your luggage at your destination. Sometimes these
information inside each suitcase.

tags fall off, so also put (5)

Then the airline can contact you if a suitcase and its tag get lost. When you arrive
at the check-in counter the agent will ask to see a photo (6) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A passport or driver's license can be used to (7) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ yourself.
The verb to produce something means "to make something or grow
something." The noun form is production.
Brazil produces over one-third of the world's coffee.
Brazil is known for its production of coffee.

To produce something also means "to show something to another person, or
to cause something to happen."
I had to produce my passport to prove who I was.

The noun product refers to som ething that is made or occurs in nature.
The company's best-selling product is its chocolate candy.
..
... ....

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 557)
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Complete this paragraph by using a form of produce in each blank space.

Coffee is the most popular drink in the world. About seven million
metric tons of coffee is (l) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ in the world each year. After
petroleum, coffee is the most common (2)

in international

trade. Brazil (3) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ about one-third of the world's coffee.
The ( 4) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ of coffee begins with small bushes that
(5)

coffee berries. Inside is a small coffee bean. The beans

are roasted. They are sold to different coffee companies. Then these coffee
(6) _ _ _ _ _ ____ are shipped to markets. Customers buy the coffee and
make it at home. The finished coffee will (7) - - - - - - - - - a wonderful
smell and a delicious drink.
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F. Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
automatically
consist of

identify
invention

item
patterns

produces
purchase

technology
unique

Each (l) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ that you (2) _ _ _ __ __ _ in a
supermarket can be identified by a unique bar code. Similarly, each person has a
(3) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ set of fingerprints that can (4) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ him or
her. Fingerprints are small (5)
that (6)
as glass, he (7)

on the tips of a person's fingers
tiny lines. When a person touches a hard surface, such
a copy of his fingerprints on the surface.

Fingerprint identification is used in many ways. For instance, police departments
use fingerprints to identify a person who might have committed a crime. Also,
some companies use fingerprints to identify their workers. To enter a special area,
a worker presses h er thumb onto a scanner. The scanner reads her fingerprint into
the company computer. If her fingerprint matches a print in the computer file, the
door (8) _ _ _ _ _ __ _

opens. The (9) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ of fingerprinting

has been in use for about a hundred years. However, the (10) - - -- - - - - of computers has made comparing fingerprints fast and easy.

Writing and Discussion Topics
Discuss the following topic in small groups.

The last paragraph of Reading 2 describes several ways that 2-D bar codes can
be used to provide information. What are some other places where these bar
codes could be placed? What kind of information could they have in them?
Choose one of the following topics. Write six to eight sentences about the topic. Use
some of the target vocabulary words from this unit.
1. Some supermarkets use a self-checkout system. There is no checkout clerk to

scan the items. Instead, customers scan their own purchases and put them in
bags. Then the customers pay by inserting a credit card into a machine. What
are some of the good things about this system? What are some problems that
could happen?
2. In the future, bar codes might be used in many new ways. Describe how
bar codes could be used in hospitals or restaurants (or in another kind of
business) in the future.
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In this unit, you wlll
read about the theft of works of art from a museum.
read about a famous art thief.
review identifying steps in a sequence.
Increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

READING SKILL Using a Dictionary
www.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I') the appropriate column. I have.. .

TARGET
WORDS

never seen

seen the word

seen the word

used the word,

used the word

used the word

the word

but am not sure

and understand

but am not sure

confidently in

confidently in

before

what it means

what it means

if correctly

either speaking
or writing

and writing

both speaking

I' circumstance
I' collection
I' commit
I' display

m I' evidence
I' Initial

m I'

Issue

I' remove
I' secure
I' steal

Outside the Reading What do you know about

Elm Academic Word List

I'

Oxford 3000™ keywords

art theft? Watch the video on the student website to find
out more.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. Do you ever visit museums? What kinds of things do you like to look at?

2. If someone offered to sell you a famous painting for $100, would you buy it?
3. Why are some works of art worth millions of dollars?

0

Read
The Information in this article is from a newspaper report on art theft.

Museum Theft

www.irLanguage.com

eople enjoy visiting museums to see displays of wonderful
paintings and sculptures. They also enjoy seeing ancient
artifacts such as pottery and tools. These works of art are a
rich source of information about past civilizations. They teach us
about the culture that all humans
share. In this way, the works of art
belong to all of us. Museums help
preserve human history by collecting
works of art. Museums display these
items so visitors can see them and
learn from them. Sometimes valuable
works of art or ancient artifacts are
stolen from museum collections. This
means the thief is stealing a piece of
our history and culture. The thief is
stealing from all of us.

P
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THE VALUE OF MUSEUM ITEMS
Most items in a museum collection are
valuable because they are unique. A small
painting or ancient weapon can be worth
millions of dollars. Therefore, museums try
to prevent thefts. They use s ecurity guards
and cameras to watch museum visitors.
They secure paintings to the walls with
strong wires that cannot be easily cut.

UNIT 8

Museums display valuable artifacts.

... .
25

They lock valuable objects in display cases.
They use an alarm system that rings if
someone removes a painting. If a visitor
is caught stealing, police are called to
arrest the thief.

·$

STEALING ART
Jo
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Art thieves know that paintings and ancient
artifacts are worth millions of dollars. They
see the museum as a source of valuable
objects to steal and sell. Art thieves know that
large museums have good security systems.
Under those circumstances, they may not try
to steal from large museums. They also know
that small museums do not have many guards.
They often do not have security cameras or
alarms. Art thieves believe they can easily
steal something from a small museum without
being seen. They also know that a painting or
small artifact is easy to hide. A painting can
be removed from its frame and hidden under
a coat. An ancient bowl can be lifted from a
display and put into a pocket.
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SELLING STOLEN ART
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Stealing a painting or small object may be
easy initially. Selling it later is not easy. If a
theft is committed, the museum issues a
report to local police. The museum also issues
a warning to nearby art dealers. It tells them
to watch for the stolen object. However,
Museums try to protect art in many ways.
thieves usually do not try to sell the stolen art
right away. Depending on the circu~stances,
they might wait several years. They hope that art dealers will forget reports
about the stolen art. However, if an art work is very famous, dealers will
still recognize it. They will call the police. Often the thieves carry stolen
art to another country. There they might pretend to be art dealers who buy
and sell works of art. Initially, they might try to sell the stolen item to a
small museum or to a person who collects art. They may finally have to
sell an item worth millions for just a few hundred dollars.
LOOKING FOR THE ART
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Meanwhile, the police try to identify the thieves. They check the museum
for evidence, such as fingerprints or a camera photograph. Without
evidence, the police do not know who committed the theft. To find the
thieves, the police try to find the stolen art. However, most searches are
not successful. Most stolen art works are never found. With each theft, we
all lose a valuable piece of our history. Art theft is a crime that is
committed against all of us. •

STEALING FROM ALL OF US
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.
_

1. Museum displays include paintings and ancient artifacts.

_

2. Most items in a museum collection are unique.

_

3. Security guards steal works of art from museums.

_

4. A thief could remove a painting from the wall and easily sell it.

_

5. When a painting has been stolen, police look for evidence that will identify
the thief.

_

6. Museums issue a report to police when a the ft is committed.

_

7. In most circumstances of art theft, the police do not find the stolen art.

_

8. Initially, stealing a work of art seems easy.

READING SKILL
LEARN
A dictionary can help you learn the meanings of unfamiliar words you read.
Learning these new words can improve your understa nding of what you read. It
will also help increase your vocabulary.
After you find a n unfamiliar word in a dictionary, decide which of its d efinitions
fits the idea you were reading. For example, a word you may not know is
artifact, which appears in the first paragraph of Reading 1.

They also enjoy seeing ancient artifacts such as pottery and tools.
The writer includes two examples of this word (pottery and tools). The Oxford
American Dictionary for learners of English gives this definition of artifact on
page 38:
an object that is made by a person, especially something of historical or
cultural interest

Now you know that artifacts are objects that w e re made by people in the past.
You know what tools are, but what is pottery? The Oxford American Dictionary
for learners of English gives these definitions of pottery on page 544:

1. pots, dishes, etc. that are made from baked soft earth (clay)
2. The activity or skill of making dishes, etc. from clay.
Which meaning describes something in a museum? An activity or s kill is not an
object. The refore, museum displays must include objects such as pots a nd dishes
made of clay.
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APPLY

Work with a partner. The following sentences are from Reading l. Look up the
bold word in a dictionary. Then follow the directions after each sente nce.
I. A small painting or ancient weapon can be worth millio ns of dollars.

Circle the ancient weapons that might be in a museum.
spear

horse

knife

sword

basket

hat

blanket

gun

2. The museum a lso tells nearby art dealers to watch for the missing painting
or object.
Circle the activities that dealers take part in.
buying

hiding

stealing

selling

advertising

creating

collecting

copying

3. People enjoy visiting museums to see dispfays of paintings and sculptures.
Circle the materials that a museum sculpture could be made of.
clay

rain

cows

wood

steel

happiness

stone

clouds

A circumstance refers to the fact and condition that is related to a certain
situation. The plural form, circumstances, is commonly u sed.

circumstances of his business partner's disappearance.
In such a circumstance, the police suspect a crime has occurred.
He could not explain the

Under the circumstances is a common expression. It means "considering
certain facts before taking action or making a suggestion."
You look ill. Under the

circumstances, I think you should stay home.

Under any/ no circumstances is another common expression. It is a strong
suggestion to take no action.
Your car is making odd noises. You should not drive it under any circumstances.
Your car is making odd noises. Under no

circumstances should you drive it.

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 125)
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A. Work with a partner. Match the person's comment on the left with the advice you
might give. Take turns making sentences with the information.

_..!_ a . you should stay home.

1. I feel sick.

Under the circumstances, you should stay home.

2. My term report is due next week.

_

b. you should not be buying
concert tickets.

3. My shoes have holes in them.

_

c. you should buy some new ones.

4. My mother is coming tomorrow.

_

d. you should start working on it.

5. I have no money.

_

e. you should clean your ap artment.

To collect things means "to gather things together for a particular purpose."
I collected newspaper articles about the wedding and sent them to my sister.
Trucks collect our trash every Tuesday.

When things collect, they come together in o ne place.
Dust collects on my book shelves.
Neighborhood cats collect by my window and howl all night.

To collect something means "to save items of the same type as a hobby." The
noun form is collection.
Anton collects foreign coins.
He has about 200 coins in his collectlon.

A collection can also refer to a group of similar items that belong to an artist,
a museum, a n author, etc.
The book includes a collection of poems by Walt Whitman.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 136)

B. Work with a partner. Match the people below with the item they purchased to
add to their collection. Take turns making sentences with the information.
Katya bought an old dictionary to add to her collection of books.

1. Lin bought a silk painting

_

a. pottery

2. Boris bought a U.S. silver dollar

_

b. weapons

3. Aisha bought a n old violin
4. Luis bought a stone elephant

_

c. a nimal sculptures

_

d . Chinese art

5. Erin bought a Greek bowl

_

e. musical instruments

6. Yoko bought an ancient knife

_ f . coins
..
.. .
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The verb to issu e means "to give some thing to a person or to the public." It is
generally u sed to describe the action of a person in a uthority.
The policeman Issued a ticket to

a car that was parked illegally.
Our office manager issued a warning about a possible computer problem.

. .. . . . .. ..

The noun form is also issue. It refers to a problem or a topic of concern.
Schools are concerned about the Issue of cheating.

The noun issue also means a single printing of an ongoing publication.
Have you read today's Issue of the Times?
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 389)

C.

Work with a partner. Imagine a valuable painting was stolen from a museum.
The museum director has called a staff meeting. Write an I in front of the issues
she will probably discuss. Take turns making sentences with the information.
One Issue of concern is how the thief entered the museum.

_ _ how the thief entered the museum

ch anges in the weather

__ installing new theft alarms

hiring more guards

- - w hen to give painting lessons

how to improve security

__ colors in the Matisse painting

the beauty of ancient a rt

__ how paintings are secured to walls

_ _ why security cameras were off

The noun theft and the verb steal are related in meaning. Theft is the
action of secretly taking something from a nother person o r place without
permission. T he verb to steal something is to secretly take something from
another person or place without permission. A person who steals something
is a thief The plural is thieves.
Every year, there are many thefts from supermarkets.
Last year thieves stole over ten million items from supermarkets.
The stolen items are often small, like bottles of shampoo.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 712 and p. 756)
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D. Rewrite these sentences in your notebook with the given form of steal.
1. The theft of cars is a serious problem, especially in big cities. (stealing)
2. Car thieves look for unlocked cars to take. (steal)
3. It is easy to take an unlocked car. (steal)
4. Car thieves remove radios and other equipment from cars they have taken. (stolen)
5. T hey sell the taken equipment. (stolen)

6. One car thief took 40 cars before being caught by police. (stole)

T he adjective initial refers to the beginning or first part of something. The
adverb form is initially.
My Initial impression of the art display was disappointment.
I was lnltlally disappointed in the art display.

The noun initial or initials refers to the first letters of a person's full name or
first letters of a name.
The United States is commonly known by its Initials U.S.
Artists often paint their Initials in the corner of a picture.

The noun initiative refers to the ability to recognize a need and to take
action to fill the need. It is frequently used in the phrase to take the initiative.
No one moved when the teacher fell. Then Eli took the Initiative and helped her.
Sher will never be a successful businessman. He has no Initiative.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 375- 376)

E. Complete this paragraph by using initial, initially, or initiative in each blank.
Pablo Picasso was a famous painter. He was born in 1881
in Spain. Even as a young child, he was a gifted artist.
(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ his art was realistic in style. In 1900 he made

his (2)

visit to Paris, the center of art in Europe.

By the (3) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ years of the 20th century, his style had
become more abstract. He was one of the ( 4) - - - - - - - - artists to paint in the cubist style. Soon after arriving in Paris, he had
the (5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ to begin an art magazine. The
issue was printed in 1901. Picasso lived to be

(6)

92 years old. In his lifetime he produced many beautiful works of art.

1 20
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Pablo Picasso

Evidence refers to signs, objects, or other items that prove a certain event
took place. The word is often used in connection with crimes.
The police looked for evidence that someone had entered the house.

The adjective evident describes something that is clear or easily seen. It is
often used in the phrase "It is evident that ..." or "It was evident that ... "
It was evident that you didn't enjoy the concert. You kept yawning.
She was in evident pain after the surgery.

----..............................

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 249)

______,______......,______
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.......
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Rewrite the sentences to include evidence or evident.
Mr. Ahmada had paid a lot of money for the paintings in his collection. Then he
wanted to sell some of his Picassos. He called an art dealer to help him.

1. The a rt dealer looked for proof that the paintings were real Picassos.
2. It was clear to the dealer that the paintings were worthless.
3. There was no proof that the paintings were painted by Picasso.
4. It was easy to see that Mr. Ahmada had been tricked.
5. Mr. Ahmada's surprise was clear to see.
6. Finally the art dealer found proof that the paintings were fake.
He found a price tag from a local store on the back of the paintings.

G.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
circumstances
collections

committed
display

evidence
initially

issued
removed

secure
stolen

Humans have been creating art since ancient times. Some of these paintings,
sculptures, and artifacts exist today in museum (1) - - - -- - - -- · Museums
are (2) - - - -- -- -- to protecting works of art for people to enjoy.
However, over the centuries, many works of art have been lost. No one knows
the exact (3) - - -- -- - --in which some of them disappeared. Some of
the lost artworks were probably ( 4) - -- - - -- -- by thieves. Some of them
were probably lost in fires, floods, and earthquakes. Others were probably lost
during wars when museums (5) ___ __ _ __ _ orders to hide valuable
artworks. As a result, many artworks were (6) - - - - -- - --from public
(7) - - - - - -- -- and put in (8) - -- -- - - -- locations to protect

them. But when the wars ended, there was no (9)
the artworks. Museums (10)

of some of
believed these missing artworks

were lost forever. But later, people found some of the missing art in old houses.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. Do you collect anything as a hobby, such as stamps or coins?

2. Why do people enjoy having collections?
3. If a friend or a relative asked you to help commit a crime, would you help?

0Read
The information in this online article is based on a true story.

A BOLD TH I EF

P

olice can solve many crimes by using science. For instance,
they might find evidence such as fingerprints where the
crime happened. If the fingerprints match prints in a
computer file, the police can identify the criminal. The police can
s also look at pictures made by security cameras. The pictures might
show who committed the crime. But sometimes there is no
evidence to help the police solve the crime. This happened in
one of the biggest art crimes of all time.

10

Stephane Breitwieser loved art. He loved art so much
that he stole valuable pieces of art while he was traveling
in Europe. However, Breitwieser did not want to sell the
stolen art for money. He wanted to add the items to his
collection.
HOW IT STARTED

1s

20

2s

122

His lnltlal theft was in 1995. He was 24 years old. He
and a friend were visiting an ancient castle in Germany
when he saw a beautiful painting. He wanted it. While his
friend watched for security guards, Breitwieser removed
the painting from the frame. He hid the painting inside
his jacket and left the castle. Four months later, he stole
an ancient weapon from a small museum.
He decided to keep his collection of art at his mother's house in
France. Over the next six years, Breitwieser committed his life to
increasing his collection. But he did not steal from large museums.
Most of them had complex security systems that were able to
notice thefts. Instead, he went to small museums and displays
that had few visitors. Such places were not likely to have cameras

UNIT 8

taking pictures of visitors. They were not likely to have
many security guards.

30

35

40

In 2001, he was seen stealing a 500-year-old musical
instrument in Switzerland. A security guard saw
Breitwieser run from the museum with it. Two days later
Breitwieser returned to the same museum. The same
guard saw Breitwieser. He called the police and
Breitwieser was arrested.

.... ......
. . .. . ..

Soon Breitwieser's mother heard of the arrest. Her Initial
reaction was to help her son. To help him, she destroyed many
of the artworks in his collection. sr..- .~ _t up some paintings
and put them into her kitchen garbc. 0 c disposal. She chopped
up other paintings and threw the piects into a garbage can.
A city garbage man emptied the garb<:1ge can the next day.
She tossed objects such as weapons and sculptures into a
nearby river. When the police came to search her house,
they could not find any evidence of the missing art works.
HOW IT ENDED

45

50

55

Breitwieser stole 239 art works from over 170 museums and
displays. Together the artworks were worth about $1.4 billion.
However, police had no evidence that he stole any of them.
The stolen art was not at his house, and it was not at his
mother's house. Under the circumstances, they could not
arrest him. A few months later, some of the missing art
objects were found near the river where Breitwieser's mother
had tossed them. When the police searched the water, they
. found almost 100 more.
The police Issued an order for Breitwieser's arrest. He
confessed that he had committed the thefts. He faced trial
in a court of law and was sent to prison for three years.
His mother and his friend were also sent to prison. •

Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
_

l. Breitwieser was 24 years old when he committed his initial theft.

-

2. Breitwieser created his collection of valuable art by stealing from small
museums and displays.

_

3. A security guard issued an order for his arrest.

_

4. Breitwieser's mother removed the stolen art from her house and hid it in a
secure place.

_

5. At first, the police had no evidence that Breitwieser stole the art. Under
those circumstances, they could not arrest him.

_

6. Over 100 stolen pieces of art were found in the river.
STEALING FROM ALL OF US
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APPLY

Using a dictionary to find a meaning sometimes requires some detective work.
Here is an example of the kind of thinking you might have to do. An important
part of the story in Reading 2 appears in the sentences below.

She cut up some paintings and put them into her kitchen garbage disposal.
She chopped up other paintings and threw the pieces into a garbage can. A
city garbage man emptied the garbage can the next day.
Look up the underlined phrases. Which word below describes what each one is?
Write the answers.
a tool

a machine

a worker

a system

a container

a technique

a building

A garbage disposal i s - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- A garbage can is _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Agarbagemanis - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- Now look up the word garbage. Underline the Items that you would usually put In a
garbage disposal. Circle the Items that you would usually put in a garbage can.
rotten meat

a bent spoon

an old tomato

a cheese wrapper

apple skins

a broken egg

orange seeds

a used tissue

a broken dish

an empty milk carton

R E V I E W A S K I L L Identifying Steps in a Sequence (See p. 100)
Number these sentences from 1-7 In the order the actions happened.

-

Breitwieser returned to the museum two days later.

-

The guard called the police.

_

Breitwieser stole a 500-year-old musical instrument.

_

Breitwieser was arrested.

_

The same guard saw Breitwieser.

_

A security guard saw Breitwieser run from the museum with it.

_

Breitwieser visited a museum in Switzerland.
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To display something means "to show something." It is often used when
referring to museums and to art.
The museum will be displaying a collection of ancient pottery next month.

To display something ·can also be used to describe the feelings of a person.
Benito displayed great surprise when he heard he had won the prize.

A display is an arrangement of related items for the public to see. On display
means that items are available for people to see.
I went to the display of modern art. Many of Picasso's early works were
on display.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 210)

A. Work with a partner. Use a form of display to complete these advertising posters.
Ancient P o t t e r y - - - - - - - - -

Giant _ _ _ __ _ _ __ of
Student Art!

Moscow Museum

The Art Club will be
- - - - - - - - from June 10th
through 20th

'
4th floor - - - - - - - - room.

- - - - -- --

student work.

Campus Art Gallery
Tomorrow and Friday
All art _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will be
for sale.

To remove someone means "to take someone away." The noun form is removal.
I'm going to remove my child from this math class. The work is too hard for her.
Her removal will make things easier for her and the teacher.

To remove something means "to take something off (such as clothing)" or "to
take something away."
After you remove your coat, please hang it in the closet.

A doctor removed a fish bone that was stuck in my throat.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 597)

------...-----..............

--------------------.....
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B. Work with a partner. Match the person or business on the left with what was
removed and where it was removed from. Take turns making sentences with the
Information. Follow the example.
The customer removed some money from his pocket.
1. A nurse

_

old magazines

-

from our table.

2. A waiter

_

dead leaves

_

from the shelf.

3. The laundry

_

a ring

_

from my arm.

4. The librarian

_

the bandages

_

from the display case.

5. My gardener

_

a coffee stain

_

from under the trees.

6. The jeweler

_the dish es

_

from my sweater.

i{if l@flfj;ijf§Utfj STEP II: Sentence Level
The verb commit is most often used in connection with crime. In fact,
commit is a common verb to talk about doing something illegal.
You will be put in prison for life if you commit murder.
The court found him guilty of committing the bank robbery.

If a man kills himse lf, h e is said to commit suicide.
The verb commit can mean to send someone to prison or to a hospital.
The thief was committed to prison for three years.

Another meaning of the verb commit is to give money, time, or attentio n to
something for a particular purpose. The noun form is commitment. It is used
most often with make/ made. To is used before the named action or item.
I will commit the whole weekend to painting the kitchen.
I made a commitment to spend the whole weekend painting the kitchen.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 141)

C. Rewrite the numbered sentences in your notebook with a form of commit.
Vincent van Gogh was a Dutch painter w h o lived from 1853 to 1890. He
produced over 2,100 works of beautiful art in his lifetime.
1. As a child, Vincent spe nt many hours drawing a nd painting.

2. When he grew up, he made the decision to give his life to art.
At first he was unable to earn m uch money. He suffered from terrible sadness.
3. His brother Theo gave both money and emotional support to help Vincent.
4. In 1889 he went to a hospital for help w ith his mental problems.
He felt better for a while. Then, about a year later, Vincent was shot.
5. At the time, people b elieved that he killed himself.
Recent evidence suggests that someone else probably sho t h im.
6. However, this p e rson did n ot murder him.
The shooting was accidental.
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When something is secure, it is safe from being lost or being harmed. When a
person feels secure, he or she feels safe from harm or danger.
Your jewelry is secure now. I've locked it in a wall cabinet.
The thunder and lightning is awful. But I feel secure inside our house.

To secure something means "to fasten something so it is not likely to move or
fall."
I'll use this rope to secure my boat to the tree.

To secure something also means "to get something after much effort."
I was able to secure two tickets to the championship game.

The noun security refers to feeling safe from worry.
Children like the security of having a daily routine.

The noun security also refers to the steps that a family, a company, a country,
etc. can take to prevent danger or to protect themselves if danger occurs.
Security guards at the bank watch for signs of a robbery.
Airport security has become very strict recently.
(See Oxford American Dictionary tor learners of English, p. 643)

D.

Complete this paragraph with secure or security.

Credit card theft is a serious problem. The thief wants your credit card
so he or she can spend your money. There are many ways a thief can
(1) _ _ _ __ __ __ your credit card or the card number. For example,

the thief can look through your garbage cans for papers with your credit card
number on them. Keep this information (2) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ by shredding
important papers before throwing them away. The thief can also steal your
wallet and credit card from your pocket. You can (3) _ _ _ __ _ _ __
your wallet inside your pocket by wrapping a rubber band around it. Then it
will not easily slip out of your pocket. He can also steal a new credit card from

.... .....
. . ....
..

your mailbox. You can put a (4) _ _ _ _ _____ lock on your mailbox
to prevent this. To (5)

your house from thieves, install

a (6) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ alarm. You will feel (7) - - - -- - - - when
you are asleep or away from home.
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E. Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
circumstances
collectors

commit
evidence

displays
remove

secure
stolen

issue
initial

Works of art by famous artists are valuable. Over time, some of these works
disappear. Some were (l) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ from (2) _ _ __ _____ by
art thieves. Some were purchased by art (3)

who perhaps

stored them in a (4) _ _ _ __ _ __ spot but then suddenly died. Under the
(5)_ __ _ _ __ __ , the art was never found. Occasionally we hear about a
lost painting that has been found. This happened with a famous painting by
Leonardo da Vinci. It was recently found hanging in a dark corner of a school in
Ireland. The school thought it was a copy. Art experts were called to decide the
(6) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ of whether the painting was real. Art experts usually have

many hours to learn if a painting is real or a copy. They

to (7)

have to find evidence that will help them decide. Their (8) - - - -- -- - step is to (9) - - -- -- -- - dirt from the painting. Then they look for
evidence of the painting's age. They analyze the paint to see if it has modern
chemicals that were not available 500 years ago. Sometimes the experts find
(10) - -- - -- ---that proves a painting is not a copy. This happened with
the da Vinci painting. Experts found fingerprints in the paint. The fingerprints
matched fingerprints found in other da Vinci paintings. Then they knew the
painting was real.

Writing and Discussion Topics
Discuss the following topic in small groups.

What makes a painting valuable? Why are people willing to spend millions of
dollars to buy a painting?
Choose one of the following topics. Write six to eight sentences about the topic. Use
some of the target vocabulary words from this unit.
1. Why does the author of Reading 1 say that a thief who steals art is stealing

from us all?
2. People think of a valuable painting as one that costs a lot of money. Is it
possible for a painting to be valuable in other ways?
3. Have you ever visited an art exhibit? Describe the kinds of paintings that you
liked. Describe the kinds of paintings that you did not like. Can you explain
why you liked some and not others?
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Farms of
Tomorrow
In this unit, you will
read about new ways of growing plants.
learn about how hydroponics could increase our food supply.
review using a dictionary.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.

www.irLanguage.com

Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (./) the appropriate column. I have ...

TARGET
WORDS

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

J> absorb
J> achieve
m J> benefit

.__.

J> maintain

.........

--

m J> principle
J> regulation
tm! J> require

J> strategy
twl! J> theory

J> transport

Outside the Reading What do you know about

J>

fJ'Zi! Academic Word list
Oxford 3000™ keywords

hydroponics? Watch the video on the student website to
find out more.
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Before You Read
In small groups or with your the class, discuss the following questions.
1. Have you ever visited a farm? What was growing? What kinds of equipment

were used?
2. Have you ever tried to grow something at home? What did you grow?
Were you successful?
3. What do plants need in order to grow?

~Read
The information in this article is from a science book.

Hydroponics
ydroponics is a way of
growing plants without
soil. Instead, the plants
grow in water. The principle is
s simple. The water is mixed with
nutrients-vitamins and mineralsthat plants require in order to
grow. The roots of the plants grow
in the water mixture and absorb
10 the nutrients. Hydroponics is one
strategy to help provide food to
the billions of people on our planet.

H

WHAT PLANTS NEED TO GROW:

Plants naturally grow in soil. The soil
holds the water and the nutrients that
1s plants need. The soil surrounding the
plant roots helps the plants maintain a
vertical growth pattern. Plants naturally
grow upwards toward the sun. If plants
cannot grow straight up, they receive less
20 benefit from the sunlight. However, soil
is not required for plants to grow. Soil is
not requir ed if the plants can get water
and nutrients another way. Soil is not
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PARTS OF A PLANT

25

needed if another method is used to maintain a plant's vertical growth
pattern. A hydr.o ponic system provides water and nutrients to plants. It
provides a way for plants to grow straight up.
HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS:

www.irLanguage.com
There are many different kinds of hydroponic
systems. The kind of system used depends on
several factors. One factor is the kind of plant
30 that will be grown. Nearly any plant can be
grown in a hydroponic system, but the methods
will vary according to the type of plant and its
size. Another factor is how many plants will be
grown. Some people use hydroponics to grow a
35 few vegetables in their own garden. They want
to grow just enough to supply their families
with fresh tomatoes and carrots, for example.
In contrast, a commercial farm might use a
A commercial hydroponic farm
hydroponic system to grow thousands of
40 tomatoes and carrots that will eventually be
transported to nearby markets and sold.
Commercial farms usually set up a hydroponic system in a greenhousea building made of glass or heavy, clear plastic. The greenhouse will protect
the plants from insects, rain, and too much heat from the sun. Long rows of
45 tables fill the greenhouse. Each long table has a water pipe down its center
that will deliver a nutrient mixture to the plants. Large plastic trays are lined
up on the tables. Each tray has a cover that has rows of holes cut out. A tiny
carrot plant grows from each hole. The hole helps keep the plant vertical.
Each tray is connected to the water pipe and to a drain. An automatic timer
50 regulates the watering schedule. Several times a day, the roots of the plants
are sprayed w:th a nutrient mixture from the
water pipe. The extra water drains out of the
tray and back into the water pipe. The carrot
plants have everything they need to grow: water,
55 nutrients, and sunlight. When the carrots
achieve the right size, they will be removed,
packaged, transported, and sold.
The environment inside a greenhouse can be
changed according to local conditions. For
50 example, in areas that have few daylight hours
or many cloudy days, farmers can add a lighting
system to provide the light that plants need
to grow.
The theory of hydroponics is not new. A
Inside a greenhouse
6 5 book written in 1699 described experiments to
grow plants without soil. In one description, the
author maintained that plants grown in dirty water grew better than plants
in pure water. Today we recognize that the "dirty water" probably contained
nutrients that helped the plants grow. •

FARMS OF TOMORROW
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.

_

1. The principle of hydroponics is simple: plants absorb nutrients from a
water mixture instead of from soil.

_

2. Hydroponics may become a necessary strategy to help feed the billions
of farmers in the world.

_

3. Plants need to maintain a vertical growth pattern in order to benefit
froni sunlight.

_

4. Early theories of hydroponics required that plants grow in dirty water.

_

5. An automatic timer regulates the schedule when vegetables are transported
to nearby markets.

_

6. Commercial farmers can achieve success with hydroponics if they heat the
nutrient mixture.

READING SKILL
LEARN

Writers some time s give information and then try to show a contrasting (opposite)
aspect of that information.

The apples were red and juicy, but they were sour.
Tomatoes are easy to grow; however, they attract insects.
Strawberries are best in the spring. In contrast, blueberries are best
in the fall.
Wo rds and phrase s that signal a contrast include however, instead, but, although,
in contrast, and on the other band.
APPLY

The following sente nce s a re from Reading 1. Underline the contrast signal in ,
each sentence. Then answer the question in a few words. Check Reading 1 aga in
for answers.
1. Instead, the plants g row in water.

What information is this being contrasted w i t h ? - - - - - - - - - -- - 2. However, soil is not required for plants to g row.
What information is this being contrasted with?- - - - - - - - - -- - - 3. What two co ntrast signals appe ar in Pa rag raph 3?
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R E V I E W A S K I L L Using a Dictionary (See p. 116)

......
..
. .. . . ... ..

l. Look up the adjective commercial in your dictionary. In your own words,

describe what a commercial farm is.

2. Look up the verb spray in your dictionary. Describe the nutrient mixture that
is sprayed o n the plant roots.

....
. . .. ..
.. .... ..

ij.ifi@fifjsfjf§jh£j STEP I: Word Level
A theory is an idea that tries to explain something that has not yet been
proven or that cannot be proven.
My theory is that women have more interesting dreams than men.

. .. . .. ..

Einstein developed a theory about energy.

The expression in theory is used when a person is talking about an idea that
may or may not b e true.
In theory, Internet access could become available to the most isolated parts
of the world.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 756)

A. Work with a partner. Match the scientist on the left with the theory he or she
developed. Look in your dictionary for new words. Take turns making sentences
with the information.
A nutritionist developed a theory about eating pizza for good health.
l. An astronomer

_

a. the long life of elephants.

2. A botanist

_

b. the size of rain drops.

3. A geologist
4. A meteorologist

_

c. plants being able to hear.

_

d . the moon growing smaller.

5. A zoologist
6. A chemist

_ e. the cause of earthquakes.
_f. creating safer fuels.

. ..... .
. .
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The verb absorb has several meanings. One meaning is "to take in something
and hold it."
The towel absorbed all of the water that I spilled.
The cup is too hot to hold. It's absorbing heat from the coffee inside.

To absorb something also means "to take information into the mind."
The professor talked so fast that I couldn't absorb all the information.
After studying all night, I finally absorbed the meaning of Einstein's theory.

Another meaning of absorb is "to· hold a person's attention."
The book completely absorbed me.
I was so absorbed in my reading that I forgot to eat dinner.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 3)

B. Work with a partner. Check (-1} all of the things on the right that might be
absorbed by the person or thing on the left. Take turns making sentences with
the information.
1. My T-shirt absorbed

- - the smell of smoke from the fire.
__ the information in the book.
- - the sweat on my shoulders.

2. The book absorbed

_

the coffee I spilled.

__ my attention.
_ _ the meaning of Einstein's theory.
3. I was absorbed

__ by the professor's lecture.
__ in the television program.
-
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by the towel.

To maintain something means "to keep something the same."
I've maintained the same weight all my adult life.
Diet and exercise have helped me maintain my good health.

To maintain something also means "to keep something in good condition,"
especially an object or a place.

.. .....
. . ..... ..

We pay a custodian to maintain the office for us.
It's expensive to maintain the three cars in our family.

To maintain an idea or belief means "to believe something to be true even if
others disagree."
I know you don't agree, but I maintain that wearing wet shoes causes
head colds.

.. ..... . ...
... ..

The man on trial maintained that he did not steal the painting.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 432)

C. Rewrite these sentences in your notebook with a form of maintain. Take turns
reading your sentences with a partner.
1. Plants need to stay in a vertical position to grow well.

. . .... ..
......
.......
.. ..
. . ..
.. ..

2. The farmer said over and over that foods grown in soil taste bette r.
3. The farmer's son helped keep the greenhouse clean.
4. An automatic timer keeps the same spraying schedule every day.
5. I believe that hydroponics is a recent discovery.
6. The farmer

~eeps

a record of his costs.

To achieve something means "to gain something through personal effort or
skill." The noun form is achievement.
He had a distinguished life and achieved much.
But his finest achievement was his involvement in our organization.

To achieve something also means "to complete something."
A horse doesn't achieve its full size until it is about two years old.

.. . . .

..

In spite of being sick, Ian managed to achieve a lot today.

An achievement is the act of finishing something special.
You read five books this week? What an achievement!

..

After taking her first steps, the baby smiled at her achievement.

.

.

..
..

..

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 6)

..
..
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Imagine that you have just created a new vegetable called a "squarrot"-a
combination of a squash and a carrot. A newspaper reporter is asking you
questions. Rewrite the answers in your notebook with the given form of achieve.
Take turns reading your sentences with a partner.

1. Are you proud of what you invented?
Yes, I am very proud of what I invented. (achievement)
2. How long did it take you to get good results from your experiments?
I got good results in about a year. (achieved)
3. What was the secret of your success?
I was successful because I worked hard. (achieved)
4. I understand that you will be given an award.
I will receive an award for scientific success. (achievement)
5. What are your plans for the future?
I want to win a Nobel Prize. (achieve)

A principle is a basic rule about society or about a certain subject.
I believe in the principle of being kind to others.

New drivers must learn the principles of safe driving.

A principle is also a standard that a person believes in.
Of course I wouldn't cheat on an exam. I have principles.
It's against my principles to tell lies.
On principle, he always wears a coat and tie to business meetings.

A principle is a general law of science or another academic field.
This chapter covers the principle of heat transfer.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 554)

E.

Write three sentences in your notebook with principle or principles. Take turns
reading your sentences with a partner.

1. Write a sentence that describes a rule that your family believes in.

2 . Write a sentence that describes something you will or will not do because of
your personal beliefs.
3. Write a sentence about a rule of English grammar or punctuation.
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F.

Use the following words to complete the paragraph.
absorb
achieve

benefit
maintain

principle
regulated

require
strategy

in theory
transport

The Green Valley Farm supplies fresh vegetables to an
expensive restaurant that is located about 75 miles away.
Early each Friday morning, farm workers pick the vegetables

.......
.. .. . ... .

and clean them. Then they load them onto a truck to
(I) _ __ __ _ __ _ them to the restaurant. The farm's

(2) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ is to get the vegetables to the

restaurant as quickly as possible so they will still be fresh.
(3) _ __ __ _ __

, a vegetable begins to spoil as soon

as it is picked. For this reason, the farm follows the basic
( 4) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that a cool temperature helps

preserve foods. The temperature inside of the truck is
(5) - - - --

- - t o (6) - -- - - --

a

temperature of 55°F (about 13°C). The workers load
the vegetables onto the truck carefully. Some vegetables

Many farms supply fruits and vegetables
to restaurants.

(7) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ special handling. Lettuce, for
example, loses its crispness if it becomes warm, so they place it near the
air blower. Other vegetables easily (8) _ _ _ _ __ _ _

odors. They

(9) _ __ __ _ __ from being placed far from strong-smelling items
such as garlic or onions. Careful handling of the vegetables helps the company
(10) - -- -- - -- - its goal of delivering fresh vegetables to its customers.

.. .......
. . . . ..
.. .. . ......

. .. . ...... ...
.. . ..
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Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. Name some of the vegetables that your family eats. Where do you get them ?

2. What are some areas in the world where farmers cannot to grow things?
3. What kinds of foods should humans eat to get the nutrients they need?

OS Read
Information for this article is from an Internet website.

FARMING IN
MANY PLACES
he population of the world has already reached 7 billion.
Some experts estimate that by 2050, the world population
will reach 9 billion. If this is true, we need a strategy for
increasing the food supply to feed those 9 billion people. Some
experts maintain that hydroponic farming could be an answer.

T
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About 71% of the Earth's surface is covered with water, and
about 29% of the surface is land. However, only about 10%
of that land is suitable for
farming. The rest of the Earth's
land is in areas that are too hot
or too cold for farming, or that
have poor soil, not enough
water, or not enough sun. Also,
cities now occupy much of the
land that was once farmland.
B
•
•
•
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However, experts believe that
hydroponic farming techniques
would make it possible to grow
food in all of these areas.
Hydroponic farming has various
m o-4
benefits . First, of course, is
that no soil is needed. Also, greenhouses would allow food plants
to grow almost anywhere in the world. Artificial lighting and
climate systems inside greenhouses would allow food plants to
grow throughout the year. Another benefit is that hydroponic
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farming uses very little water compared to traditional farming.
Hydroponic systems require only about 5% of the water used in
soil-based farming to produce the same amount of food. In part,
this is because the water in a hydroponic system is recycled
again and again. Finally, hydroponic farming could increase the
nutritional value of food plants by adjusting the nutrients
that the plants absorb as they are growing.
A hydroponic system would make it easy for families to grow
their own vegetables in a small space. The principles of
hydroponics are simple, and very little special knowledge or
equipment is needed to achieve success.

. ....
.. ..

.. ..
.. . .. .
. . .. ..

Over half of the world's 7 billion people now live in cities.
This number will grow as the world population increases.
The people who live in large cities depend on food that is
transported into the city from distant farms. This
sometimes leads to problems. For example, often raw fruits
and vegetables are not fresh after the long ride. They are
expensive because the cost of transporting them is added
to the price. Also, in winter there are fewer fresh fruits and
vegetables in markets.

.. .....
.
...

Having farms in the city would solve these problems.
Hydroponics might make it possible to farm inside of cities
by using a system called vertical farming.

50

55

60

65

Vertical farming could be done
inside city skyscrapers. Many
farming experts believe that, In
theory, vertical farming is possible.
They suggest that old skyscrapers
could become vertical farms. Each
floor could be a greenhouse where
vegetables and fruits could grow
without soil in a hydroponic system.
The light and heat on each floor
could be regulated according to the time of year and the needs
of certain plants. A crew of farming experts could maintain the
plants. One tall skyscraper might provide as much growing space
as a large farm. Vertically farmed foods would benefit people in
the city by being fresh, cheap, and available all year.

... . . . . .

Is relying on hydroponics a good strategy for feeding people in
the future? If so, we should begin today to teach people the
principles and benefits of hydroponics. •
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Reading Comprehension
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.
_

1. Hydroponic farming requires less water than soil-based farming to produce

the same amount of food.
-

2. In theory, the principles of hydroponic farming are simple.

-

3. One benefit of vertical farming is that fresh fruits and vegetables don't have
to be transported long distances.

_

4. Farm experts maintain that using hydroponic techniques is a good strategy
for increasing the world's food supply.

_

5. A hydroponic system can regulate the cost of transporting foods.

_

6. Growing plants absorb nutrients from artificial lighting systems.

_

7. A family using a hydroponic system to grow vegetables needs special
knowledge to achieve success.

..
. .. .

READING SKILL
APPLY
1. These ideas are from sentences in Paragraph 2 in Reading 2.

About 29% of the earth's surface is land. However, only about 10% of that
land is suitable for farming.
Circle the two contrasting ideas. What signal is used to connect the two
contrasting ideas?

2. These sentences are from Paragraph 2 in Reading 2.

The rest of the Earth's land is in areas that are too hot or too cold for farming,
or that have poor soil, not enough water, or not enough sun. Also, cities now
occupy much of the land that was once farmland.
The sentences describe six kinds of land areas where farming is not possible.
Circle the six kinds of land areas.

..

.

..

Write the sentence from Reading 2 that has information that contrasts with the
above information.

REV I EW A S K I L L

Using a Dictionary (See p. 116)

These words appear in Parag raph 3.

Artificial lighting inside ofgreenhouses would allow food plants to grow
throughout the year.
Look up the word artificial In your dictionary. Which of these are examples of
artificial lighting?
candlelight
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sunlight

light bulb

moonlight

neon light

..

. ..

A strategy is a pla n that is made to achieve a p ar ticula r goal.
Little Carlito had a strategy for stealing a cookie from the table.
The company's strategy for increasing sales was to advertise more.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 720)

A. Work with a partner. Match a restaurant worker on the left with his or her goal
and the strategy he or she would use to reach that goal. Take turns making
sentences with the information.
My mother's strategy for getting us kids to eat vegetables is to put sugar on them.
1. Th e chefs

- - increasing business

2. The waitress's
3. T he dishwasher's
4. The owner's

_ _ getting a tip

- - make soup.

... . ......
. ... . .
.. ....
. . ..
.. ..
. ....
....
. . ... ... ..
...
. . . .......

soak the m in hot w ater.

_ _ using leftover meat

_ _ always smile.

_ _ cle aning g reasy p a ns

offer free d esserts.

A_regulation is a n official rule tha t controls how something is d o ne. T he verb

form is regulate.
Markets must follow government regulations in how they package meat.

The government regulates how markets package meat.

Regulation refers to the control of someth ing throug h rules o r laws.
The Health Department is responsible for the regulation of hospitals.

To regulate some thing means "to control a machine o r piece of equipment."
You can

regulate the temperature of your oven with this dial.

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 592)

______________......________.....,....__.....,______._.________________..._____ r-:ORPUS
.,.;..

B . Work with a partner. Write an R in front of the items the driver of a car can
regulate. Take turns making sentences with the information.
The driver can regulate the height of the driver 's seat.

-

the speed of the car

-

the size of the seats

_

the loudness of the radio

-

the windshield wipers

_

the air conditio ner

-

the age of the car

_

the colo r of the car

_

the headlig hts

_

how m uch gasoline costs

..

. ..
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13'ifi@f iij;ij@Bfj STEP II: Sentence Level
To require something is to need something.
New babies require 14 or more hours of sleep every day.

A bank requires your signature to open an account.
The verb require is often used in the passive form, especially when a law or
any authority makes it necessary for you to do something.
A passport Is required to enter a foreign country.

A requirement is something that you must have in order to do something.
One requirement for this job is being able to speak Arabic.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 601)

~

====================~-=~~~~---==-~=-~====-===,_."""'",..__,,_....J

CORPUS

C. Use a form of require in each space to complete this letter. Share your letter with
a partner.

SKYSCRAPER FARMS
June 23, 2053

Dear Miss Song,
Thank you for your interest in a job at Skyscraper Farms. We are looking for
smart, enthusiastic plant scientists to help us get started. A (1) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
for employment is a degree in agriculture. We also (2) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
experience in hydroponics. The Farming Corrunission (3) - - - - - - - - everyone who works with food plants to be in good health. You will be
( 4)

to be examined by our company doctor to meet

that (5)
(6)

Finally, all of our workers will be
to work on a different schedule each week.

Our growing plants (7)
be available seven days a week.

Sincerely,
Fred Greenleaf, President
Skyscraper Farms
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care every day, so workers must

To transport someone o r something means "to move some thing o r
someone from one place to another in a vehicle." Take and carry are
common synonyms.
Taxis transport visitors from the airport to downtown hotels.

I hired a truck to transport my furniture to my new apartment.

The noun transportation refers to the vehicles that transport people
or things.

. . ... ... .. .

Public transportation in my city includes buses, trams, and trains.
My car is the only transportation I use.

Transport is sometimes used as a noun.
Transport by airplane is an expensive way to ship food products.

p-"

(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 775)

==============~====o~~=-,.._""""'....,,,.._"""".....,_,.""""'""""_...""""__,""""'""""""""'--~,,_,,.,.......J
D.

CORPUS

. ..
... .

.. .

. .... . .

..

Rewrite each of these sentences in your notebook with transport or
transportation. Share your answers with a partner.

1. Modern ways of moving people w ill allow people to travel a nywhere in

the world. (transportation)
2. The fastest way to travel across the ocean is by airplane. (transportation)
3. The least expensive way to carry products across the ocean is by ship.
(transport)
4. A modern airplane can carry hundreds of people at a time. (transport)
5. Most large cities have developed good systems to move people from place
to place. (transportation)

The verb benefit means "to have a good effect."
The new park will benefit everyone in the community.
Schools have benefited from the new law.

The noun form is also benefit. It refers to the good effect or advantage
of something.
We are enjoying the benefits of having a new park.
One benefit of living in a warm climate is lower heating costs.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for /earners of English, p. 6)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ _....,,.,__

E.

,,....
_.._._,"""".....,_""""_ _..,._~,

CCR PUS

Look In Reading 2 to find answers to these questions. Answer in complete
sentences and include a form of benefit. Share your answers with a partner.

1. How would vertical farming benefit people who live in cities?

2. What is one benefit of hydroponic farming?

..
..

...
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F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
absorb
achievement

benefit
maintain

principles
regulate

required
theory

strategy
transported

As our world becomes more crowded, perhaps humans will develop a
(1) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ to live on the moon. Titis would be a major scientific
(2)

for humanity. Space ships have already

(3)

humans to the moon for short visits. But would it be

possible for a community of people to make it their home? Would it be possible to
( 4) _ _ _ __ __ __ a community on the moon? What would be
(5)

to make the moon a place where humans could live?

A major problem would be supplying food to the residents. It would be

~oo

expensive for a space ship to transport food to the moon every week. But maybe
people could grow food on the moon by using the (6) _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ of
hydroponics. A space ship could bring building materials, seeds, water, and plant
nutrients. People could set up a hydroponic farm. Residents would maintain the
farm. The plants would (7) _ _ __ _ __ __ light and heat from the sun to help
them grow. The people would (8)

. by having a dependable

supply of fresh food. A moon commission could use international laws to
(9) - - - - - -- - - the operation of the new community. Space scientists
agree that, in (10) - - - - - -- - -, people could live on the moon. Would you
like to live there?

Writing and Discussion Topics

1 an , ,

Discuss the following topic in small groups.

Some farming experts say that vertical farming in skyscrapers could supply
fresh fruits and vegetables to people w ho live in big cities. Some also say that
raising animals in skyscrapers could supply meat to people who live in big
cities. Would it be a good idea to raise animals in skyscrapers?
Choose one of the following topics. Write six to eight sentences about the topic. Use
some of the target vocabulary words from this unit.

1. What are some changes that might occur in international trade if humans
grew most of their own food w ith hydroponic farming?

2. What are some ways that the work of traditional farmers is like the work of a
hydroponic farmer? What are some ways their work is different?
3. What are some things that could go wrong in a hydr'o ponic system that could
hurt the growing plants?
144
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In this unit, you will
learn about alternative sources of energy.
study renewable energy sources.
review identifying signals of contrast.
increase your understanding of target vocabulary words.
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Identifying Signal Words for Comparisons

----~'
Self-Assessment
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ...

TARGET
WORDS

never seen
the word
before

seen the word
but am not sure
what it means

seen the word
and understand
what it means

used the word,
but am not sure
if correctly

used the word
confidently in
either speaking
or writing

used the word
confidently in
both speaking
and writing

/> affect

..

r;.m /> approach

."

.

.

. ..

··~

...,,.,
.............
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m'll /> concept

-

/> consume
m J> data

___ "'!"_____...

-

m J> derive

m

... .

.

/> Indicate
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/> obtain
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-

/> potential
E.WII J> source

Outside the Reading

What do you know about
alternative energy? Watch the video on the student website
to find out more.

E.Wll Academic Word List

/>

Oxford 3000™ keywords
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READING

1

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.

1. What tools or machines do you use every day that are powered by electricity?
2. How did people travel before machines were invented?
3. What are some ways that people can warm their houses during cold weather?

0

Read
The information in this article is from a technology magazine.

Sun, Wind, and Water
www.irLanguage.com

NATURE HELPS HUMANS

For all of human history, humans have depended on the powers of nature
to help them survive. The sun warmed them and was a source of light.
Rain filled lakes and rivers where they could obtain water to drink and
catch fish to eat. Sun and rain combined to help plants grow. The plants
s became food for the humans to consume. The plants were also food for the
animals that humans hunted. Wind blew the seeds of trees and grasses to
new fields. Wind filled the sails of small ·
boats, so humans could travel on rivers or
across oceans.
NATURE BRINGS DIFFICULTIES
10

1s

20

2s
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However, sometimes nature did not help
humans. In some years, the rain did not
come. The hot sun baked the earth. Plants
dried up because they had no source of
water. Hot winds blew the soil away, so
future plants could not grow. This left
humans without food to eat, and they
starved. In some years, too much rain fell.
Homes were washed away when gentle
rivers grew into potential killers. Often
people drowned. Farm animals drowned.
Towns disappeared in the flood waters.
Similarly, the ocean was often a source of
death. Without any indication of danger, a
giant ocean wave might suddenly sink boats.
Likewise, a wave might approach land,
where it washed away houses and drowned
people. Powerful cyclones and hurricanes

UNIT 10

With the help of wind, humans were able to travel
across oceans.

"ww.i..rLanguage.com
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sometimes brought strong ocean winds over land.
Sometimes they destroyed buildings, uprooted trees, and
killed humans. The powers of nature have always affected
human life.

'l'l'IN'·"\

'f

HUMANS USE MACHINES

35

40

Then, about 200 years ago, humans learned how to create
machines to help them do work. These machines needed
fuel to work. Humans burned wood and coal to run the
machines. They built steam engines to move ships and
trains. They built automobiles and airplanes that were
powered by gasoline engines. They learned how to
produce electricity to light their homes. They built washing
machines and telephones and refrigerators and computers.
All of these machines consumed fuels obtained from
the Earth.

....
. . .. .....
.. .

Even gentle waves can quickly
become dangerous.

CHANGES IN CLIMATE

45

As the world population grew, so did the number of
machines, and so did the use of fuels to power the
machines. Recent scientific data indicate that the Earth is
warming. The sun has melted ice near the North Pole and
the South Pole. The level of the oceans is rising. Cyclones
and floods are happening more often. The concept of
climate change worries humans.
Many scientists blame humans for this change in the

50

55

Earth's climate. They believe that humans have not used the
fuels that we derived from nature in a good way. They
believe we should instead use natural powers to produce
energy. They "uggest that using sun, wind, and water to
The sun has melted ice near the
produce energy will help preserve the Earth. The s!!_n,
North Pole and the South Pole.
wind, and water are considered renewable energy sources
because they will always be there .
Ancient humans depended on the powers of nature to
help them survive. Now modern humans want to use these
powers to help them survive in today's machine-based world. •

Reading Comprehension
Mark each sentence as T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 1.
_

l. Recent scientific data indicate that the climate of the Earth is warming.

_

2. The machines created by humans consume fuels obtained from rivers
and lakes.

_

3. Human lives are affected by the sun, wind, and water.

_

4. Modern humans derive most of their fuels from renewable energy sources.

-

5. An approaching hurricane or cyclone is a potential danger to humans.

_

6. Humans invented the concept of climate change about 200 years ago.

THE FORCES OF NATURE
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READING SKILL
LEARN
When writers compare two or more things, they show how the things are
alike. Sometimes writers compare objects or people. Sometimes they compare
places or events.

Brazil is in South America. So is Argentina.
Marco is as tall as his father.
Both restaurants were crowded and noisy.
Some common words and phrases that signal comparisons are listed below.
both

similarly

likewise

like... , so is ...

all

too

the same as

like... , ... is too.

as ... as

so is/so are

so does/did

also

APPLY

The sentences below are from Reading 1. Circle the comparison signals.
1. Similarly, the ocean was often a source of death. Without any indication of

danger, a giant ocean wave might suddenly sink boats. Likewise, a wave
might approach land, where it washed away houses and drowned people.
2. All of these machines consumed fuels obtained from the Earth.
3. As the world population grew, so did the numbe r of machines, and so did the
use of fuels to power the machines.
What three things grew?

R E V I E W A S K I L L Identifying Contrast Signals (See p. 132)
There is one sentence in Paragraph 2 that shows contrast. Write the sentence below.
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STEP I: Word Level

To derive something means "to get something from a certain source." It is
often used to describe feelings.
Humans derive many materials from animals, such as wool and leather.
Ming derived great pleasure from her flower garden.

To derive something also means "to be taken from a related source, such
as a word or substance." The passive form, with from, is usually used with
this meaning.
Gasoline Is derived from oil.
English words are derived from words in many other languages.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 196)

A . Work with a partner. Match the English word on the left with the foreign word it
is derived from. Take turns making sentences with the information.
The English word camera is derived from the Greek word kamara.
1. algebra

-

a. Latin

petr (rock) oleum (oil)

2. golf

_

b. French

obtenir

3. canyon
4. petroleum

-C.

5. obtain

_ e . Spanish

canon

6. e nergy

-

kolf

Arabic

d. Greek
f. Dutch

jabara
energeia

Data is information or facts that have been collected for a particular purpose.
It is a formal word, and it is" not often used in conversation.
Now that I have the data I need, I can begin writing my final report.
Computers help businesses analyze complex data.

The word data is the plural form of datum. However, the word datum is
rarely used. A verb that agrees with the plural form is usually used only in
formal or scientific writing. In nonscientific use, especially when the meaning
is information stored by a computer, a singular verb is used.
Are the data complete? (plural usage)
Is the data complete? (singular usage)
..
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 184)
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B. Work with a partner. Match the type of data on the left with what that data might
show. Take turns making sentences with the information.
Geological data show that South America and Africa were once connected.
1. Population data

-

a. oranges are a good source of vitamin C.

2. Communication data

-

b. more people are traveling by airplane.

3. Historical data

_

c. our city received less rainfall this year
than last.

4. Weather data

_

d. about 19% of the people in the world live
in China.

5. Nutritional data

_

e. early humans used fire to cook foods.

6. Transportation data

_

f. n early half of South Koreans under 40 have

smart phones.

A concept is a basic understanding about a broad topic.
The concept of climate change is explained in this textbook.
The manager explained her concept of how to make the office more efficient.

No concept is often used to suggest that someone does n ot understand or
know something.
I have no concept of the enormous size of our solar system.
You have no concept of how hard I work.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 148)

......._....__.,...._____..______.....______.....,"'"',..____,,,,...........,._.."""'!....................._.....,....,.__

r:ORPUS

_,
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C. Work with a partner. Match the type of people on the left with the concept they
seem to lack. Take turns making sentences with the information.
People who are rich seem to have no concept of going to bed hungry.

a. time.

1. People who eat only fast food

2. People who commit crimes

_

b. good nutrition.

3. People who are always late
4. People who drive too fast

_

c. danger.

_

d. right and wrong.
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The verb approach means "to come near something or someone."

..
. . . ..

I can see the bus approaching.
The profits this year approach the company's profits from last year.

. .
.......

The verb approach also means "to speak to someone, usually to ask
for something."
He didn't want to approach his friends for money.

. ..

To approach something also means "to plan a way to solve a problem
or to create a plan of action." The noun form is also approach.

. . .. .

..
. . . ..

The students discussed several ways to approach the assignment.
Each student took

. .. ..... .
. ..... .
. .. ..

a different approach.

One approach was to ask people their opinions and report the results.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 34)

D.

Imagine a professor and her students are discussing climate change. Rewrite
each question or answer on a separate sheet of paper with a form of approach.
Share your questions and answers with a partner.

1. What is the best way to solve the problem of energy shortages?

. . . . . . ..
..
......
. ... . . .
0

I'

o

0

0

2. I'm glad that you came to me to ask for information.

. ...... .
. .
.. .. . .. . ..
........

3. In a few years the world population will be nearing 8 billion.
4. What plan do you recommend?
5. The best plan is developing more renewable energy sources.

.. ..... ..

To indicate something means "to show or point to something."
A sign indicates where the restrooms are located.
A policeman Indicated when the cars could move forward.

.....
. .. . . .
.. .. . . . . .

To indicate something means "to give a sign that has meaning."
The noun form is indication.
Babies cry to Indicate they are hungry.
Babies' cries are an indication that they are hungry.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 370-371)

.... . . . .
.. .. .. . ......
.. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
. .....
..
.. . .. . .. ....
. ..
~
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E.

Complete this paragraph by using a form of indicate in each blank space.

A popular feature of television news programs
is a report from a weather reporter. The weather
reporter (1) _ __ _ __ ___ on a large map
what the temperatures were that day in local cities.
Falling temperatures often (2) _ __ _ _ _ __ _
an approaching storm. If there is an
(3) - - -- - -- --of rain, such as falling
temperatures, he or she will ( 4) - - - - - -- - the direction of the storm on the map. He or she uses

A TV weather map

a large calendar to (5) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ what kind
of weather to expect for the next few days. There is a picture on each day
of the week. A picture of a dripping cloud (6) _ _ _ __ ____ rain,
and a picture of a smiling sun (7) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ sunshine.

F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
affect
approached

concept
consumed

indication
obtained

data
derive

potential
source

Throughout history, sailors have reported seeing giant waves in the ocean.
Giant waves were blamed for damage to many ships. Sometimes the giant waves
even caused ships to

~ink.

Sailors had no (1) _ _ __ _____ of why these

giant waves occurred in mid-ocean. Recently, the study of giant waves has
(2) _ __ _ __ _ _ _ the time and attention of ocean scientists. They carefully
analyzed the (3)

that they could ( 4)_ _ __ _ __ _

from reports of giant waves. They concluded that earthquakes are not the
(5)

of these waves. They learned that both the size of a giant

wave and its shape (6)

its energy. The amount of energy in

a wave is an (7) _ _ _ __ _ __ _ of its (8)_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ danger.
Reports that scientists (9)
(10)

from sailors indicated that the waves
very quickly. There was no time to warn other ships of

the approaching wave. Scientists hope to find some way to predict the approach
of a giant wave and develop a warning system.
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READING

2

Before You Read
In small groups or with the whole class, discuss the following questions.
1. What are some machines or toys that depend on wind to make them work?

2. What are some ways that individuals use h eat or light from the sun in their
daily activities?

. ..

..
....
.. . .
.. . . ..
.
. . . . .. .

3. We often say that machines help us do work. What is work?

0

Read
The information in this article is from an online technology magazine.

LISI NG
RENEWABLE
ENERGY
SOURCES

Traditional Fuels

0

gasoline
wood
natural gas

ver the last 200 years, humans
kerosene
created many machines
to help them do work. Most
coal
machines were powered by burning fuels
s such as coal, gasoline, and natural gas.
Other machines were powered by
electricity. Now scientists are suggesting that we look for ways
to use natural forces to help us do work. The scientists are
suggesting that we use wind , water, and the sun as sources
10 of power to create electricity. Sun, wind, and water are all
renewable resources. They will always be available to our growing
world population.

I

•

Renewable Energy Sources

"' dS solar

-if-

......

__c_
~

t...>

wind
ocean waves
nuclear
organic materials

USING WAVE POWER
The power of ocean waves as they approach land is very strong.
For this reason, engineers believe ocean waves have great
1s potential as a force to create electricity. Engineers are developing

technology to use that force. One plan for a wave farm includes
putting several large fiberglass tanks in the ocean and securing
them to the ocean floor. The tanks would be connected to each
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other. They would float on top of the water. As powerful ocean
20

2s

waves approached land, the tanks would rise and fall with
the water. The motion would spin turbines inside the tanks to
generate electricity. The wave farm would be connected to shore.
Engineers estimate that one tank would generate enough
electricity to power one house. This approach would work in most
areas that have a sea coast.
USING WIND POWER

30

35

A similar concept is now being used to create
electricity using wind power. This approach
works best in areas that have strong, steady
winds. Engineers have created wind farms to
collect the power of the strong winds. They
put hundreds of wind machines in windy
places. A wind machine is a very tall pole. At
the top is a propeller with several long blades.
When strong winds blow, the blades of the
wind machines turn. The turning blades power
machinery in nearby turbines to generate
electricity. The electricity derived from a
wind farm is then sent to nearby consumers.
USING SOLAR POWER

40

45

Another concept uses the sun to generate
electricity. In areas that are sunny throughout
the year, hundreds of collection devices are
put into a large field. Each solar collection
device consists of a pole with a large mirror
on top. The mirrors reflect heat from the sun.
The heat obtained from the mirrors is used to
boil water. Steam from the boiling water turns
machinery in a turbine to generate electricity
for nearby consumers.

Scientific data indicate that generating electricity by using water,
so wind, and solar energy will benefit the world. However, at a local
level, many people do not like these projects. They complain that
wave farms destroy beautiful beaches. They also worry that a
wave farm might affect whales and fish that swim in the water.
Likewise, people complain that wind machine propellers are
55 killing birds that fly too close to the blades. Others complain that
rows of solar panels are ugly. They also say that the solar panels
take up space that could be used for farming or recreation .
The choice is a difficult one. We need to consider both present
and future needs when we decide how to obtain energy and how
so
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READING COMPREHENSION
Mark each statement T (True) or F (False) according to Reading 2.

1. The concept of using wave power to create electricity is possible mainly

_

on sea coasts.
_

2. A wind farm could affect people as well as whales and fish.

_

3. Consumers near wind farms could obtain electrical power generated
by the wind.

_

4. Data obtained by scientists indicate that using renewable sources of energy
to generate electricity will benefit the world.

_

5. Engineers will use the potential energy of ocean waves to bring water
to nearby consumers.

-

6. Building wind farms is one approach that will use natural forces to
create electricity.

_

7 . Solar panels reflect heat that is derived from the sun.

READING SKILL

I

A P P LY Identifying Signals of Comparison

Look back in Reading 2 to find signals of comparison. Write the ones you
find in these paragraphs.
1. Paragraph 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -

2. Paragraph 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 3.

~arngraph

5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

4. Paragraph 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -R E V I E W A S K I L L Identifying Contrast Signals (See p. 132)

1. Work with a partner. What two ideas are contrasted in Paragraph 1? Have one
partner read the first idea and the second partner read the other idea. What
words tell you that one idea is old and another one is new?
2. What two ideas are contrasted in Paragraph 5? Have one partner read the
first idea and the second partner read the other idea. What word signals
the contrast?
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To obtain something m eans "to get something." It is a formal word . People
use get in conversations.
You can obtain directions to the stores on their web sites.
The factory obtained machine parts from several sources.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 484)

A. Work with a partner. Imagine that one of you has just moved to a new city. Ask
where to obtain things you need. Your partner will answer the questions.

Q: I lost the book I was reading. Where can I obtain a new copy?
A: You can obtain a new copy at the bookstore.
1. I w ill be traveling

a passport

at the embassy office.

2. I do n't k now how to use
my cell phone.

help

at the electronics sto re .

3. I would like to work at
your company.
4. I'll be buying a car
next week.

a job application

at the employment o ffice.

a driver's license

at the Motor Vehicle office.

rental information

at the ma nager's office

overseas soon.

s.

I want to move in this
b uilding.

The source of something is where it comes from.
My car was making an odd noise, but I couldn't find the source of the noise.
The Internet is an important source of information.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 693)

B. Work with a partner. Write L by the items that are sources of light. Write S by
the items that are sources of sound. Write H by the items that are sources of
heat. Some items may be sources of more than one thing. Take turns making
sentences with the information.
A drum is a source of sound.

_

a ship's horn

_

a radio

_

an oven

_

a fire

_piano

_

the sun

_

_

a voice

1 56

a lamp

UNIT 1 0

thu nder

_
_
_

a candle
a bell
a stove

lj.ifi@flfil;ij@jtfj

STEP II: Sentence Level

To affect someone o r something means "to change or influence someone or
something in some way."
The climate in an area can affect what crops will grow.
Everyone in the school was affected by the new rules.

..

The noun form of affect is effect.

..

.. . .....
. .. . . ..

The new rules had an effect on everyone.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 12-13)

C. Rewrite these sentences in your notebook with a form of affect. Share your
sentences with a partner.

1. Wave farms could harm the environment of whales a nd fish.

2. Using renewable energy sources will change the production of electricity.

3. A changing climate could influe nce the way huma ns live.
4. Our many machines have caused changes in h ow humans do work.

5. The growing world population has influenced o ur need for energy.
The adjective potential is used to describe something that is possible in the
future. Potential can only be used in front of a no un. The adverb form
is p otentially.
Wind farms are a potential danger to birds.
Wind farms are potentially dangerous to birds.
I've heard that our mayor is a potential candidate for president.
Our mayor is potentially a candidate for president.

The noun potential refers to the abilities that a pe rson or thing has, but that
m ay not be fully developed. It is often used with the verb have.
Wind farms have the potential to be dangerous to birds.
Our mayor has the potential to be a great president.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, pp. 543-544)
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Rewrite these sentences on a separate sheet of paper to include the given form
of potential. Share your sentences with a partner.

1. Wave farms could cause harm to whales. (potentially)

2. Wave farms are a possible source for generating electricity.
(potential - adjective)
3. Renewable energy could increase our supply of electricity. (potential - noun)
4. Cloudy weather can reduce the amount of energy a solar panel absorbs.
(potential - noun)
5. A growing population will cause a possible increase in energy needs.
(potential - adjective)

To consume something means "to use something in such a way that there is
less of it."
My car consumes a lot of gasoline.
Homework consumes about four hours of my time each day.

To consume something also means "to eat something."
Many Americans are consuming more fruits and vegetables.
They are consuming less meat.

A consumer is a person who buys products or pays for services.
Consumers expect good service when they shop.
(See Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English, p. 156)

E. Read the paragraph below. Then rewrite each of the six underlined sentences to
include a form of consume. Take turns reading all the sentences with a partner.
The first one has been done for you.
(1) Automobiles use a lot of fuel. (2) People who purchase things are

demanding cheaper fuel. (3) One approach is to make a fuel from plants that
p eople e at, such as corn. (4) However, using corn to make fuel means less corn for
people to eat. Another approach is to use paper, wood pieces, and even olive seeds
to make fuel. This approach uses special bacteria. (5) The bacteria eat these
materials, and their bodies release oil. (6) This process is one way to give customers
a cheaper fuel.
1 . Automobiles consume a lot of fuel.
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F.

Use the following words to complete this paragraph.
affect
approach

concept
consumers

data
derive

indication
obtained

..

potential
sources

... ..

Advertisements for automobiles used to stress how fast a car could go
or how beautiful it was. (1) - - -- -- - - - buyers were expected to
(2) _ __ _ _ ____ a feeling of need from the ads. Now advertisements for
automobiles stress that their automobiles do not (3) _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ the
e nvironment in a bad way. Advertisements often include ( 4) - - - - - -- - that was (5) _ _ _ __ _ ___ from scientific (6) _ _ _ ______ to show
how "clean" a car is. The (7) _ _ __ _ ____ of a "clean car" is new. This new
(8) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ to selling automobiles is an (9) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ of
how (lo) _ __ _ _ _ _ __ today are concerned about the potential harm that
automobiles and other machines could cause to the environment.

Writing and Discussion Topics
Discuss the following topic in small groups.

How would your life be affected if you and your family could not obtain the
amount of electric power that you now use? What changes would you have to
make in your daily lives? How would your city or community be different with
less electricity?
Choose one of the following topics. Write six to eight sentences about the topic. Use
some of the target vocabulary words.
1. Many people believe that the climate of the Earth is changing. What are some

ways that life on Earth might change if the climate becomes warmer?
2. Vertical farming (Unit 9) is a way to grow food plants within a city
environment. Would it be possible to have solar farms or wind farms in a big
city? Why would this be a good approach to providing electricity? What are
some potential problems?
3. Another way to deal with the energy shortage is to use less of it. Describe
some steps that you have already taken to use less energy. What other steps
could you take?
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Inside Reading Intro Vocabulary List
The following Oxford 3000™ words are targeted in Intro.
Word

Location

analyze
absorb
accurate
achieve
affect
appear
approach
area
assist
assume
automatic
available
average
behavior
benefit
cause
circumstances
collection
commit
community
complex
concept
confuse
consequence
consist of
construct
consumer
create
culture
data
define
derive
design
develop
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Ul
U9
U2
U9
UlO
U2
UlO
U5
U4
U4
U7
U6
Ul
Ul
U9
U3
U8
U8
U8
U4
Ul
UlO
U2
U4
U7
U5
UlO
Ul
U6
UlO
U4
UlO
U5
U2

Word
diet
difference
discover
display
effect
ensure
environment
evidence
exist
factor
feature
function
harm
height
identify
indicate
infect
initial
invent
issue
item
link
locate
maintain
major
obtain
pattern
physical
possible
potential
preserve
prevent
previous
principle

INSIDE READING INTRO VOCABULARY LIST

Location

U6
U2
U6
U8
U3
U6
U3
U8
U3
U4
U2
Ul
U3
U5
U7
UlO
U3
U8
U7
U8
U7
Ul
Ul
U9
U5
UlO
U7
U4
Ul
UlO
U6
U3
U5
U9

Word
proceed
produce
purchase
react
regulation
rely on
remove
require
restrict
secure
seek
shift
significant
similar
source
steal
strategy
structure
sufficient
supply
support
system
technique
technology
theory
tradition
transfer
transport
unique
vary
vertical
wonder

Location

U3
U7
U7
U3
U9
U6
U8
U9
U5
U8
U4
U2
U6
U2
UlO
U8
U9
U5
U4
U6
U5
U2
U6
U7
U9
U4
U3
U9
U7
U2
U5
Ul

The Academic Word List
AWL words targeted in Intro are bold
Word

Sublist

/ ' abandon
abstract
academy

8

Ll, U7

6

L3, U5

5

L3, Ul

/ ' access
accommodate
/ ' accompany
accumulate
/ ' accurate
/ ' achieve
/ ' acknowledge
/ ' acquire
/ ' adapt
/ ' adequate
adjacent

4
9
8
8
6
2
6
2
7
4
10

Ll , U2

/ ' adjust
administrate

5
2

Ll , U3

/ ' adult
advocate

7
7

Ll, UlO

/ ' affect
aggregate

2
6

L2, U6; LO, U10

/> aid
albeit

7
10

L2, U7

allocate
/> alter
/> alternative
/ ' ambiguous
amend
analogy

6
5
3
8
5
9

/> analyze
/> annual
/ ' anticipate
apparent
append
/ ' appreciate
/ ' approach

1
4
9
4
8
8
1

L2, U3; LO,U01

/ ' appropriate
/> approximate
arbitrary

2
4
8

Ll , us

/> area
/> aspect
assemble

1
2
10

L4, U1; LO, US

assess
assign
/> assist
/> assume
/ ' assure
/> attach

Location

L2, U7
Ll , U2
L2, U4
L4, U6; LO, U2
L4, U1; LO, U9
Ll, U7
Ll, U4

L4, U7
L2, U4
L2, U3
L4, U3
L3, U6

Ll, U9
Ll, U7

L2, U6
Ll, Ul
Ll, UlO
Ll, U4

L2, U9
Ll, U4
Ll, U9
L2,U3
L2, U9
L2, UlO
L3, U5
L3, U1; LO, U10
L3, U4
L2. U8
L3, U4
L3, UlO
Ll, us

6

L2, U9

2
1
9
6

L2, US; LO, U4
L2, U1; LO, U4
L3, U4
L3, U7

Word

Sublist

attain
/> attitude
attribute

9

Ll, U5

4
4

L4 , U6
L3, UlO

/> author
/>authority
automate

6

L2. U4

S

/>available
/> awa re

1
5

Location

Ll, U6
L3, U6; LO, U7
L3, US; LO, U6
Ll, U5

/> behalf
/> benefit
bias

9
1

L3, U9
L4, U2;LO,U9

s

L4. US

/> bond
/> brief
bulk

6
6
9

L3, U6

/> capable
/> capacity
/ ' category

6
5
2

/> cease
/> challenge

9
5

/> channel
/> chapter
/> chart
/ ' chemical
/> circumstance
cite
/>civil
clarify

7
2
S
7
3
6
4
S

/> classic
clause

7
5

/> code
coherent
coincide
/> collapse

4
9
9
10

/> colleague
commence
/> comment
/ ' commission
/ ' commit
commodity

10
9
3
2
4
8

Ll. U5

/> communicate
/ ' community

4
2

L3, U2

compatible
compensate

9
3

Ll , U9

compile
complement

10
S

L2, U6
Ll, U7

L4, U3
L4, U9
Ll , U8
L4, U9
L4, U5
L4, UlO
L3, U8
Ll, U3
L3, U7
L3, UlO
L2 , UlO
L2, U10; LO, US
L4, UlO
Ll , U4
L4. US
L3, U9
L2, US
L4, U9
L2, U5
Ll , U5
L4. UlO
L3, U9
L3, U3
L3,U9
L2, U6; LO, US
L4, U6
L2, U7; LO, U4
L3, U4

Word

Sublist

/>complex
/ 'component
compound
comprehensive
comprise
compute
conceive
/ ' concentrate
/ ' concept
/ ' conclude
concurrent
/ ' conduct
confer
confine
/ ' confirm
/ ' conflict
conform
consent
consequent
/> considerable
/> consist
/> constant
constitute
constrain
/ ' construct
/> consult
consume
/> contact
/> contemporary
/> context

Location

2

L4, U2;LO, U1

3
5
7
7
2
10
4
1
2
9
2
4
9
7
5
S
3
2
3
1
3
1
3
2
5
2
5
S

L4, U3
L4, U6
L2.U7
L4, U9
L4, US
L4, UlO
L3, US
L3,U1; LO,U10
Ll , U6
L4, U5

Ll. U9
L4. U4
Ll. UlO
L4, UlO
Ll, U2
L4, U7
L4, U7
L2 , U3; LO, U4
L3, US
L4,U2, U9; LO, U7
L4. US
Ll. U4
Ll, us
L3, Ul; LO, US
Ll , U6
L2, U2; LO, UlO
L2, UlO
Ll, U7
Ll , U4
L3, U9

/> contract
contradict
contrary

1
S
7

/>contrast
/>contribute
controversy

4
3
9

Ll, U7

convene
converse

3
9

Ll, U4

/ ' convert
/ 'convince
cooperate
coordinate

7
10
6
3

/> core
corporate
correspond

3
3
3

/ ' couple

7

L3, Ul

/ ' create

1

L2 , Ul; LO, U1

L2, U2
Ll, U6

Ll. U9
L2, U3
L2, US
L2, U2
Ll, U3

Ll, U2
L2, U6
L2, U5
L2, U2
L3. U9

/> Oxford 3000™ words

ACADEMIC WORD LIST
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Word

Sublist

Location

/> credit

2

L3, U6

/> criteria
/> crucial

3
S

L3, U3
L3, UlO

/> culture
currency
/> cycle

2
S
4

L4, UlO; LO, U6

L3, U9
L4, U5

Word

Sublist

Location

/> emphasis
empirical

3
7

L2, U9
L3, U4

/> enable
/> encounter

5
10

L3, UlO
L3, U5

/> energy

5

L2, U5

enforce

5

L4, U7

enhance

6

L3, Ul
L3, U8

L2, U3; LO, U10

/> enormous

10

L2, U4
Ll, U7

/> ensure
entity

3
5

L2, US; LO, US

Ll, U2

/> environment

1

l 2, Ul; l 3, US;

/> data
/> debate
/> decade
/> decline
deduce

1
4
7
5
3

/> define
/> definite
/> demonstrate
denote

1
7
3
S

L4, U6

erode

9

Ll, U9

/> deny

7

L4, UlO

4

Ll, UlO

/> depress

10

L2, U4

/> error
/> establish

/> derive
/> design
/> despite
detect
deviate

1
2
4

L4, U10; LO, U10

/> estate

6

L4, U6

l l, Ul; LO, US

/> estimate

1

L2, UlO

L3, U2

s
s

Ll, U6

9
4
2

L2, U9
L2, Ul ; L3, U3

L2, US

ethic
/> ethnic
evaluate

Ll, UlO

/> device

9

L2, U3

eventual

8

L4, U3

/> devote
differentiate

9
7

L3, U9

evident

1

L4, U2; LO, US

ll, U4

evolve

5

L2, U7

dimension

4

exceed

6

L4, Ul

diminish

9

L4, U5
L4, U4

discrete

5

L2, U6

/> exclude
/> exhibit

3
8

L4, U7
L2, U5

discriminate

6

Ll, UlO

/> expand

5

Ll, U7

displace

s

L2, U7

/> expert

6

L3, US

/> display
dispose

6
7

L3, US; LO, US

expl icit

6

Ll, U3

L4, U6

exploit

8

Ll, U5

distinct
distort

2
9

L3, U7

~ export

L3, U6

~ expose
ext ernal
extract

1
5

Ll, U3
L3, U5

5

L2, UlO

7

L3, U2

/> distribute

L4, U7
L3, U2; LO, U4

L3, U4
Ll, U5

L4, US
L2, US

diverse

6

/> document
domain

3
6

L4, U9

/> domestic

4

Ll, U3

L2, US

/> dominate

3

Ll, U5

/> draft

5

L3, U6

/> drama

S

L3, U5

9
7

Ll, U5

1

Ll, U7

6

L4, US
L4, Ul

duration
dynamic
/> economy
edit
/> element

2

L4, Ul

/> elim inate

7

L2, U9

/> emerge

4

L2, Ul
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equate

2

equip
j> equivalent

7
5

facilitate
~ factor
/> feature
/> federal
~ fee
~ file
~ final
~ finance
finite
flexible
f luctuate
~ focus
format

Word
~ formula
forthcoming
j> found
j> foundation

Sublist

Location
L4, US

10
9

L4, U3
L4, US

7

L4, U4

3

Ll, Ul

j> funct ion

1

L3, U1; LO, U1

/> fund
j> fundamental

3
5

L3, U3

6

L4, U9

framework

furthermore

L4, U4

L4, U5

gender

6

L2, US

LO,U3

/> generate

5

Ll , U5

L2, U2
L2, U3

~ generation
globe
/> goal
/> grade
~ grant
~ guarantee
guideline

5
7

Ll, U7

4

L3,U3

L3, UlO

Ll, U6

5

L4, Ul

1
2
6

L3, US; LO, U4

6

Ll, Ul

7
2

L4, U6
L4, U3

1
7

Ll, U9

L4, Ul; LO, U2

L2, U3

L2, U2

6

L3, U9

8

L2, U7

2

L3, US

9

L4, US

L3, U2

7

Ll, U7

4

L2, U9

7
S

L2, US

hence
hierarchy

4
7

L3, U5
L3,U4

j> highlight

L3, U3

s

L4, U3

hypothesis

4

L4, U7

identical

7

L4, U5

/> identify
ideology
ignorance

1
7
6

L4, U2; LO, U7

~ illustrate
/> image
immigrat e
/> impact
implement
implicate
implicit
/> imply
/> impose
incentive
incidence
incline
/> income
incorporate
~ index
j> indicat e

3
5

~ individual
induce
~ inevitable
infer
infrastructure
inherent

3

L4, U6
L2, U9
L4, U9
L3, U5

2

L2, Ul
Ll, U9

4
4

Ll, U2
L4, U7

S

Ll, U3

3

L4, U7

4

Ll, UlO

6

1
6

Ll, UlO
L3, UlO
Ll, U7
Ll, U3
L4, U4

6
1

l2, U4; LO, U10

1
S

Ll, Ul
L3, U7

6
10

Ll , U4

S

L2, US

7

Ll, us

S

L4, U6

9

Ll, U1

Word

Sublist

Location

.f

instruct
integral
integrate
integrity
intelligence

.fintense
interact
intermediate
. finternal
interpret
interval
intervene
intrinsic

.f
.f

. finvest
investigate
invoke
. finvolve
isolate

.f

.fissue
.fitem
. fjob
journal
. fj ustify
. flabel
. flabor
. flayer
lecture

.f

. fregal
legislate
levy

6

Ll. Ul

. fpanel
paradigm
paragraph
.f parallel
parameter
participate
.f partner

10
7

Ll. U6
L2, U6

8

L3, U6

4

L3, U9

passive
perceive

L4, U4

9

L3, UlO
L4, U3

Ll, U6

5
9
3
4
7
9
5

L2, US

. fmedium

9

L2. U2

6

L4, U2

5

Ll, U4

L2, U6
L4, U9

.f percent

9
4
10

persist

L3, U8

6
9
9

L3, U2

6

. fmental
. fmethod
migrate
military
minimal

8
3
9

Ll. U2

4

L3, U7

1
6
7

L3, U3

minimize
. f minimum
ministry
. fminor
mode
modify
. fmonitor
motive
mutual

8
6
6
3
7
5
5
6
9

6

L2, UlO

2
7

Ll, Ul

6
7

L3, U6

9
8
3
2

L3, U7

10
2
4
10

Ll, U3
L2, U9
L3, U3

L2, U7
L3, U7

Ll. us
L2, U7

L2. U5
L2, U8
L4, U4
L2, U4

.f

.f

Ll, U3

7

L3. U4

negate
. f network
neutral

1

L4, U2; LO, US

.f nevertheless

2

L3 , U10; LO,U7

L2, U3

4

Ll, Ul

2
3

L2, U6

L2, US
L3, U9
Ll, U5
L4, U2

.f

Ll, U2

.f period

L2, U3

. fplus
policy
portion

s

L4, U5

L4, U7
L2, U3
L2, U3

.f

Ll, U6

. fpose
. fpositive

L3, U3

.fpotentlal

.fobjective

5

Ll, UlO

4

. foccur
odd
offset
ongoing
. f option
orient

L3,U3
L2, U9

.flink
.flocate
. f1ogic

5

Ll, U6

L2, Ul
L3, U9
L4, U5
L1, US; LO, U1

.f

outcome

L2, U1; LO, U1

. foutput
overall
overlap

.f

L4,U1;LO,U9

practitioner
precede

.f

.f occupy

L2, U5

L3, U7

. fprimary
prime
principal

L2, U3

7

L4, U5

L4, U9

4

Ll, U8

L4, U4; LO, U4

.fprevious

2

L2, U4

5
4

L2, U6

3

L3, U8; L4, U2

.fobtain

10

L2, UlO

.fphyslcal

2
5
10
8

. fobvious

L2, U9

Ll, U2

. f normal
. f notion
notwithstanding
nuclear

L4, U2

L2, U8

2
1
1

L3, Ul

3

L4, U6

L3,U4

9

L4, U5

Ll, U1

nonetheless
norm

3
6

Ll, U8

. fphase
phenomenon
.f philosophy

L4, UlO
L4, U7

L2, U2

L4, U5

2
3

L2 , UlO

6
10
9

Ll, U2

4

.f perspective

. fprecise
. fpredict
predominant
preliminary
presume

1

Location

Ll, U4

3
5
6

4

2

Ll, US

L4, U8

1

.fmalntaln

. foverseas

L3, U2; LO, U5

10
5
5
10
3
3

. fliberal
. flicense
likewise

Sublist

1

L3, U7;LO,U8

.f instance
.f institute

Word

s

Ll, U5

innovate
input
insert
insight
inspect

Location

manipulate
manual
margin
mature
maximize
mechanism
. fmedia
mediate
. fmedical

6
3

initiate

Sublist

.f major

inhibit

.finitial

.f injure

Word

L4, U2
L3, U2
L2, UlO

L2, Ul
L2, U7

.f

1
9
10
2
2

8
6
5

L3, U2

L3, U3
L3, U9
L3, Ul
Ll, U5
L4, U8;LO,U10

Ll. U2
L2, U4
L3, UlO

4

L2, Ul

8

Ll, U8
L4, Ul

9
6

L2, U2

2
2
5
4

L2,U5;LO,U5

L1, U1
L4, U4
L4, US

.f prlnclple

1

L3,U9;LO,U9

4

L3, U6

L3, U6; LO, U10

. fprior
.f priority

7

Ll. U2

L3, U7

.fproceed

1

L4, U9; LO, U3

Ll, U9

1
4
7
4
4
3
8

Ll, U9

10

Ll. U8

. fprocess
.f professional
prohibit

8
10
4
5

L4, U8

.f project

L3, U3

. fpromote
.f proportion
. fprospect
protocol

Ll. U2

L4, U7
L2, U5

3

L3,U4

4
4
9

Ll , U7
L2, U6
Ll, U7

psychology
publication
.f publish

.f

Ll. U5
L3, UlO
L4, U4,U9
L2, U6
Ll, UlO
L2. U6

9

L2, U4

5

L4, U2

7

L3, Ul

3

Ll , U3
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Word

Sublist

Location

,fpurchase

2

L2, U9; LO,U7

, fpursue

5

L3, US

qualitative
, fquote
radical
random
, frange
, fratio
rational

,freact
, frecover
refine
regime
, fregion
, fregister
regulate
reinforce
, freject
, frelax
, frelease
, frelevant
reluct ance
,frely
,fremove
,freqv.!;e
, fresearch
reside
, fresolve
, fresource
, frespond
, frestore
restrain
,frestrlct
, fretain
,f reveal
revenue
, f reverse
,f revise
,f revolution
. rigid
,f role
,f route
scenario
,f schedule
scheme
scope
,fsection
,f sector

9

L3, U9

7

L4, U10

S
S
2
5

L3, U4
L2, U7
L3, U1
L1, us

6

L3, U3

3

l2,US;LO,U3

6
9

L3, U4

4

L2, U10

2
3

L3, U1
L2, U2

L4, U4

2

L3, US; LO, U9

s

L2, U5

5
9

L1 , U7
L1, us

7

L4, Ul

2

L4, US

10

L2, U4

3
3
1

L3,U2; LO,US
L3,U2;LO,US
L4, U2; LO, U9
L4, U2

2
4

2

L1 , U2
L3, U4

1

L3, US
l 4, U7

s

L3, U5

9
2
4

L2, U7

L2, U9; LO, US
L4, U3
L3, US

6
5

L2, U2

7

L2, U7

s

L3, U6

9
9
1
9

L1, Ul

Sublist

,fsecure
,fseek
, fselect
sequence
, f series
, fsex
,fshlft
,f significant
,fsimilar
simulate
, fsite
so-called
sole
, fsomewhat
,fsource
,f specific
specify
sphere
, f stable
statistic
,f status
straightforwa rd
,f strategy
, fstress
,f structure
, fstyle
submit
subordinate
subsequent
subsidy
,f substitute
successor
,f sufficient
, f sum
, f summary
supplement
,f survey
,f survive
suspend
sustain
, f symbol

Location

2
2
2

L4, US; LO, US
l4, U3; LO, U4
L3, Ul

3

L3, U5

4

L3, U5

3

L1, U3

3
1
1

L4,U9; LO, U2
L3,U10; LO, US
L2, U1; LO, U2

7

L3, Ul

2

L1, U6

10

L2, US

7

L4, U1

7

L1, U4

1

L3,U2; LO, U10

L1. U5
L2, U5

,f tape
,f target

L4, US

, ftask
, fteam
,f technical
,f technique
,ftechnology

L2, U5

,f temporary

9

L3,U7

s

L4, U9

3
6
1

L4, U3

L1, U3
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tense

Word

Sublist

t erminate
, ftext
, ftheme
,ftheory
thereby
t hesis
, ftopic
, ft race
,f tradition
,f transfer
,f transform
transit
transmit
,ftransport
, ftrend
trigger

L1, U9

2

L2, U4

S

L2, U2

1

L4, U4; LO,U9

S
7
7

L4, U3

6

L1. U9

2
2

L3, US; LO, U4
L4, Ul; LO, U3

6
5
7

L2, U7
L4, U4

S
5

L4, U6

9

L3, U7

Ll, U9
L4, Ul

1

L1, U6
L4, U6
L3, U7

,f ultimate

7

5

L4, U5

10

4
4

L3, U2

10

L3, U4

2
4
1
5

L2, US; LO, U9

undergo
underlie
undertake
,f uniform
unify
,f unlque
utilize

3
1
8
5
S

L4, U7

L4, U4

l2, U1; LO, US

6
4
S
9
7
6

7

L2, U9
L4, U3

4
6
5
7

Ll, Ul

3

L2, UlO; LO, U4

, fvalid
,fvary
, fvehicle
, fversion
, fvia
violate
virtual

4

L1, U10

, fvisible

4

L2, U10
L4, U10

, fvision
visual
, fvolume
voluntary
welfare
, fwhereas
whereby
widespread

2

L4, U7
L3, U3

L3, U5

L4, U10; LO, U9

L4, U6
L2, U3
L3, Ul
L4, U5

L2,U1; LO, U7
L3,UB

L1, U4

9

9

Location

S

3
9

L2, U2
Ll, U1
L2, U9

7

L1, U3
L3, U2

9

Ll, U10

5
5

L2, U4

6
5
3
9
3
3
3
9
8

Ll, U6

L2, U2

L2, U7
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Word

9

S
7

9
8
3

L4, U3
L3, U7
L2, U4

S

L4, U10

L1, us
L1, U6

Ll, U10

L3, U5
Ll, U4
L3, U6
L2, U10
L3,U5

10

5
5

L2, U6

Ll , U9

L3,U10;LO,U2
L4, U3

Ll, U10
L4, U1
L4, U2
L1, U4

7

L3, U10

L2, U1; LO, US
L3, US; LO, U7

L4, U10
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